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1.0 SUMMARY

I.I Introduction

This final report presents the results of LinCom's efforts on the study

of the "Space Shuttle/TDRSS Communication and Tracking Systems Analysis,"

performed under Contract No. NAS9-17349. It represents a portion of the work

accomplished during the reporting period May l, 1985 through April 30, 1986.

LinCom has been under contract to NASA/JSC since August 1976 to modify

and extend an analytical simulation package (LinCsim) which allows the

analytical verification of data transmission performance through TDRSS

satellites. The scope of this effort has recently been expanded to include the

effects of radio frequency interference (RFI) on the bit error rate (BER)

performance of the S-band return links. On the other hand, since 1976 LinCom

has been expanding this program to make it also applicable to Shuttle

unique/ground station capabilities.

Now that both the TDRSS and Shuttle programs have completed the

conceptual design phases and most of the design/development activities

(especially the TDRSS), it is time for the NASA to focus it's attention on

potential enhancements to the Shuttle and TDRSS communication system as well

as the Shuttle navigation sensors that can upgrade the Shuttle communications,

tracking and navigation capabilities. In order to evaluate the technical and

operational problem areas and provide a recommendation, the NASA/JSC Statement

of Work (SOW) provides for a study to evaluate these enhancements through

simulation and analysis. These enhancement techniques must first be

characterized, then modeled mathematically, and finally updated into LinCsim.

The LinCsim package can then be used as an evaluation tool.

 Z}n m
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2.0 SUM_RY OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED

This final report documents the analysis, modeling, simulation and

evaluation performed by LinCom under two tasks contained in the Statement of

Work. What follows is a summary of tasks accomplished by LinCom during this

contract period.

2.1 Characterization and Modelinq of Potential Enhancements

There are three areas of potential enhancements: (1) Shuttle payload

accommodations, (2) TDRSS SSA and KSA services and (3) Shuttle tracking system

and navigation sensors. Our approach here is to identify the areas of

potential enhancements, provide functional characterizations and then develop

analytical models.

2.1.1 Shuttle Paxload Communications Enhancements

The Shuttle will be used to support the Space Station effort as early as

the launch and assembly phase. Communications amongst the station, EVAs and

the Shuttle are required. The current capability is UHF voice between the

Shuttle and EVA. Enhanced capabilities includes compressed digital TV,

digital voice, heads up display and commands and telemetry.

The Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) will likely be Shuttle based. The

OMV will require digital compressed TV support for its return link which is

beyond the capability of the current S-band payload interrogator.

A DoD payload kit has also been proposed. It will be in a receive only

mode employing a 24 inches dish mounted on a CCTV pan and tilt unit. It will

use a FET pre-amp front endwith 2 db noise figure and interface with either

the payload interrogator/communication interface unit or directly with the

Ku-band signal processor in the bent-pipe mode.
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Other non-mission specific enhancementsconsidered include: (I) high date

rate S-band via TDRSfor attached payloads, (2) capability to handle encrypted

data for the payload signal processor, (3) accommodationfor suppressed

carrier modulation for the payload interrogator (4) Ku-band signal

processor/payload interrogator forward link bent pipe and (5) concatenated

Reed-Solomon/Convolutional coder/decoder.

2.1.2 TDRSS Single Access (SSA & KSA) Services

Within the next 5-I0 years, there will be more and more users competing

for the TDRSS single access services. This situation will become more severe

when the Shuttle has to support the space station and its neighboring

elements such as the co-orbiting platform, polar orbiting platform, OMV, OTV

and other TDRSS users. Currently only two SA users can be supported

simultaneously by a TDRS. The TDRSS will be forced to look for new ways

beyond the standard services to accommodate more users. This type of

nonstandard services will be able to support higher data rates as well as

multiple users by employing perhaps bandwidth efficient modulations, high rate

codes, and frequency division multiplexing. This then opens up the

possibility for the Shuttle to improve its communications system data rate and

BER performance capability.

The future procurement of additional TDRS's and the eventual placement of

these satellites will also affect the TDRSS SSA and KSA user traffic. LinCom

has closely followed the NASA/GSFC TDRSS augmentation development and

analyze their selected approaches for the purpose of modeling, simulation and

subsequent evaluation.
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2.1.3 Shuttle Tracking System and Naviqation Sensors

2.1.3.1 Background

The Orbiter maintains current position and velocity through periodic

propagation using numerical integration of acceleration based on theoretical

force models. Orbital maneuvers use sensed velocity and a gravitational force

model. The TDRSS provides two-way range change (Doppler) over a path from the

master station on the ground, through the TDRSS, to the Orbiter transponder,

and back. Nominally, two relay satellites can be seen and the use of Doppler

data through both satellites over one Orbiter revolution should result in

adequate state vectors. Should only a single relay satellite be available in

some geometrical configuration then two passes are desired. This would

require about 135 min.

The early maneuvers in a rendezvous sequence are targeted by the ground

and must be planned around ground tracking coverage. The terminal phase

maneuvers are determined onboard and must be planned in accordance with

onboard relative observation (spacecraft to spacecraft) restrictions. The

terminal rendezvous phase navigation is performed with the use of the star

tracker and/or Ku-band rendezvous radar, which provide relative observations

between the Orbiter and the target spacecraft.

The star tracker measures two components of the relative position at any

one time, so it is a relatively weak navigation device. It poses other

operational difficulties such as recognition of the proper object to track,

limitations on target brightness, lighting requirements on the target, and

imity of Sun line of sight with respect to instrument field of view. The

rendezvous radar is limited primarily by the short range over which it can

track passive objects. There are other constraints associated with

rendezvous. Time lines must be worked until proper tracking and communication

-4-
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coverage are available for the early maneuvers targeted by the ground.

With the advent of the Space Station era, the NASA may consider to

enhance the Shuttle capability to perform on-orbit position determination of

the Orbiter and deployed payloads. Enhanced capabilities are also required

for the Shuttle to maneuver around the station while performing rendezvous and

docking operations.

2.1.3.2 Potential Enhancements study

Use of the GPS for navigation would remove the constraints associated

with ground control, star trackers and the Ku-band radar, assuming that the

satellite to be met is not maneuvering and its state can be accurately

determined by the ground and propagated accurately onboard. Availability of

the GPS for navigation will greatly reduce navigation restrictions on flight

planning, trajectory design, and flight control.

The use of laser sensors, accelerometers and strap-down gyros can also be

used to improve range, range rate and acceleration determination accuracies.

2.2 Simulation and Evaluation

The resultant models for the potential enhancements described above have

been incorporated into LinCsim as modularized software packages. Depending on

the type of problem, analytical techniques, Monte-Carlo techniques or a

combination of the two is used. The software has been debugged and verified.

Finally, LinCsim has been exercised to evaluate the performances of these

enhancements.

2.3 Other Supportinq Studies

In addition to the above mentioned efforts, LinCom personnel was
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directed by the NASA/JSCtechnical monitor on various supporting studies,

analyses, model development and link simulations to ensure that elements of

the Shuttle C&TSystemsmeet Space Shuttle Program (SSP) requirements. These

efforts are documentedin Appendix 1-13.
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PART I: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recently, LinCom was tasked in a three-month study to come up with

a Space Station (SS) multiple access (MA) system conceptual design. One

purpose of that effort, which imposed the time constraint, was to

support the prototype breadboard development procurement of the SS MA

antenna and RF subsystems under the JSC Tracking and Communications

Division's Advanced Development Program. The results of that study were

presented [i] in a JSC meeting on December 14, 1984.

Because of the hasty schedule and the very nature of a conceptual

design, the emphasis on the study was to provide a basic set of system

requirements, constraints, desirable features, options, and tradeoff

criterions from which the MA system could evolve. In addition, a

strawman system is provided to motivate some concrete issues that need

to be addressed.

Shortly after the completion of this brief exercise, it becomes

apparent to many that there are more issues that need to be raised,

critical areas that need to be examined, and trade-offs that need to be

made. It is believed that an early head-start on some of these problems

will help track and complement the efforts of the Phase B contractors.

As a consequence, we have been tasked during the |ast five months to

revisit certain selected aspects of the MA system - concentrating on the

more critical issues and problem areas this time. During this period, we

have also looked at another aspect of the SS external communications

function, namely, communicating with the TDRSS. This final report

documents the findings of the current effort.

The final report can'be divided into two parts. The first part is
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this executive summarywhich serves to highlight the issues and trades

considered for some more complicated problem areas, and the results and

conclusions for other relatively straightforward ones. It also

identifies some critical areas that warrant further study. The second

part of this report consists of a set of appendices which co.ntain a more

detailed treatment of each subject matter considered.

2.0 BACKGROUND

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram defining the external SS

links under consideration. The Space Station MA system supports

communications between the Space Station (SS) and Extra-Vehicular

Activity (EVA), the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO), the Orbit Transfer

Vehicle (OTV), the Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV), Free Flyers (FF),

and a Co-Orbiting Platform (COP). Another MA user, though attached to

the SS, is the Mobile Remote Manipulator System (MRMS). There can be up

to I0 MA users during the Initial Operation Configuration (IOC) and 19

MA users during the Growth Configuration.

EVA support is for a i km sphere around the Space Station, see

Figure 2. OMV/OTV support is primarily around a disc of 37 Km in

radius, !8 km thick: There is also a requirement to communicate within

a region defined by the 185 km rectangle. This rectangle is actually a

curvilinear prism since the horizontal lines represent sections of

orbits parallel to the SS orbit. The FF/COP support is between 185 to

2000 km. Regions leasing the SS are defined similarly.

The primary link between the Space Station and ground is through

the Tracking and Data Relay Sate|lite System (TDRSS). The operational

TDRSS consists of two satellites, TDRS-East and TDRS-West, and a ground

station at White Sands (WSGT). Since the TDRSS is not really designed
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for the SS communications load, there is some concern as to what is the

best way for the SS to share this NASA resource. Note that some MA

users would also like to communicate with the TDRSS. The ability to

simultaneously serve the SS and these MA users in a "cluster"

configuration adds another dimension to the problem of straining the

capability of the TDRSS.

3.0 MA SYSTEM STUDIES

3.1 FDMA Issues

The earlier study [1] recommended a SS MA system baseline based on

a demand-assigned Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) scheme. The

FDMA scheme offers many advantages over other systems such as TDMA, CDMA

and FHMA, in view of the SS requirements. These advantages include: low

user complexity, good bandwidth efficiency, matured technology, low EIRP

requirement compared to TDMA, and low overall system cost. However, the

FDMA scheme is not without drawbacks. In what follows, our efforts on

the issues associated with employing a FDMA system for the SS are

summarized. First, the issues associated with channel allocation are

considered. They include regulatory considerations, nonlinear and

bandlimiting effects, and oscillator stability. Implementation issues

involving the user equipment architecture and commonality as well as

multiplexing, formatting and synchronization are considered next.

How much is available?

on Earth be satisfied?

3.1.1 Frequency Management

The immediate questions for a demand-assigned FDMA system are

related to frequency management: How much total bandwidth is required?

Can the power flux density impingement limits

What much bandwidth should be allocated to a
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channel? Howshould the channels be placed on the frequency plan? For

the first two questions the conclusions from this study are:

- Roughly 200 MHzbandwidth for forward and 400 MHzbandwidth for

return are required.

- The exact frequency allocation at K-band should be left to NTIA.

- Power Flux density is a problem when nondirectional antennas are

involved. A spectrum spreading technique such as direct sequence

spreading should be used for the orderwire channel (required for

demandassignment) to meet the power flux density limits. TT&C

channels mayneed relief.

Severa| guidelines have been established for channel allocation

regarding the last two questions:

- To minimize degradation, the channel bandwidth and guard band

between channels should be as wide as possible to take advantage

of the available MAsystem bandwidth allocation.

- The strong channels and weak channels should be separated as far

as possible in frequency.

- There will be other non-SSrelated users of the MAfrequencies.

To mitigate their interferences, the MAsystem should provide

channel diversity as well as a communication time-out

capability.

3.1.2 Interferences Due to Bandlimitin_ and Nonlinear Operation

Nonlinearities in the transmitter (RF power amp,_fier) ano the

receiver (low noise amplifier and mixer), coupled with signal

bandlimiting, give rise to interchannel interference (ICI) and

intermodulation (IM) products that affect FDMA system performance. ICI

refers to the spilling over of the signal spectrum tail of one channel



to adjacent channels. IM product refers to cross-products of two or

more signal which fall into other channels, whenthey pass through a

commonnonlinearity.

The options available fur the SSMAsystem to mitigate these

distortions are:

- Use morebandwidth per channel. The cause for ICI is nonlinear

operation on a bandlimited signal. Hence, it can be mitigated by

using a RF bandwidth equal to at least 3 to 4 times the symbol

rate. This however affects the system bandwidth requirement.

Another possibility is to use a more bandwidth efficient

modulation scheme, see later discussions under modulation

selections.

- Back off HPA. The more the HPA is backed off, the less nonlinear

it is. Unfortunately, the transmit EIRP will be less.

- Use post-HPA filtering. Aside from cost and power attenuation

loss considerations, this may be impractical for low rate

channels because of the nigh selectivity required.

- Separate weak and strong channels. By separating the weak and

strong channel in frequency, interference rejection via filtering

becomes more practical.

- Use power control. The EIRP differences between strong and weak

channels can be reduced by judiciary power control. To implement

power control, the user equipment may require additional

compl exity.

All these options, with the exception of separating strong from weak

channels, incur a cost. Hence careful trade-offs must be performed in

finalizing a particular implementation.

Because of the complexity due to the large number of variables
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(nonlinearity model, power level, signal format, filter, frequency

assignment, etc.), computer simulation appears to be the only viable

tool to analyze this problem. An approach to attack this problem

has been outlined as a part of the study.

3.1.3 Oscillator Stability/

One of the fundamental limits of how close two channels can be

packed together under a FDMA scheme is the frequency stability of the

two carriers. Over a typical space operational lifetime of 7 years, the

frequency of an oscillator from which the carrier is derived will drift

if a crystal oscillator is used. (Space operation requirements and cost

considerations usually preclude the use of atomic standards.)

Environmental effects such as temperature variation, vibration, g-force

loading, shocK, load and voltage changes can all contribute to the

fluctuations in the output frequency of the crystal oscillator.

It appears that for K-band operation, commercially available

oven-controlled crystal oscillators will drift no more that 5 KHz in

either direction. Since the cost of this oscillator is only on the

order of $1,000, stepping down to a less capable crystal oscillator is

not much of a tradeoff; With the oven-controlled oscillator, the guard

band to be allocated between FDMA channels to account for long term

oscillator instability should be about 10 KHz. The bandwidth premium to

be paid for the guard band is only significant for low data rate

channels and does not really affect the utilization efficiency of the

total allocated spectrum.

3.1.4 User Commonality

The central issue here is to come up with a common set of user
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equipment capable of serving all MAuser links in order to share

development cost and to standardize equipment. The three major areas in

the design of the user transceiver are the architecture of the RF/IF

@ubsystem,the modemand the codec implementation.

The RF/IF subsystem provides frequency translations. It could also

provide channel multiplexing/demultip|exing (mux/demux)filtering

functions. Themux/demuxfunctions can also be done in the modem.

Since a user can have multiple links requiring multiple modems,it is

more desirable to minimize channel-dependent processing at the RF/IF

subsystem level so that the same IF signal can be used to feed the

modems. Besides, it is less costly to filter at the modemlevel.

Criterions for selecting the IF frequencies are also addressed in this

study.

Since the modemis required to support a wide range of users and

data rates, it should be a "smart" modem. It appears that a

microprocessor-based digital modemwill be required. To facilitate

mux/demuxfiltering, a double heterodyne technique is proposed.

Criterions for IF selection have been considered. It is also

recommendedthat the A/D subsystem should be implemented with two

different logic families: high speed ECL for the TV data rate and low

power CMOS for other data rates. However, the two subsystems should be

plug-compatible to maintain commonality. (The rest of the modem is not

really data rate dependent.)

Commercial convolutional rate 1/2 codec chips will be available for

data rates less than 5 Mbps. It appears that the SS user coding schemes

should be standardized based upon these chips for all non-TV links. For

high rate TV, the chips are not directly applicable. Anyway, bandwidth

expansion associated with rate I/2 codecs for TV data is a problem for
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efficient spectrum utilization. If coding is needed to improve

performance margin for this link, a more comprehensive study is

required.

3.1.5 Multiplexing, Formatting and Synchronization

For the SS, the baseband digital processing subsystem/modem is not

collocated with the RF subsystem. Depending on the signal distribution

method selected, frequency multiplexing can be best done at either ends.

The trade-off here is ease of implementation. There are also up to

three types of antenna system covering different user ranges. The

grouping of users served is a driver for arranging channels on the

frequency plan.

The important issues for selecting the data format (mainly the

block length) are overall data transfer efficiency and bit slippage

rate. As a rule of thumb, the product of the bit slippage rate and the

number of bits in a frame should be at least 10 times smaller than the

bit error rate. Considerations for data encryption is not a big driver

for format selection.

Carrier and clock recovery should not betoo serious a problem

except for low rate channels. For the purpose of frequency

co-ordination, the SS should consider including a pilot in its signal

transmission. This pilot can be used by the user for calibration during

periods of benign Doppler and for compensating Doppler while in the nigh

dynamics state.

3.2 Other Issues

3.2.1 Modulation Schemes

Since the channel is usually nonlinear due to the near saturation



operation of the HPAfor maximumoutput power, modulation techniques are

pretty much limited to the class of constant envelope modulation

schemes. This precludes Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM),

Quadrature Partial Response(QPR), Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK),

etc., that can provide more bits/Hz. What remains is the class of

modulation schemesthat only uses phase variations in the signal to

transmit information. Onecould use Continuous PhaseModulation (CPM)

which can be more bandwidth efficient if the higher order forms are

used. However, CPMreceiver structures are often complicated, requiring

Viterbi-type phase trellis decoders.

If a reasonable amount of bandwidth is available, QPSK

(Staggered-QPSK)appears to be a logically compromise. Differential

encoding should be used with QPSKto avoid ambiguity resolution and to

combatcycle-slipping and slow fading, even though it incurs a 0.3 db

performance penalty. If sufficient bandwidth is not available, then a

price in terms of performance and modemcomplexity must be paid. TOe

degradation will be a function of the nonlinearity, available bandwidth,

and the modulation technique used. The only dependable way to predict

performance is through simulation.

3.2.2 Orderwire Channel

Two general approaches to implementing the orderwire channel have

been identified. In a random access approach, perhaps the simplest, the

user access a common orderwire whenever he desires. A conflict may

exist if two or more users access the channel at the same instant.

However, this occurrence is rather remote for the SS scenario. There are

also well known tecnniques to resolve this conflict if it indeed

occurred. In a deterministic approach, e.g., with TDMA, CDMA, or FDMA,
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the orderwire is uniquely allocated to a user so that no conflict is

possible. Out of the three, TDMAis the most complicated. CDMAhas the

advantage that it is compatible with a SS-basedranging system, yet it

has the disadvantage of requiring a more complex receiver.

A preliminary investigation of the amount of data required in an

orderwire data packet was also completed. Most of the information bits

will be allocated to the user/SS location and velocity to aid antenna

pointing. The position requires roughly 18 bits per axis; the velocity

requires 12. The total number of bits of the data packet is on the

order of 170.

3.2.3 Alternate Approaches

Potential alternatives to the SS MA system have also been studied.

An attempt has been made to identity a simple, minimal alternative using

existing and/or TDRSS-compatible capabilities. A evolutionary approach

is envisioned; the capabilities are added as required during buildup,

IOC, and growth.

The key is to use two or three different systems for (i) the EVAs,

(2) the MRMS, and (3) the rest of the users. TV support is only

provided to the first two users. The Shuttle, EVA and MRMS should be

interoperable during buildup. The rest of the users will be served by

an S-band MA service during IOC using signal formats compatible with

TDRSS S-band link services. Dedicated channels (similar to SSA) will be

time-shared while low data rate support will be via a TI)RSS MA-type

scheme. During growth, the SS S-band MA system can be upgraded to

K-band where more bandwidth wil| be available. The S-band signals can

be used as a first IF so that most equipment can be salvaged. One

potential problem with the above approach is the potential interference
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with the SS/TDRSSlink.

3.2.4 Mobile Remote Manipulator System IMRMS)

There is a requirement to provide a minimum of 6 video channels for

the MRMS. Assuming that digital TV at 22 Mbps is used, the composite

data rate is 132 Mbps. In order to conserve bandwidth and to simplify

transceiver design, the six channels should be time-division multiplexed

into a composite superchannel. Both RF and optical links have been

examined for the MRMS linK. In terms of link margins, both appear

feasible. Hence the tradeoff criterions are cost and ease of frequency

management. For RF links, issues concerning using 3-12 GHz and higher

frequencies (20 to 60 GHz) are examined. The advantage of the lower

frequencies is the commercial availability of stock bandwidth efficient

(3 bits/Hz) digital radios designed for microwave links.

Both fiber and free space optical links are considered. The

problems with a free space link are transmit power and blockage. The

main problem with the fiber approach is the handling of the fiber as the

MRMS travels.

Analog NTSC TV has also been considered. It is probably the least

expensive approach in terms of bandwidth (6 MHz/channel) and hardware

requirements. However, it is not easily made amenable to encryption for

privacy.

4.0 TDRSS UTILIZATION

Since the SS, as well as some MA users such as the Shuttle,

OMV, OTV, etc. relies on the TDRSS for communicating with the ground, it

is important to assess the TDRSS capability in terms of supporting this

"cluster" of users. Tnere are two kinds of services provided by the
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TDRSS:(I) standard services consisting of the MA, SSA, and KSAlinks

and (2) IF services. The current capabilities of both services have

been examined here. In addition, the actual capabilities of the space

and the ground segment, not necessarily associated with the services,

have been assessed. Eventually, the TDRSShas to be enhanced to

fully support the SS. Wehave looked at ways of enhancing the TDRSS

with a minimal impact on the existing system.

4.1 Standard Service

In order to use the standard TDRSS service, the user has to adhere

to a fixed signal format and carrier frequency assignment. The

following standard TDRSS capabilities for SS cluster support have been

identified:

- Only one KSA user can be supported per TDRS single access antenna

because of the narrow beamwidth.

- Two KSA users can be supported per TDRS via polarization

diversity.

- SSA return link bandwidth is limited by the TDRS space-ground

link which is 20 MHz for forward and 1U MHz for return.

- It is feasible to provide simultaneous SSA/KSA support although

the coverage zone will be determined by the KSA autotrack system.

Polarization diversity can be used for KSA; either polarization

or frequency diversity can be used for SSA.

- Multiple TDRSs are not efficient for providing more KSA links and

does not increase MA support. However, it can double the number

of users supported by SSA.

4.2 IF Service
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The IF service allows a certain degree of flexibility in selecting

the signal characteristics. The following raises someof the issues:

- IF service allows more efficient usage of the KSAchannel by

Using bandwidth efficient modulation schemes. For example, it is

likely that up to 500 Mbpscan be supported with Octal Phase

Shift Keying (SPSK)modulation. Whichmodulation schemeis the

best?

- FDMAcan be used to support multiple users with KSA. What are

the effects on the TDRSautotrack System if FDMAis used? What

degradations are to be expected from the FDMAcomposite signal

through the nonlinear TWTAused for the TDRSspace-ground link?

- If time-sharing is used to support the SS cluster, what

operational modifications are required to minimized

re-acquisition from user to user?

- What additional ground equipment is required to support IF

service?

4.3 TDRSS Enhancements

We nave concentrated in this effort only on enhancements that

require minor changes. Consequently, we have skimmed over issues such

as adding a 60 GHz crosslink between the TDRSs. Our recommendations are

as follows:

- Open up the SSA channel for SS cluster users. This requires

adjusting some filter bandwidths, space-ground link EIRP and

frequency separation between SSAI and SSA2.

- Reuse the defunct Advanced Westar (AW) capability. The AW K-band

equipment can be used for dedicated SS support. The issues to be

considered are regulatory aspects of frequency co-ordination,
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antenna pointing, and G/T. The C-band equipment can be used for

space-ground link to JSC, GSFC, etc. to alleviate the TDRSS

NASCOM traffic bottleneck. To implement this, the TDRS will need

the capability to select space-ground links.

- Use the spare TDRS-Central as an operational satellite. Other

users can offload some data traffic to TDRS-C to make way for the

SS users. In addition, the SS users can use it for high rate

data dump using both KSA links when visible.

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Before any of the detai|s of the MA FDMA system can be studied in

a meaningful way, it is very important that a frequency plan be

specified and approved by the regulatory agencies. Hence, an early

frequency allocation is desirable to minimize wasted effort.

The TV link is the biggest user of the allocated bandwidth and

therefore deserves special attention. One way to reduce its impact is

to use bandwidth efficient modulation scheme. Unfortunately, there are

other constraints. The EVA is the primary user of the TV link and it is

power starved. Bandwidth efficient schemes require complex modems which

are likely to be power hungry. Another way to reduce power consumption

is to reduce the EVA transmit power by the use of coding. However,

coding involves bandwidth expansion and additional hardware. It appears

that the TV link problems as they relate to signal processing, channel

o

allocation, coding, modulation, modem design and implementation, etc.

will need to be studied in a more comprehensive and extensive manner.

Another issue is the impact of the recommendations of the

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) URSI standards.

Two key questions here are: What is the impact of total compliance with
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CCSDSstandards? If total compliance is not desirable, how should the

standards be modified for the SSMAsystem?

Finally, it is desirable toCome up with a SS-basedcombined

communicationand tracking system to serve the users as an alternative

option to a multi-target radar system for mid- to far- range. This

would provide somecost and frequency managementadvantages.

REFERENCE

[i] "Space Station Multiple Access System Conceptual Design", presented

on December 19, 1984 under Contract No. NAS 9-17152.
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APPENDIX A: COMMENTS ON LOCKHEED MA BASELINE

Here are some comments on the MA baseline. Most are just typos

and points requiring clarifications. The more important ones are

comments on the high power amplifiers and the TV/ops data

multiplexing scheme. The headings correspond to the different sections

of the Agenda.

i. Requirements and Ground Rules.

- How does one schedule time-sharing for the two-way order-wire

channel ?

- Is a 22 Mbps Viterbi decoder practical?

- Typo on last chart in group regarding BER.

2. Frequency Planning and Allocation.

- LinCom frequencies are selected to be the same as TDRSS to take

possible advantage of their RF hardware implementation/experience.

- On page ZT/7-b, bps should be sps.

4. Antenna/RF/IF Systems

- Figure 2. OW TDM. How practical? Typo at the end of backup

material for Figure 2 - will will. Need more description of the OW

channel.

- How can a gimballed antenna support 5 users? How does the reflector

cluster type antenna look?

- Need a coordinate system definition for Figure 5a.

- On High gain antenna page. Look at the TRW SSDS study scenario

where users are scheduled very infrequently.
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- Proposed antenna system for SS and User. Major problem here about

the 10 W linear PAs. Since the users are on FDMA, there is no need

for a 10 W PA. Combining a number of dedicated low power PAs at

the antenna feed is a better solution since there is really no

coherency requirement. This avoids the low efficiency, expensive

high power PAs. The same comment applies to the 45 W design

exampl e.

6. Modulation Considerations

- Recommendations. Why is differentially coherent detection complex?

6. Video Considerations

- Multiplexing ops data with TV is OK when both are present. The

situation is a bit sticky when TV is no longer present. Why would

one want to transmit and receive at high power mode (high TV data

rate) while the need does not exist? Doesn't one want to conserve

power on the EMU? Also, do we transmit at pulse mode, i.e., only on

the slots where there are ops data, or do we transmit dummy TV

data? Isn't it nice to have a backup link (if the ops data link is

separate)? What if EVA ventures beyond the TV coverage range and

still wants ops data coverage?
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APPENDIXB: REVIEWOF HUGHESMAANTENNABREADBOARDPROPOSAL

General Comments

One of the advantages of the active lens antenna concept is that

the final RF high power amplification stage can be performed by a number

of solid state power amplifiers (SSPA). This avoids the need to develop

a 50 watt linear TWTA. However, a phase control problem has to be

traded off.

The disadvantage is that we are talking about roughly 40 beams.

With the beam control system added (which most likely requires a

computer), the active lens concept appears to be riskier, more

complicated and more expensive than using fixed beams. This is

primarily due to the R&D nature of the project.

Miscellaneous Comments.

p.3. It will be interesting to have a copy of their preliminary tradeoff

study to find out the rationale behind choosing an active lens

antenna over the conventional MBA, or the multiple fixed beam

concept. It would appear that they may "just want to gain the

experience".

p.4. Note that Hughes' experience does not include active lens antenna

designs. This is an R&D type of program for them.

p.5. The 40 dB to 47 dB gain requirement appears to be high.

p.9. Both power divider breadboards look pretty bulky (see Figs.

9 & 10). How many are needed? A 40 db gain beam has a HPBW of

approximately 1.5 degree. To cover Figure 2b, it would appear

that one needs about 40 "feeds". Does one need 40 power dividers?
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Comments on Detailed Design and Trade Studies

The technique for phase delay variation compensation required for

signal coherency through the lens elements has been left out. This will

be a major problem area (LinCom has considerable experience with the

various approaches, tradeoff, etc.) This is an important issue since

the accuracy of phase compensation can affect the performance of the

antenna e.g., beamwidth, beamsquint, sidelobes, nulls, and usable RF

bandwidth. Apparently, the demonstration model is to be adjusted

manually so the problem may not show up. The question is: Are periodic

adjustments and recalibration required while in operation? What will be

the size of the phase control system? The same comment applies to the

BFN.

Not all beams are required to have the same HPBW/gain. Can this

help in simplifying the design?

What about packaging; size, weight and power; and beam control?

What about calibration?

What about a test plan?

What is to be verified in the way of performance?
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APPENDIX C: MORE COMMENTS ON LEMSCO MA BASELINE

1. FREQUENCY SELECTION

The frequency band between 13.8 and 14.0 GHz is used by the Shuttle

radar. Hence, it is not desirable for use by the MA forward link as

proposed earlier. A more appropriate band will be the proposed

alternate band from 13.4 to 13.7 GHz, if one wants to conform to the

TDRSS frequencies.

The Shuttle radar example carries a deeper message. The band from

13.4 to 14.0 GHz are allocated primarily to radiolocation, hence one

expects to find other radar users at this band. Equivalently, there

will be other primary users for any other band. The interferences from

these users must be accommodated. The point is to design the MA system

so that it can cope with these interferences (not necessarily overcome

them).

The final frequency plan must be approved by the NTIA. Hence, the

best approach is to have them find the frequency bands at K-band between

12 to 18 GHz.

2. TV/OPS DATA MULTIPLEXING

If a user switches often from TV + OPS data to OPS data only and

vice versa, then one has to worry about the signal dropout time penalty

associated with the transition from one data rate to another. This time

includes the time to alert both parties (SS and user), effect the actual

transition by switching the transmitter, detect loss of lock by the

other party, switch to another receiver, and finally acquire.

The hardware penalty of the multiplexing scheme is not an important

issue since the digital TV format requires multiplexing anyway.
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APPENDIX D: ALTERNATE APPROACH FOR MA

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This memo is an exercise in examining potential alternatives for

the Space Station MA system. The approach adopted here is to identify

the simplest alternatives, not necessari|y the best. The primary

motivation is to use existing and/or TDRSS-compatible capabi|ities where

possible. There are basical|y four groups of users: the Shuttle, the

EVAs, the MRMS, and the rest of the mid- to far-range users. The MA

capabilities envisioned are evolutionary; they are added as required

during buildup, IOC and growth.

2.0 OPERATIONAL SCENARIO --

During buildup, the MA users will consist of the Shuttle and the

MRMS. The MRMS will need to be controlled by the Shuttle. (An

alternative i.sto be controlled by the ground through the SS/TORSS

link).

During IOC, the MA users will consist of the Shuttle, the MRMS,

EVAs, one OMV, one platform and a few free-flyers. The free-flyer/OMV

traffic will probably be light so that the MA system does not nave to

serve too many users at the same time.

At the growth stage, the MA system has to double or triple its IOC

capability in term of the number of users to be served.

3.0 MA ALTERNATIVES

The key here is to use two or three separate systems for (1) the

EVAs, (2) the MRMS, and (3) the rest of the users. Both the EVA and the

MRMS may require real-time, continuous (up to hours) TV coverage and are
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close range users. The requirement on the antenna system is 360 degrees

coverage with low gain. Assuming6 full TVchannels at 22 Mbps, the

MRMSrequires 132 Mbps. Assuming4 full TV channels at 22 Mbps, the EVA

support requires 88 Mbps for supporting 4 EVAs during growth. These data

rate and antenna requirements for the EVA and the MRMS are quite

distinct from the rest of the users. For this reason, the MRMS and EVA

should be supported as one (or two) independent service.

The rest of the users do not really need to be in contact with the

SS continuously or in a particular time slot. Normally, they will be

controlled by the ground through the TDRSS. They only need to

communicate with the SS in the rendezvous zone where they will be

controlled by the SS. Full rate TV is something that is nice to have

but probably not really essential. Hence, this group of users is

characterized by relatively low data rates, and moderate to high SS

antenna gain because of the distance to be covered.

3.1 MRMS and EVA Services

The MRMS and EVA services should be designed to share the RF/IF

equipment to be cost effective. For example the gap fillers for the EVA

antenna system should be shared by the MRMS. However, 100 percent

sharing may not be desirable or cost effective because of the slightly

different operational requirements.

The MRMS should use a multiplexed composite channel for the 6 TV

channels at a 132 Mbps data rate. This eliminates the guard bands to

separate the 6 channels for a FDMA scheme. If we assume a fairly

efficient modulation scheme, the MRMS service requires roughly between

150 to 201) MHz of bandwidth.

The EVA channels should be FDM, same as the baseline system
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requiring about 200 MHzof bandwidth.

Becauseof the proximity operation and the high data rate

advantage, both the MRMSand the EVAservices are neither likely to

interfere with other frequency allocations nor be interfered. This

gives the two services flexibility in frequency allocation. Weshall

tentatively assumethat they will operate in a 500 MHzband somewhere

between 14 to 18 GHzthat does not interfere with other communications

functions of the SS.

During buildup when the MRMSis to be controlled by the Shuttle,

the MRMScommsystem can be a payload on board the Shuttle. This

payload packagewill becomea spare after buildup.

3.2 S-Band MA Services for IOC

The rest of the users are served by an S-band MA service during

IOC. The signal format will be compatible with the TDRSS SSA, S-band

Shuttle transponder, and MA services of the TDRSS. Most users will use

the TDRSS/MA format for continuous telemetry coverage (up to 50 Kbps)

and will only use the TDRSS/SSA format for periodic (perhaps 10 minutes)

high data rate coverage (up to 6 Mbps), same as the current practice for

,un_J users. Because of *_o inn M_. hanAw_Heh _v_il_hl_ it _pp_ar_ 2 nr

3 SSA-type channels can be accommodated, in addition to the SS/TORSS SSA

channel.

This capability should be adequate for IOC. The advantage of this

particular approach is that the users do not need to procure additional

hardware to communicate with the SS. The selection of S-band is

pragmatic. Unless there is a need for imaging data, most spacecrafts

will only use the S-band capability of the TDRSS. This is true, for

example, for the currently planned Shuttle-based OMV where the plan is

oL n m
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to use the S-bandservice and transmit slow-scan TV.

The IOCantenna system for the S-Bandservice should consist of a

TDRStype MAantenna and two or three single access antenna. The single

access antennas should be designed to handle both S- and K-band signals

by employing dual S- and K-band feeds.

3.3 Up_radin_ the S-band MA service for Growth

During growth, the S-band MA can be upgraded to K-band where more

bandwidths are available for more (high data rate) users. The S-band

signals can be used as the first IF so that most of the equipment can be

salvaged during the change over.

4.0 POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

One potential problem with this approach is that the S-band

system may interfere with the TDRSS operation. Also, if one is to

upgrade the system to K-band during growth, the frequency bands must be

selected and built into the antenna/RF system during IOC.
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APPENDIX E: PRELIMINARY MULTI-CHANNEL MRMS ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

RF and optical links are examined in light of the MRMS

requirements. In terms of link margins, both implementations appear

feasible. The remaining questions are cost and frequency management.

For RF ]inks, issues concerning using 3-12 GHz and higher frequencies

(20/30 or 60 GHz) are examined. The advantage of 3-12 GHz is the

commercial availability of stock bandwidth efficient (3 bits/Hz) digital

radios designed for microwave links. Both free space and optical fiber

transmission are considered for optical links. Analog TV is also

considered. It is probably the least expensive approach although

digital encryption techniques cannot be used to ensure privacy. A

ground-based eavesdropper, however, may not have the needed sensitivity

to pick up the TV signal.

1.0 MRMS DATA TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

There is a requirement to provide a minimum of 6 video channels for

the MRMS. Assuming that digital TV at 22 Mbps is used, the composite

data rate is 132 Mbps. In order to conserve bandwidth and to simplify

transceiver design, the six channels should be time-division multiplexed

to form a composite superchannel. (Multiplexing/demultiplexing at 132

Mbps should not be a technology issue).

Two transmission options are avai]able for handling the

composite video channels: RF or optical. Before examining the options,

it is worthwhile to look at the physical aspects of the MRMS

configuration and the issues involving placement of the (RF) antenna or

(optical) telescope on the SS structure.
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2.0 MRMS STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

The MRMS could move on either the front or back side of the upper

and lower keels, the keel extension and the _ransverse boom as shown in

Figure 1. Figure 2 is a detailed diagram of the proposed deployable

single fold beam for the Keel and boom struss structure. A large

cross-section (9 X 9 feet) is proposed to provide a wide track for the

MRMS and the payloads it must carry, and also to provide a large open

area inside the packaged beam for incorporation of utility lines. The

proposed MRMS is shown in Figure 3. It consists of three layers and is

only I bay (9 X 9 feet) square. It can access all four surfaces of the

beam structure by moving I bay at a time. The Shuttle RMS and the foot

restraint positioning arms can move longitudinally along the platform

edge they are on.

2.1 MRMS Transmit Antenna Placement Options

The transmit antenna (antenna here also applies to the optical

telescope) can be placed either (i) on the platform, (2) on a tower on

the platform, or (3) under the platform. The first two options may

potentia|ly interfere with the operation of the foot restraints and the

RMS. If the antenna is mounted on the platform then some positions of

the foot restraints and the RMS may block the line-of-sight of the

antenna. In that case, an alternate receive antenna must be visible.

If the antenna is mounted on a small tower then the tower structure may

interfere with the operation of the MRMS. The third option can

potentially alleviate the interference problem. However, the antenna in

this case must be retractable so as not to interfere with the movement

of the MRMS platform. Also the (partial) blockage within the beam
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enclosure "tunnel" due to the utility lines or flexing of the beam must

be taken into consideration.

2.2 MRHS Receive Antenna Placement Options

To provide receiving coverage for the MRMS, multiple antennas must

be used. The minimum number of antennas is two - one each on tall

extension structures on the front and back side of the keel overlooking

the SS from both sides. If such a concept is used, then both the

transmit antenna on the MRMS platform and the receive antenna on the SS

must be capable of pointing and tracking, unless the antennas are

omnidirectional. It appears that, at least one of the antennas - most

likely the one on the MRMS platform - can use some directional gain.

If the antenna on the MRMS is only required to point along the keel

and the boom, then the antenna is only required to either point straight

ahead or back (180 degrees). With this technique, one requires two

antenna sites at one end of the transverse boom and at one end of the

keel (see locations marked A and B in Figure 1). If the MRMS antenna is

above the platform, then a set of two antenna are required at each site

- one on each side of the beam structure. If the antenna is below the

platform, then only one antenna is required per site. To cover the keel

extensions, passive reflectors can be used. Or, one can put two more

antenna sites at the two ends of the keel extensions (see locations C in

Figure 1).

3.0 RF SYSTEM OPTIONS

The main driver in picking the RF frequency is to avoid

interference to other SS RF links (at S and K band), or terrestrial

users. The most straightforward solution is to pick the 20/30 GHz band
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or the 60 GHzband to avoid interference. On the other band, the lower

frequencies i.e., between 3 to 12 GHzmayprove to be attractive since

stock digital radios (see next section) with 1 to 10 watts of'transmit

power are available. However, the use of these frequencies will be

predicated on approval by regulatory agencies. Becauseof the distance

advantage (150 m operating range vs 400 Kmorbit), the associated space

loss would minimize interference to and from terrestrial users.

Figures 4 shows a link budget for a hypothetical C-band link at 6

GHz. All parameters are conservative, and even then the link has an 18

db margin with a small size antenna (7 cm diameter). Figure 5 shows a

link budget for an alternate hypothetical 60 GHzlink. In order to

compensatefor the increased space loss, the antenna gain has to be

increased to 20 db, resulting in a 2 cm dish. It appears that both

systems have plenty of margin. Hence, cost and frequency management

will be the main considerations.

3.1 Stock Microwave Digital Radios

The widespread use of PCM equipment for Telco to11 and trunk

circuits has supported the market for commercially available high

bandwidth efficiency (3 bits/Hz) digital radios. The technique and

hardware necessary to carry two DS3 streams (1344 voice channels, or

90.258 Mb/s with auxiliary 12 - 32 Kbps channels) in a 30 to 40 MHZ RF

bandwidth has been well established since the late 70's. The modem

employs 8PSK or 16/64 QAM and uses direct RF modulation.

Figure 6 shows a Rockwell/Collins flyer for their 8PSK digital

radios while Figure 7 shows their QAM digital radios. Note that they

cover the 3 - 12 GHz range. For example, the MDR-2306 at 6 GHz can

handle 3 DS3 streams at 135 Mbps.
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ORIGIN_.L P_GE

OF POOR QUALITY

LIN_. BUDGET

T_ANSMITTINO SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

TRANSMIT POWER, W
DBW

TRANSMIT LOSS, DB

TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN, DB

ESTIMATED DISH DIAMETER, CM

EIRP, DBW

ANTENNA POINTING LOSS, DB

1.00

0.00

-I.00

I0.00

6.G9

9.00

-I.00

SYSTEM & TRANSMISSION LOSSES

SYSTEM AGING EFFECTS, DB

SPACE LOSS, DB
RANGE, KM

FREQUENCY, GHZ

0.15

6.00

0.00

-91.53

RECEIVING SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

RECEIVE CARRIER POWER

RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN, DB

POLARIZATION LOSS, DB

POINTING LOSS, DB

RF LOSS, DB

RECEIVE CARRIER POWER, DBW

NOISE POWER

BACKGROUND NOISE DENSITY, DBW/HZ

BACKGROUND TEMPERATURE, K 500.00

FROND END NOISE DENSITY

RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE, DB 3.00

RECEIVER NOISE DENSITY, DBW/HZ

0.00

0.00

-3.00

-I.00

-87.53

-201.61

-200.98

-198.27

RECEIVED C/NO, DB-HZ

DATA RATE, MBPS

, DB (HZ)

132.00

110.74

GI.21

AVAILABLE EB/NO, DB

REQUIRED EB/NO, DB (BER = I.OE-5)

CODING GAIN, DB

IMPLEMENTATION LOSS, DB

29.54

9.60

0.00

-2. O0

SYSTEM MARGIN, DB 17.94

Figure 4. C-Band Link Budget.
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OF PO, oR QUALITY

LINK BUDGET

TRANSMITTING SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

TRANSMIT POWER, W

DBW

TRANSMIT LOSS, DB"

TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN, DB

ESTIMATED DISH DIAMETER, CM

EIRP, DBW

ANTENNA POINTING LOSS, DB

SYSTEM & TRANSMISSION LOSSES

SYSTEM AGING EFFECTS, DB

SPACE LOSS, DB

RANGE, KM

FREQUENCY, GHZ

RECEIVING SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

RECEIVE CARRIER POWER

RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN, DB

POLARIZATION LOSS, DB

POINTING LOSS, DB

RF LOGS, OB

RECEIVE CARRIER POWER, DBW
NOISE POWER

BACKGROUND NOISE DENSITY, DBW/HZ

BACKGROUND TEMPERATURE, K
FROND END NOISE DENSITY

RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE, DB

RECEIVER NOISE DENSITY, DBW/HZ

RECEIVED C/NO, DB-HZ

DATA RATE, MBPS

, DB (HZ)

AVAILABLE EB/NO, DB

REQUIRED EB/NO, DB (BER = I.OE-5)

CODING GAIN, DB

IMPLEMENTATION LOSS, DB

SYSTEM MARGIN, DB

I.00

500.00

7. O0

132.00

0.00

-I.00

20.00

2.18

!9.00

-1.00

0. "'

O. 00

-3. O0

-I.00

-97.53

-201.61

-196.98

a9-19,J.

98.17

._"L

i6.96

9.60

0.00

-2.00

5.3b

Figure 5. 60 GHz Link Budget.
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Output power' listings are based upon minimum
power at the output of the branching network. The
typical system gain is based on nominal power
output and receiver threshold for an output of 10 -_
bit error rate (BER), and is shown below.

FREQUENCY EQUIVALENT OUTPUT SYSTEM

BAND CHANNEL POWER GAIN AT 10 "_

TYPE (GHz) CAPACITY (W') BER (dR)

MDR-6 5.9.- 6.4 1344 5 103

MDR-8 7125- 85 1344 5 105

MDR-8-5N 7125 - 85 672 5 109

MDR-11-5 10.7- 11.7 1344 5 108

MDR-11-5N 107- 11 7 672 5 109

MDR-12-5 122 - 12 7 672 5 109

"Adlustable clown to I watt

_-v'_ _: _UALII"Y

MDR-( ) Digital Radio

The MDR-11-5 MicrOwave Digital Radio operates in
the 10.7- to 11.7-GHz band, and uses 8-level phase-
shift keying (8-PSK) modulation with 5-watt twt
power amplifiers. The MDR-11-5 is capable of
transmitting two DS3 signals (1344 PCM voice
channels) at 90 Mb/s in a 40-MHz RF channel over a
single radio polarization. The MDR-11-5N narrow-
band version accommodates a single DS3 signal
(672 PCM voice channels) at 45 Mb/s in a 20-MHz
RF channel on a single polarization. The MDR-6
Microwave Digital Radio operates in the 5.9- to 6.4-
GHz band and transmits two DS3 signals in a 30-
MHz bandwidth. The systems meet or are better
than all requirements of the Federal
Communications Commission for Part 21,
Domestic Public Radio Service, and FCC Report
and Order 19311 for digital radio.

The MDR-12-5 has a capacity equivalent to 672
voice channels and serves the business user under
Part 94 of the FCC Rules. The MDR-8-5N and MDR-

8 Microwave Digital Radio have capacities
equivalent to 672. and 1344 voice channels,
respectively. These 8-GHz products operate in the
7.1- to 8.5-GHz band and serve, via microwave, the
government user of digital communications.

The design features up to twelve 32-kb/s digital
service channels for orderwire, fault alarm,
switching, and auxiliary data. Protection options
include hot-standby, frequency-diversity, and
multiline configurations. The MDS-10 I:N digital
switch provides DS3 radio protection switching on a
hitless basis. Digital signals are regenerated at each
repeater station and transmission performance is
virtually independent of system length.

Propagation variations can produce signal
distortions that may severely degrade the quality of
transmission. To reduce the effects of this
distortion, an adaptive equalizer is used in all MDR
radios. The adaptive equalizer tracks both the
amplitude linear slope and null components and
dynamically adjusts compensation circuits.

Figure 6. 8PSK Modem.
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MDR-2000 Series

Digital Radio Family

The MDR-2000 series is a new family of second

generation, high-capacity digital radios. The family
of products operates in the 4-, 6-, and 11-GHz
common-carrier bands. Depending upon frequency

band, the radios can carry two, three, or four DS3
signals (1344, 2016, or 2688 voice channels), using
16- or 64-QAM techniques. In addition to the radios,
the MDR-2000 series includes a DST-2000 terminal

rack in which the DS3 digital processing and
protection-switching functions are performed. The
terminal and transmission functions are split
between the two types of racks so as to optimize the
use of space. At a repeater location this
arrangement allows two transmitter-receivers with
space diversity and regenerators to be contained in
one 19-in. rack.

Design features include i2 RF channels in the 11-
GHz band, up to 1:11 multiline hitless protection
switching, and 1:1 hot-standby/space-diversity or
frequency-diver6ity protection. Optionally, ANC-
2000 service channels are available that provide two
express and two local orderwire facilities, express
and local monitor-control channels and express
and local RS232C data channels.

Improved equalization techniques are used to
ensure satisfactory operation of the high-capacity
radios. In addition to slope and notch correction as
used in the present MDR-( ) radio IF adaptive
equalizers, the notch correction tracks with
frequency as distortions move through the radio
passband. A new equalization technique is also
used in the radio baseband; a transversal equalizer

will improve the quality of the signal by reducing
intersymbol (bit-to-bit) interference.

TYPE

FREQUENCY EQUIVALENT OUTPUT SYSTEM

BANO CHANNEL POWER GAIN AT 10 _

(GHz) CAPACITY (dBm) BER (dB)

MDR-2204 3.7 - 4.2 1344 33 102

MDR-2306 5.9 - 6.4 2016 33 101

MOR-2311 10.7- 11.7 2016 36 107

MDFI-2411 10.7- 11.7 2688 33 101

OST-2X00 -- 1344/2016/ -- --

2688

i

!-i -.

i

; I

Figure 7. QAM Modem.
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4.0 OPTICAL SYSTEM OPTIONS

The main advantage of using an optical system for the MRMS is that

it will _ot interfere with other RF links. There are two ways to use

lightwave for communications: via free space or via fiber optics. Both

systems are capable of supporting the MRMS requirement. Each however

suffers from drawbacks that need to be overcome.

4.1 Free Space Link

The ideal optical system for the MRMS is one that employs fixed

line-of-sight (LOS) antennas to eliminate the acquisition and tracking

subsystem. With the "tunnel" concept discussed above where the antenna

only points along the beam structure, the system may be marginally

practical. To see this, let us examine the link budget in Figure 8

which is based on an optical system proposed earlier by TRW and

subsequently critiqued by LinCom. (A more complete optical link

analysis can be performed with CATSS, the software package developed by

LinCom residing in the JSC/VAX 750.) The system uses a laser

transmitter at an IR wavelength of 0.825 micron. All parameter values

are typical except for the transmit power of 3 mW which is a little on

_he high side if one wants to stay away from array laser diodes.

With this system, the transmit antenna is designed to point with an

accuracy of 0.3 m at a distance of 150 m (2 milliradians pointing

error). Since the SS keel distortion can be as much as +/-1.5 m,

acquisition and tracking are required.

To cover the distortion without relying on a tracking system, the

beam divergence of the transmitter can be broadened to 20 milliradian.

However, since the transmit gain is inversely proportional to the square
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Figure 8. TRW Optical Link Budget Example.

SPACE STATION MRMS LINK

LINK PARAMETERS

LASER TYPE

WAVELENGTH, MICRON

LINK TYPE

SYMBOL ERROR RATE

DATA RATE, BPS

MODULATION FORMAT

EXTINCTION RATIO

GAALAS

0.825

COMM

I.OOE-07

1.32E+08

MANCHESTER

10.00

TRANSMITTER PARAMETERS

PEAK POWER, W

AVERAGE POWER,W

PULSE WIDTH, SEC

PULSE RATE, PPS

TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

OPTICS EFFICIENCY

RMS WAVEFRONT ERROR LOSS

CIRCULARIZATION LOSS

POINTING LOSS

POINTING ERROR, RAD

POINTING JITTER, RAO RMS

TOTAL POINTING ERROR, RAD

TRANSMITTER GAIN

APERTURE DIAMETER, M

OBSCURATION DIAMETER, M

BEAM DIVERGENCE, RAD

CHANNEL PARAMETERS

RANGE SEPERATION_ M

BACKGROUND RADIANCE, W/M"2/SR/ANB

BACKGROUND IRRADIANCE, W/M^2iANG

ATMOSPHERIC LOSS

RECEIVER PARAMETERS

RECEIVER ANTENNA GAIN

APERTURE DIAMETER, M

OBSCURATION DIAMETER, M

TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

OPTICS EFFICIENCY

OPTICAL FILTER TRANSMISSION

GPTICAL FILTER BW, ANGSTROMS

_ECEIVER DIAMETRICAL FOV, RAD

AC COUPLING LOSS

FACTOR

1.00E-03

5.50E-04

1,32E+08

0,21

O. _ "__U

0.41

i. O0
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2.00E-03

0.00

2.00E-03
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1.00E-02

O.00E+O0

2.00E-02
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1.00E+00
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Figure 8. (Continued).

DETECTOR PARAMETERS

DETECTOR TYPE

DETECTOR NOISE FACTOR

AVALANCHE GAIN

IONIZATION COEFFICIENT

UNITY RESPONSITIVITY, A/W

DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

DETECTOR NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER, W/HZ".5

PREAMP NOISE CURRENT DENSITY, A/HZ^.5

EFFECTIVE REC. TEMP., DES K

EFFECTIVE RECEIVER RESISTOR, OHMS

NOISE EQUIVALENT BANDWIDTH, HZ

PROCESSING LOSS

RECEIVED BACKGROUND POWER, WATT

RECEIVED SIGNAL AND NOISE PARAMETERS

RECEIVED S!GNAL_ WATTS PEAK

SYSTEM MARGIN

RECEIVED OPTICAL POWER, WATTS AVG

SIGNAL CURRENT_ A^2

SHOT NOISE CURRENT, A^2

BKG NOISE CURRENT, A_2

AMP NOISE CURRENT, A^2

DETECTOR OUTPUT SNR

REQUIRED SIGNAL PARAMETERS

REQUIRED SNR AFTER PROCESSING LOSS

APD

3.31

190.00

7.00E-03

0.55

0,83

1.42E-13

6.00E-12

300.00

4a0.20

1.32E+08

0.5623

O.OOE+O0

1.97E-07

10.30

1.05E-08

8.17E-13

2.936E°14

0

4.750E-15

23.96

2.40E+0!
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of the divergence, the transmit signal will be reduced by 10.5 db. We

now investigate this possibility.

The link considered above is basically limited by background noise

induced by the sun in the FOV requirement. A sun block can be placed

behind the transmitter to eliminate this effect. Only the off-axis sun

scatter will be of concern which is typically 20 db down from the

on-axis condition. Figure 9 is an exercise to evaluate the link margin

if the background noise can be eliminated. A few parameters are also

modified from the Figure 8 example:

Transmit power

Transmit FOV

Receive Aperture

I mw (I/3 x)

20 milliRadians (3.3 X)

4 inches _'A^Jv_

This system now has a 10 db margin even with a less expensive lower

power transmitter. Also, the increased receive aperture can tolerate

more obstructions along the LOS.

4.2 Fiber Optics Link

If the transmitter and the receiver are connected by an optical

fiber, then both the space loss and the background noise will be

eliminated. The transmission loss of the signal is close to 46 db for

the TRW example. For a 150m cable, the attenuation is negligible.

There may be a |ittle loss due to dispersion. However, the overall link

should have plenty of margin. Hence, LED transmitters can be used in

place of the more expensive laser diodes.

The main problem is mechanical. The cable must be on a spool and

must be wound or unwound as the MRMS travels. The cable may get

tangled. Reliability may also be a problem. Also, some operational

constraints must be place on the movement of the MRMS to ensure that the



Figure 9. Modified Optical Link Budget.

SPACE STATION MRMS LINK (TRW EXAMPLE)

LINK PARAMETERS

LASER TYPE

WAVELENGTH, MICRON

LINK TYPE

SYMBOL ERROR RATE

DATA RATE, BPS

MODULATION FORMAT

EXTINCTION RATIO

GAALAS

0.825

COMM

1.00E-07

1.32E+08

MANCHESTER

10.00

TRANSMITTER PARAMETERS

PEAK POWER, W

AVERAGE POWER,W

PULSE WIDTH, SEC

PULSE RATE, PPS
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

OPTICS EFFICIENCY

RMS WAVEFRONT ERROR LOSS

CIRCULARIZATION LOSS

POINTING LOSS

POINTING ERROR, RAD

POINTING JITTER, RAD RMS

TOTAL POINTING ERROR, RAD

TRANSMITTER GAIN

APERTURE DIAMETER, M

OBSCURATION DIAMETER, M

BEAM DIVERGENCE, RAD

CHANNEL PARAMETERS

FREE SPACE LOSS

RANGE SEPERATION, M

BACKGROUND RADIANCE, W/M_2/SR/ANG

9ACKGROUND IRRADIANCE, W/M'2/ANG

aTMOSPHERIC LOSS

RECEIVER PARAMETERS

RECEIVER ANTENNA GAIN

APERTURE DIAMETER, M

OBSCURAT!ON DIAMETER, M

TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

OPTICS EFFICIENCY

]PTICAL FILTER TRANSMISSION

OPTICAL FILTER BW, ANGSTROMS

RECEIVER DIAMETRICAL FOV, RAD

qC COUPLING LOSS

FACTOR
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Figure 9. (Continued)

DETECTOR PARAMETERS

DETECTOR TYPE

DETECTOR NOISE FACTOR

AVALANCHE GAIN

IONIZATION COEFFICIENT

UNITY RESPONSITIVITY, A/W

DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

DETECTOR NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER, W/HZ".5

PREAMP NOISE CURRENT DENSITY, A/HZ".5

EFFECTIVE REC. TEMP., DES K

EFFECTIVE RECEIVER RESISTOR, OHMS

NOISE EQUIVALENT BANDWIDTH, HZ
PROCESSING LOSS

RECEIVED BACKGROUND POWER, WATT

RECEIVED SIGNAL AND NOISE PARAMETERS

RECEIVED SIGNAL, WATTS PEAK
SYSTEM MARGIN

RECEIVED OPTICAL POWER, WATTS AVG

SIGNAL CURRENT, A^2

SHOT NOISE CURRENT, A^2

BKG NOISE CURRENT, A^2

AMP NOISE CURRENT, A_2
DETECTOR OUTPUT SNR

REQUIRED SIGNAL PARAMETERS

REQUIRED SNR AFTER PROCESSING LOSS
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52.00
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cable does not get tangled with the beam structure. For example, if the

spool is mounted on the platform, then the MRMS cannot travel in a

corkscrew manner when it travels along the keel.

5.0 ANALOG TV

All six video channels can be on FDM requiring a total of 36 MHz

bandwidth using conventional NTSC analog modulation and 6-MHz channel

spacing. The integrated MRMS and MA TV channels (at least for the high

quality EVA TV) can probably be supported with about 80 MHz. If one can

get away with using VHF or UHF, it may be the least expensive solution.

If not one can probably use C-band.

6.0 MISCELLANY

One advantage of using RF is that the "gap filler" antennas for

the MA system can be shared. One disadvantage of an RF system is that

interferences can arise from third-order intermod products, a fact that

is sometimes overlooked.

The signal distribution from the antenna sites to the HAB and LAB

modules should be integrated with the MA system.
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APPENDIXF: TRADE-OFFANALYSISFORMAMODULATIONTECHNIQUE

SUMMARY

This memo is a preliminary investigation of the factors to be

considered for selecting the modulation technique for the SS MA system.

If the bandwidth is available (BT greater than or equal to I), QPSK (or

Staggered-QPSK) appears to be the logically choice since it has been

used widely and it performs well compared with other modulation schemes.

(The exceptions are some combined modulation/coding schemes that require

complicated Viterbi-type decoders which may not be matured in time for

nigh data rates, at the 20 Mbps range). If QPSK is used, then

differential encoding should be used since it only introduces a 0.3 db

loss at a BER of 10-5 . For this loss, the system can be made more

tolerant to cycle-slipping and slow fading. It also eliminates the need

for phase ambiguity resolution.

If the bandwidth is not available, then a price must be paid in

terms of performance degradation and modem complexity. The degradation

will be a function of the severity of the nonlinearity and channel

bandlimiting. Depending on the exact nature of the channel, different

modulation tecnniques will rank differently. Unfortunately, there is no

known analysis to predict their overall performance. The only

dependable way is through simulation. Analysis is only useful for

weeding out modulation schemes that are clearly undesirable.

1.0 MA CHANNEL CONSIDERATIONS

The MA channel is characterized by a mix of low TT&C and high

digital TV data rates. The data throughput for the MA system as a

whole is on the order of a couple hundred Mbps. Depending on the



eventual frequency allocation, bandlimiting mayor may not be an issue

in the selection of the MAmodulation format. However, in order to

derive the maximumoutput power, the transmitter HPAshould be

driven near saturation. For this reason, the MAchannel is usually

nonlinear, especially for the TV data users.

1.1 Implications for Modulation Selection

Since the-channel is most likely nonlinear, modulation techniques

are pretty much limited to the class of constant envelope modulation

schemes. This precludes, for example, the highly bandwidth efficient

schemes that transmit information using amplitude (and phase)

information such as Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), Quadrature

Partial Response (QPR), or Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (APSK).

What remains is the class of modulation schemes that only use phase

variations in the signal to transmit information. Two distinct

representatives within this class are M-ary PSK (MPSK) and Continuous

Phase Modulation (CPM). In MPSK, the signal is contained in the

discrete phase states. In CPM, the signal is contained in the phase

trajectory. A simple example for MPSK is the classical BPSK. A simple

example for CPM is Minimal Shift Keying (MSK).

2.0 TRADEOFF CONSIDERATIONS

If bandwidth is not a major concern, then the selection of the

modulation schemes will be dictated by their classical infinite

bandwidth AWGN performance as shown in the following examples:

Modulation

Format

QPSK/BPSK

Required Eb/NO for

10-7 BER

11.3 db
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D

MSK(CPM/2) 11.3

CPM/4 13.3

8PSK 14.6

In the table CPM/n denotes CPM with a modulation index of i/n. When

bandlimiting is not a problem, QPSK (or BPSK) and MSK are clearly the

winners. However, QPSK should always be the first choice instead of

BPSK since it is twice as bandwidth efficient.

2.1 Degradation Due To Bandlimitin_

When bandlimiting becomes a factor the performance of these

modulations will deviate from the table given above. This is because

their spectral shapes are different. The _=_,_.....:: .of _._i_,,_,I.m_+_,,,,_,._,,__,,_=-_o

characterized by a BT product where B is the one-s.ided RF bandwidth and

T is the desired bit time. Generally speaking, when BT is greater than

1.5 or 2 the degradation (mostly from intersymbol interference, or ISI)

due to bandlimiting will be less than a few tens of a db. For BT

between 0.4 to 1.5, bandlimiting can introduce significant losses to the

tune of a few dbs. For BT smaller than 0.4, bandlimiting becomes the

dominant loss factor for a communication link and usually determines the

irreducible error.

2.2 Combined Effect of Nonlinearit_ and Bandlimitin_

Nonlinearity will introduce additional degradations since the

transmit signal is distorted by the nonlinearity through AM/AM and AM/PM

conversion effects. On top of this, the nonlinearity also aggravates

the interchannel interference problem. If the HPA were linear, then a

signal can be first filtered to its allocated channel spacing before the

final amplification. However, a nonlinearity tends to destroy the
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effect of prefiltering by restoring the output signal spectrum to its

original shapebefore filtering. Any desired filtering must be done

after the nonlinearity. Post-HPAfiltering is costly both in terms of

dollar cost of the filter and the power loss through the filter. The

amountof broadening of the bandlimited signal depends on the modulation

selected. Typically, CPMschemesare more tolerant to the nonlinearity.

In this sense, they are superior.

2.3 Implementation Issues

Modems designed to operate for a nonlinear, bandlimited channel

are quite different from classical modems designed for linear, wide-

band channel:

- In general, equalization must be employed at the receiver to

recover some of the losses due to the nonlinearity and

bandlimiting.

- Surprisingly, the classical I&D detector is no longer optimal. A

simple sample-after-filtering detector usually gives better

performance.

- Oepending on the degree of nonlinearity and bandlimiting, other

receiver subsystems such as the carrier tracking loops and bit

synchronizers will deviate from their predicted performance

obtained through classical analysis.

3.0 MPSK SYSTEM

There are three variations of a MPSK modulation system. The

basic MPSK system requires an M-fold phase ambiguity resolution. When

the data is first differentially encoded then the receiver can bypass

the ambiguity resolution stage. This is because any phase offset will
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be canceled during the data detection process as the data information

is contained in the phase transition. The modified system is termed

MDPSK. The MDPSKsignal can be detected using a coherent phase-locked

loop receiver as in the MPSKcase - termed coherent detection of

MDPSK. Or it can be detected without the explicit knowledge of the

phase, requiring only a frequency-locked loop for its implementation.

The latter is termed differentially coherent detection of MDPSK.

The performance of the 3 systems are different. For very high SNR

they can be approximated by their asymptotic approximations:

Modem BER Approximation

MPSK Erfc(,_ s sin _/M)/L

CMDPSK 2 Erfc(JR@ sin/r/M)/L

//-_+_¢ _-T-_ErfcJRs ( _T/M)/LDCMDPSK J _ _,t T/m 1-cos

where L:log2M and Rs= log2M Eb/NO. As a result, the performance of

CMDPSK is nearly identical to MPSK at high SNR. At a BER of 10-5, the

difference is approximately 0.3 db. The performance of DCMDPSK is

approximately 2.3 and 2.8 db degraded from MPSK for M=4 and 8

respectively. Figure I shows a plot of the BER curves for M=4 and 8.

 /}nCom
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APPENDIX G: ORDERWIRE DATA BASE ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

This memo considers two approaches to implementing the orderwire

channel for the SS MA system. It appears that a random access technique

is the least expensive one. This memo also provides a preliminary look

at the information needed in an orderwire data packet (frame) to

initiate the MA link.

1.00RDERWIRE

The orderwire channel is for the SS to manage the MA links between

itself and the users. To establish a return !ink (user to SS), the user

normally initiate a request through the orderwire. The SS in turn

acknowledges the request and allocates a channel (consisting of

frequency and hardware resource) to the user. The user can then start

the communication process. Alternatively, the SS can also prompt the

user to initiate the process. The user then goes through the above

sequence after being prompted.

To establish a forward link (SS to user), either the user or the SS

can initiate the process. The other party then acknowledges the

initiation so transmission can begin.

2.0 ORDERWIRE ACCESS SCHEMES

Two access systems can be considered for the SS MA orderwire:

random or deterministic. In a random access system, the user accesses

a common orderwire channel whenever he wants to transmit. A conflict

may exist if two or more users want to access the channel at the same

instance. In a deterministic system, the orderwire is pre-allocated to
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a user so that no conflict is possible e.g., TDMA,CDMAor FDMA.

2.1 Random Access Orderwire

A random access orderwire may be the least expensive approach for

the SS MA system. Because the number of simultaneous users are

relatively small and that the number of users initiating service is even

smaller at any given time, the chance for conflict is remote. With a

simple contention resolution scheme such as waiting for a random elapsed

time before retransmission, this conflict can be resolved. (The user

can find out if there is a conflict by checking the received orderwire

data from the SS).

To implement the random access orderwire, a user ID identifying the

orderwire packet is requi red.

2.2 Pre-assi_ned Orderwire

Of the three MA schemes, TDMA is probably the least desirable.

Even for a low rate (a few hundred bps) user channel, the resulting

total TDMA system rate will require an EIRP too high for the

omni-antenna system to handle. Al so maintaining system sync is quite

compl icared.

FDMA is practical. However, due to the frequency instability of

the user oscillators, a minimum channel separation of up to 50 KHz is

required regardless of the data rate. Hence, the RF bandwidth to be

allocated to the orderwire will be on the order of a couple MHz. This

is not a real constraint. However, the user receiver must be capable of

handling the set of frequencies so that a frequency synthesizer is

requi red.

The amount of RF bandwidth required for CDMA will also be on the
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order of a few MHz. However, a CDMAreceiver is more complicated than a

FDMAreceiver. If the CDMAreceiver is already available on board the

user, for example because of the TDRSSlink, then CDMAis viable. Also,

the SSmayuse the PNsignal for ranging.

Pre-assigned orderwire channels do not require user ID.

3.0 ORDERWIRE RETURN LINK (USER TO SS)

The following information is needed to determine the user

characteristics and link requirements:

o User ID (6 bits)

o Forward/Return (I)

o Service Type (2)

o Data Rate (3)

o Data Format (2)

o User Location (90)

The following information is needed for modem operation and/or future

expansion capability:

o Sync Pattern (28)

o Status (I)

o Parity Check (8)

o Spare (40)

A maximum of 167 bits is needed. Depending on the access scheme used

some of the data items are not required. The data information can be

contained in one frame or can be spread over a few frames.

3.1 User ID

The SS will need to keep a user data base. This data base includes

individual maximum transmit EIRP, dynamics, and service requirements.



The user ID identifies this user data base. Assumingpotentially 64

users, it requires 6 bits. If a CDMAschemeis used for the orderwire,

then the unique PNcode sequencedefines the user and a user ID is not

required.

3.2 Forward/Return

One bit is used to denote forward or return link.

3.3 Service Type

The service type defines whether a TV, TT&C, or HUD+TV (EVA)

channel is requested. It requires 2 bits.

3.4 Data Rate

For digital TV, the data rate may vary from 2 to 22 Mbps. 3 bits

will be enough to represent up to 8 distinct data rates within this

range. For HUD, the data rate is fixed. For TT&C, it appears that B

levels should be enough to specify data rates in the form of I/2n * IUO

Kbps where n ranges from 0 to 7. This covers the range from 781 bps to

100 Kbps. Hence 3 bits will be required and the value of the data rate

will be determined by the type of service requested.

3.5 Data Format

This is required only if the link is allowed to select bi-phase or

NRZ, or coded or uncoded data. 2 bits will be required.

3.6 User Location

User location will be required for the SS to direct its antenna

beam. From the user location the SS can also determine the range
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between itself and the user. This range information can be used to

instruct the user to adjust its EIRP if power control is to be

implemented for the MAsystem.

It appears that if the user location can be determined to I Km

accuracy, both functions can be satisfied. First of all, the accuracy

is acceptable for the very coarse power control requirement. Secondly I

Kmat the far range, where accurate pointing is required, represents a

small angular error. At the mid-range where the angular error is large,

the SSuses wide beamwidthantenna coverage. At the near range, the SS

is required to control the users for the purpose of rendezvous so more

accurate locations must be derived from other means.

Someusers will be tracked by the ground so their locations can be

accurately determined with ephemeris data. This information can be

relayed to the SS via the regular TDRSSlink. Someusers will have a

GPSreceiver on board. For this class of users, they can probably get

very accurate position fixes. There .maybe another class of users that

operates strictly from the SS and depends on the SSfor tracking with

someother meanssuch as radar.

Hencethe user location information only applies to the user who

r_,n ,'4at'ar-mina ii'¢ nwn Inr_tinn. To estimate the number of bits required

we assume that:

Parameter Maximum Accuracy Bits

Position +/-13,000 Km 0.1Km 18

Velocity +/-20 Km/s 0.01Km/s 12

There are three components (x,y,z) to position and velocity so that the

total number of bits required is 90. The user probably do not need to

transmit time, since the SS can time-tagged the location message. The
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accuracy achievable should be good enoughto determine the location of

the user to a Km.

3.7 Sync Pattern

If the orderwire link is not continuously operational between the

user and the SS, then a time slot must be provided for the SS to acquire

the user transmitted signal. This may required perhaps 10-20 bits for

the SS to acquire carrier and bit sync. If the link is continuously

established, then the whole frame can be used for initial acquisition. A

frame sync pattern is also required to define the data frame. 8 bits

should be enough.

3.8 Status

One bit should be reserved to indicate user activity. This bit is

normally set to zero when service is not required. It is set to I to

initiate return link request or to indicate ready for forward link.

3.9 Parity Check

8 bits should be used for parity check.

3.10 Spare

40 spare bits should be allocated for future capability expansion.

4.0 ORDERWIRE FORWARD LINK (SS TO USER)

A maximum of up to 171 bits is required.

is needed for service assignment:

o User ID (6)

o Forward/Return (1)
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o Service Type (2)

o Data Rate (3)

o Data Format (2)

o SSLocation (90)

o Channel (Frequency) Assignment (4)

The first 5 data items (user ID, forward/return, service type, data

rate and data format) serve to acknowledge and verify the link request.

They are identical as the ones for the orderwire return link. The

format for the SS location bits is the same as that of the user location

for the return link. It is intended to help a user to direct its

narrowbeam antenna. The number of bits required for channel assignment

is determined by the maximum number of channels in any service _J_:.

bits should be enough.

The following information is needed for receiver operai:ion and/or

future expansion capability:

o Sync pattern (28)

o Status (i)

o Parity Check (8)

o Spa re (40)

Here the data items are functionally identical to the orderwire return

link except for the interpretation of the status bit. This bit is

normally set to zero when no service is required. This bit is set to 1

to initiate link request or to indicate link readiness.
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APPENDIXH: MAUSERCOMMONALITYSTUDY

SUMMARY

This memo provides a preliminary look at a transceiver conceptual

design that serves to address the issues associated with designing a

common set of user equipment that can satisfy the MA user link

requirements. Specifically, we focus on the architecture of the RF/IF

subsystem, the modem and the codec implementation. It appears that a

"smart" microprocessor-based digital modem can be used for the core of the

user equipment. To facilitate channel multiplexing/demultiplexing

(bandpass filtering) a double heterodyne technique is proposed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are up to 30 potential users of the SS MA system. If a

common set of equipment can be designed to satisfy all the user needs,

the development cost of the user equipment can be shared and will

become less prohibitive. Figure 1 shows a conceptual block diagram of

the functional requirements of a general-purpose user transceiver

equipment. In what follows we examine the concept of commonality as they

apply to, in light of the various link requirements, the three main

components of the user equipment: RF/IF subsystem (frequency

converters), modem, and codec (within the data subsystem shown).

The 6-channel high rate TV for the MRMS is ignored here for

commonality consideration. The MRMS is really not a "user" but rather a

part of the SS. Also, the 6-channel TV is best served by a single high

data rate (132 Mbps) multiplexed channel, something that is unique in

the MA system requirement.

There is yet another level of commonality associated with other
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communications equipment onboard the user that may include, for example,

GPS receivers and NASA standard transponders. However, they will be the

subject of a future memo.

2.0 RF/IF SUBSYSTEM

The SS MA system is primarily a FDMA system. To minimize

interference from other users, the user transceiver must provide the

required filtering.

2.1 Frequency Downconversion

The downconversion subsystem provides the frequency conversion of

the received RF signal from K-band to a convenient common IF. There are

two approaches to filtering that can be taken. In the first approach,

the signal is only bandlimited to the entire MA forward band

(approximately 100 MHz) provided primarily by the diplexer. Additional

channel selection for the user links will be performed at the

demodulators. This approach is very close to the block diagram laid out

in Figure 1 where a single downconverter is shown feeding three

different receivers. In the other approach, channel selection will be

performed within the downconversion subsystem. The disadvantage of this

is that multiple downconverters are required if the user wants to use,

for example, the TV and OW links simultaneously.

The first approach is recommended for maximum commonality. Figure

2 is a more detailed block diagram for the downconversion subsystem. A

370 MHz IF is chosen for illustrative purpose only. The only

requirement is its ability to handle the 100+ MHz MA forward frequency

band. Earlier SS MA studies have concluded that signal dynamic range

variations among different users are relatively mild. Thus processing
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of the filtered composite MA RF signal would not present a serious

intermod problem as a result of having to overdrive the LNA and the

mixer beyond their linear operating range in order to provide an

acceptable noise floor for the low power channels.

2.2 Frequency Upconversion

It is assumed that appropriate channel filtering has been performed

by the individual modulators depicted in Figure I, so that additional

pre-filtering at the input to the final high power amplifying stage is

not required. Post-filtering at the output of the HPA is costly and is

not very practical if the signal bandwidth is narrow (for example the

100 Kbps TT&C channel) thus requiring a low loss, high Q K-band bandpass

filter. Hence it is important to be able to operate the HPA with

sufficieht backoff (operate in the linear region).

3.0 MODEM

3.1 Demodulator

There are three functionally distinct demodulator types as

indicated in Figure 1. The question is: Can a single demodulator

assume all these identities? The companion question is: How

practical is this?

Figure 3 shows a high level block diagram of a universal

demodulator using digital technology. The BPF bank is used to provide

interference rejection among MA users. It has selectable bandwidths to

accommodate the channel spacing allocated for the link type. For

example, it may consist of 30 and 15 MHz for high and low rate digital

TV, 800 KHz for HUD, 300 KHz for TT&C, and 50 KHz for orderwire if a

random access scheme is used. (If a CDMA scheme is used for the
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orderwire, then a PNdemodulator and approximately 5 MHzof bandwidth

are required. This situation is unique and t_e commonality requirement

does not really apply.)

A 120 MHzsecond IF is shownhere as an example. The only

requirement for this frequency selection is that it is low enough for

practical bandpassfilters yet high enough to accommodatethe 100 MHz

signal bandwidth to permit mixing operation to center the desired

channel at the input to the BPF, without introducing folding of the

entire MAforward signal spectrum.

A microprocessor-controlled digital implementation provides

operational flexibility, ease of maintenance, and minimization of

calibration, set-to-set variations, parameter sensitivity, adjustment and

select-in-test procedures during production. It also faci|itates the

implementation of built-in-test techniques.

Analog-to-digital converters up to 100 mega-samples/secare

available commercially. Assuminga QPSKformat, the technique of I-Q

sampling can be used for the high data rate TV link so that 8 samples

per bit can be taken. The loss due to sampling is thus minimal. The

digital processor, consisting of mainly accumulators, is used to perform

the data detection, generate phase and timing error for the carrier

tracking loop and bit sync. The digital processor is the only

high-speed digital board(s) for the digital receiver. The loop errors

are passed to the microprocessor at a slow rate (a few KHz) commensurate

with the loop bandwidths.

To perform the high rate TV link demodulation the A/D and digital

processing subsystemsmust be implemented with nigh-speed ECL

circuits. For the TT&Cand OWlinks, they can be implemented with CMOS

using direct IF sampling and hence the power requirement can be reduced."
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Therefore, one option is to makethe A/D and digital processor

subsystemson plug-compatible boards using both technologies, one for

high and one for low data rates.

The algorithms for the microprocessor which performs the function

of carrier and clock tracking are the samefor all data rates. They

include processing of the phase and timing error from the digital

processor board and, based on these input, providing the control for the

clocks (synthesizers) for A/D sampling, bit sync and carrier recovery.

Thedevelopment cost for the algorithm software and synthesizer/clocK

hardware can be shared.

3.2 Moduiator

The modulator design is rather straightforward and it appears that

a single QPSK modulator design can be used for all data rates. To

facilitate filtering for channel multiplexing, two IF frequencies are

used as shown in Figure 4. The QPSK modulator operates at a fixed 70

MHz IF. The BPF bank is used to limit the signal to the allocated

channel. The signal is then upconverted and placed into the appropriate

frequency slot relative to the center IF at 200 MHz. Again, all

frequencies are selected for illustrative purposes only. Note that the

modulator and demodulator IF frequencies are different in order to

minimize potential interference.

4.0 CODEC

Commercial convolutional codec chips (rate I/2 with Viterbi

decoding) will be available for data rates less than 5 Mbps. It appears

that the SS user coding schemes should be standardized to take advantage

of these chips for all non-TV links. For high rate TV links,
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these chips will not be directly applicable. In addition, bandwidth

expansion is a problem. It appears that coding should not be employed

in this case if the link margin is sufficient. If coding is a must,

then a Separate, more detailed study is required. In any case, this is

not really a commonality issue.
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APPENDIX I: FDMA INTERCHANNEL INTERFERENCE AND INTERMODULATION ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

Nonlinearities in the transmitter and the receiver, coupled with

signal bandlimiting to optimize bandwidth utilization give rise to

interchannel interference and intermodulation (IM) products that affect

FDMA communications system performance. Interchannel interference

refers to the spilling over of the spectrum of a signal to other

frequency channels. Intermodulation refers to cross products of

individual channels when they pass through a common nonlinearity.

The options available for the SS to mitigate these effects are:

transmit power control, post-HPA filtering, HPA backoff or

linearization, and separation of strong interferers from weak power

channels in the frequency plan.

Because of the complexity due to the large number of variables

(nonlinearity model, power level, signal format, filter, frequency

assignment, etc.), computer simulation is the only viable approach to

analyze this problem. This approach is outlined here.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The baseline SS MA system is basically a demand-assigned FDMA

system where the channel assignment is accomplished via the common

orderwire link. In this respect, it is similar to the SPADE FDMA used

by the INTELSAT IV transponders. However, the interchannel interference

and intermodulation considerations are quite different: whereas the

nonlinearity (transponder) is shared by many (800 channels) in SPADE,

the nonlinearities involved with SS MA system operation are only shared

by a few.
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In this memo,we address the issues of interchannel interference

and IM products associated with the SS MA system and options available

for their mitigation, and comment o_ the avenues of analyzing their

effects.

2.0 INTERCHANNEL INTERFERENCE

To obtain the maximum channel capacity in a bandwidth-limited

system, channels are packed as closely together as possible. However, a

QPSK signal spectrum exhibit sidelobes that interfere with adjacent

channels because of the spectrum overlap. Hence, the signal must be

filtered at the transmitter to mnlmlze tnis interference.

2.1 Intersymbol Interference Loss Due to Filtering

Filtering in general introduces intersymbol interference (ISI)

which degrades the BER performance. For a QPSK signal through a linear

channel, the BER degradation as a result of limiting the signal with a

0.1 db ripple Chebychev transmission filter, is exemplified in Figure 1.

The horizontal axis is a measure of the 3 db bandwidth of the filter

relative to the symbol rate (which is half the bit rate for QPSK

signal). The performance degradation is a function of the sharpness of

the filter (indicated by the number of poles) and the method of

detection. Notice that the performance of integrate-and-dump detection

(solid line) is slightly worse than filter-sampler (dashed line) when

the 3 db bandwidth of the filter is less than or equal to the data rate

(1/WT > 0.5). When the bandwidth is greater than the data rate, a

considerable amount of degradation is caused by the energy truncation

action of the filter indicated by the lower bound curve.
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Notice that the d_grad8tion is on the order of 1 db or less if the

filter bandwidth i_ greater than the data rate. This can be used as a

rule-of-thumb starting point to iterate the design for the channel

spacing for the MA system.

2.2 Nyquist Filterin 9

When the channel is linear, the degradation due to bandlimiting can

be minimized by pulse-shaping the transmit symbol waveform. If the

Nyquist criterion is satisfied, i.e., if the channel bandwidth is higher

than the symbol rate, the degradation can be eliminated completely if

the combined response (pulse shaping, channel, receiver front end,

detector, etc.) of the received symbol in front of a sampier detector

can be made to resemble a "Nyquist filter". A practical "Nyquist

filter" called raised-cosine filter frequently used in satellite

transmission is shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Nonlinearity

The situation is more complicated if a nonlinearity enters into the

picture. Because of the pulse-shaping filter (which also serves to

limit the signal bandwidth) the QPSK _ignal: ideally constant envelope,

now exhibits considerable envelope fluctuation. This leads to spectrum

spreading due to the AM/AM and AM/PM nonlinear effects of the transmit

HPA. These nonlinearities tend to restore the spectral sidelobes that

have been previously removed.

As a precaution against this spectral spreading, the transmit HPA

may have to operated below saturation in an approximately linear zone

with the associated power penalty. Post-HPA filtering to control

spectrum spreading may become impractical because of the extremely high
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selectivity (high Q) requirement for low data rates (100 Kbps at

K-band).

The nonlinearity also distorts the signal in such a way that the

ISI becomes "frozen" so that the signal can no longer be made to satisfy

the Nyquist filter criterion with receive fi|tering. Thus, one has to

accept a certain ISI loss with a nonlinear channel. Fortunately, part of

this ISI loss can be recovered by using an equalizer.

3.0 INTERMODULATION

Nonlinearity also introduces intermodulation. For two input

carriers at frequencies fl and f2 there are output IM products generated

at frequencies mf I + nf2 wh_re _m + n| = ! (m and n can be either

positive or negative.) The magnitude of these IM products is a function

of the nonlinearity model, the relative magnitude of the two carriers,

and the drive level (operation point). In general, the most significant

IM products arise from ImI+Inl = 3, so-called third order IM products.

For multiple carriers with frequencies fl,...,fk, there are IM

products generated at frequencies mlfl+....+mkfk where |mI + ... + mk_ =

I. In that case, the most significant IM products are defined by the

third order IM products arising from P"ll-II+ ... + _mkli : 3. ru,_--

example, the third order IM products for the case of three carriers can

be represented by the 3-tuples (2,-1,0), (-1,2,0), (-1,1,1), (1,-1,1),

and (1,1,-1) where each 3-tuple represents a particular combination of

m I, m2, and m3.

4.0 SS MA SYSTEM SCENARIO

For the purpose of the present discussion, the MRMS is not
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4.1 Forward Link

The SS has to communicate with approximately 18 potential users

providing 4 types (Orderwire, T&C, TV, and HUD) of link. Each .

link is further broken down into a number of channels. Each channel

is assigned a unique frequency slot.

We assume that since a FDMA scheme is used and more than one

antenna type (and site) is envisioned, the SS can and will use multiple

low power RF Solid State Amplifier (SSA) devices instead of a single

high power amplifier (HPA) to serve multiple users. Hence, only one

signal (channel) will go through a nonlinearity. If this assumption

holds, then intermodulation is not a problem; however, interchannel

interference must be considered.

4.2 Return Link

Each user communicates only with the SS, using up to 3 different

types of link (OW, T&C, and TV) simultaneously. Some of these users

may prefer to use a single RF power amplifier to support all three

channels. In this case, both intermodulation and interchannel

interference effects must be considered.

5.0 CONTROL OF INTERCHANNEL INTERFERENCE AND INTERMODULATION FOR SS

As far as the SS MA system requirement is concerned, the equivalent

nonlinearity "noise" power of the interference and IM products should be

kept to be approximately 20 db below the desired signal, measured within

the allocated channel bandwidth at the receiver front end. This assumes

that the signal-to-thermal noise power ratio required is about 10 db and
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the nonlinear "noise" power is required to be 10 db below the thermal

no,se power.

5.1 Options for Control

The above requirement has different ramifications for different

users and link types. First, let us examine the options that one can

use to control this nonlinear noise. These options include transmit

power control, post HPA filtering, HPA backoff, and near/far channel

separation. Recently, there has been reports of experimental TWTA

linearizers that correct for a large part of the AM/PM and extend the

linear operating range of the TWTA (for example, see Satoh and Mizuno,

IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Jan. 1983, pp 39-45.)

This may be something worth explor, ng.

The range between users and SS varies from 0.3 to 2000 Km,

representing a signal strength dynamic range of 76 db. Hence a signal

intended for a user at 2000 Km has a 76 db "advantage" in interfering

with a user at 0.3 Km. Power control can be used to offset this

"advantage".

When the signal has a wide bandwidth, post-HPA filtering is

f=a_,bl_. ,,,,scan be .._oA _. the TV'rh_nnal¢ Hnw_v_r fnr _ach

additional channel assignment, a different filter is required. In

addition, a switching mechanism must be provided. Note that the

multi-filter requirement is only a problem with a user. The SS can use

dedicated RF paths since it has to proviGe support for all TV channels.

The nonlinear "noise" is a strong function of the HPA backoff.

Hence, if link margin is available, the transmitter can operate at

sufficient backoff to mitigate intermodulation and interchannel

interference problems.
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The last technique that one can use is to arrange the channels

in such a way that the near-far advantage is minimized.

5.2 Forward Links

Figure 3 (Figures 3-6 are taken from an earlier LinCom MA

report) shows the range of SS transmit EIRP. Under the assumption

mentioned previously that each channel has a dedicated RF amplifying

element, intermodulation products will be absent. What remains is

°

interchannel interference due to spectrum broadening. The strongest

interference will be from the free flyers (FF) on the orderwire channel

because of the transmit EIRP difference. Figure 4 is an illustrative

channel assignment for the MA forward service. To minimize the effects

of interference among the different links, the following can be done:

- Provide post-HPA fi|tering for each link i.e., separate

filters for FF, EVA, and OMV/OTV links.

- Position FF link away from OW link as far as possible as

in Figure 4.

- Backoff FF link drive level when they are closer to the SS.

For the channels of a particular link type, especially TT&C, post-HPA

filtering becomes impractical because of the high Q required. In that

case, the options are:

- Backoff HPA if margin is available.

- Increase separation between channels.

5.3 Return Links

Figure 5 shows the range of received power flux density at the SS

for different users. Some users may want to transmit signals from two

or more links and use a single HPA. For these users, IM products are a
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problem, in addition to interchannel interference. Figure 6 is an

illustrative channel assignment for the MA return service. To minimize

the effects of nonlinear interference, the following options are

avai Iable:

- Power control is an option that is not very effective for the

forward service to mitigate the near-far problem. However,

for the return links, if the user transmitter uses power

control, then the received signal power density (received

power/Hz) from different users can be made to be nearly

equal. In that case, the interferences will not be

aggravated by the distance disadvantage.

- Separate TV and TT&C Ii,,_ _ f_, _ possi_._ v.,a-_._

frequency plan.

- Provide sufficient backoff.

- Use dedicated HPA for TV link and provide post-HPA filtering.

One can also select the frequency plan such that the third-order

IM products fall outside the frequency plan. For a simple 2-signal case

with center frequencies fl (lower) and f2 (higher), the third-order IM

products are at f1_F and f2+F where F=f2-f 1. Using Figure 6 as an

example, it can be seen that the third IM products from combining the

OMV/OTV link with the TV link fall either outside the left edge of the

frequency plan or interfere with the EVA or TV channel. Notice that the

third-order IM products from the EVA using TT&C and TV can only

interfere with adjacent TV channels.

For interference between channels for a given link type, we can

either backoff the HPA or provide wider channel separation. Notice

that a wider channel separation does not eliminate the IM problem.
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6.0 HOW TO ANALYZE

Because of the complexity of the problem due to the large number of

variables (nonlinearity model, power level, signal format, filter,

frequency assignment, etc.), simulation is the only viable approach to

yield any meaningful answers. As a first step, one should probably

perform a signal-only simulation to determine the signal spreading due

to the nonlinearity. This is performed for a single signal first and

later for multiple signals to assess the intermodulation effect. This

information can then be used to add an additional "nonlinear"

interference noise term to link budget calculations. If the results

indicated that the interference is at a range that is "critical", then a

more detailed simulation will be required.
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APPENDIX J: FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT

SUMMARY

Power Flux Density (PFD) compliance and channel allocation

considerations are the subjects treated in this memo. To comply with

PFD limits, it is recommended that a spectrum spreading technique such

as direct sequence spreading be used for the orderwire (OW) channel.

For TT&C, it is perhaps easier to provide workaround procedures and to

ask for relieve from regulatory agencies.

Two issues concerning channel allocation (intermodulation and

interchannel interference) nave been considered in an earlier memo

(Appendix H). In this memo, we consider guidelines for a|iocating the

channels to minimize performance degradation, interferences, and

equipment complexity.

1.0 POWER FLUX DENSITY COMPLIANCE

An earlier LinCom study showed that certain SS MA links will have

trouble meeting the PFD limit impinging on Earth. This has been

confirmed by recent computer simulations (see LEMSCO memo "Space Station

_._,,a._v .llvici_n m,,Itipl_ _e_ cnmmunication system excess power

flux density analysis" June 1985 by D. Cravey) performed on the JSC

Systems Analysis Office's VAX 11/750 computer. As expected, the power

flux density level depends heavily on the antenna pattern for a given

EIRP. The broader the beamwidth, the higher _s the chance of violating

the flux density limit. Figure 1 is a summary of findings taken from

that report. The problematic links are the orderwire and the TT&C

Iinks.
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FIGURE 1.

Link Data

dir. type

Fwd OW

C&T

TV

Rtn OW 1

C&T

TV

MAXIMUM EXCESS PFD SUMMARY FOR WORST CASE PATH POINTS

User

zone

Far

Mid

Near

Far

Mid

Near

Near

Far

Mid

Near

Far

Mid

Near

Far

Mid

Near

User position point

(as defined in fig. 6)

A

B

D

A

B

C

D

H

G

F

E

Max. excess

PFD, dB

-6.9

16.7

20.2

-13.8

-4.2

32.9

6.3

-17.1

12.1

12.2

14.6

15.4

Ii.8

-1.7

0.7

1.5

-28.0

-6.7

-1.5

-21.9

% of earth

with excess

PFD

0.0

2.9

2.9

0.0

0.0

0.004

O. 388

0.0

3.05

3.19

3.19

2.91

0.168

0.0

0.022

0.056

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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i.I Orderwire Link

The orderwire is a problem except for the forward link at the far

zone. Since the orderwire is a low data rate link, spectrum spreading

technique can be used to "dilute" the power over any 4 KHz bandwidth.

For example, if the orderwire signal at 400 bps is spread with a 3 MHz

direct sequence, the resultant power over any 4 KHz will be reduced by a

factor roughly equal to the processing gain - 7,500 or 39 db. This is

enough to cover the maximum 20.2 db over-PFD-limit shown in the figure.

From this point of view it appears that CDMA should be used for the

orderwire. The CDMA orderwire format already has the advantage that it

is compatible with a SS-based ranging system.

One problem with using CDMA is the near-far problem presented by

the distance covered - from 0.3 to 2000 Km. This results in a dynamic

range variation of 76 db. If the OW is only used for mid to far ranges

(37 to 2000 Kin)where directional antennas are required, the dynamic

range can be reduced to 35 db_ Now the near-far problem can be handled

easily. A simple solution i_ to used two separate power levels for mid

and far zone operation. In that case the dynamic range is only 14 db

for the mid zone and 21 db for the near zone. The CDMA processing gain

of :o _k .h^..IA _o ablo _ h:_ndl_ Chic intmrf:rmncp provided that only a

few users are on the OW link simultaneously.

If power control is not desirable, then a FDM scheme can be put on

top of the CDMA system. For example, the mid zone users can use a

different frequency than the far zone user. Of course, more frequencies

can be employed to divide the range into finer regions.

1.2 TT&C Link

It is not a practical matter to spread the TT&C Iink. Even with a

 /}nCom



10 MHz chip rate on a 100 Kbps signal, the processing gain is only 20

db. This does not solve the PFD problem. It would result in a big

waste of bandwidth since CDMA would not be practical, unless a very fine

power control scheme is implemented to solve the near-far problem.

Hence, one can perhaps employ a low-rate code (e.g. rate 1/4) to

spread the spectrum somewhat and ask for relief from regulatory

agencies. The other approach is to adopt an operational workaround

procedure and transmit only when there is little chance of interfering

with terrestrial communications.

1.3 TV Links

The TV links currently do not show any PFD violation. If a later

analysis proves otherwise, it is perhaps best to ask for relief from

regulatory agencies.

2.0 OPTIMUM CHANNEL ALLOCATION CONSIDERATIONS

The main issues are:

- How to minimize performance degradation?

- How to minimize interference (internal) among channels?

- How to minimize interference (external) from other users of

the frequency spectrum?

- How to minimize equipment complexity?

In what follows, a few guidelines for optimizing the channel allocation

to handle these problems are discussed.

2.1 Performance Degradation

Performance degradation arises as a result of bandlimiting the

channels. To avoid degradation, the channel bandwidth and guard-band

oL n m
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between the channels should be as wide as possible to take advantage of

the total available bandwidth allocated for the SSMAsystem.

2.2 Interference Amon_ Users

In order to minimize interference among users, it is desirable to

separate as much as possible, in frequency, the high power channels from

the low power channels. The worst interference problem is from the

strong channel to the weak channel. Since the interference power

decreases as a function of the offset frequency from the center of the

strong channel, frequency separation can minimize the intensity of the

interference. It also mak__s filtering requirements less stringent since

the skirt of the filter do not nave to be as steep.

For the forward link, the distant user is the strong channel since

the SS transmit EIRP must compensate for the distance. For the return

link, the distant user is the weak channel if the near user does not use

power control.

2.3 Interference From Other Users of the Spectrum

The K-band frequencies for the SS MA system will not be a primary

allocation, hence there will be other users of the _pectrum interfering

with the MA system. To provide some capability to mitigate this

interference, it is desirable to have the ability to switch to a

different channel while severe interference is encountered. Since the

TV channel consumes a _arge bandwidth, adding spare channels for the

purpose of providing frequency agility is expensive. However, the low

rate data channels do not consume very much bandwidth overall. Hence,

there s_ould be more channels assigned than required for low rate users

to provide this agility.

• k.._.. --
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2.4 Equipment Complexity

A user should be able to use a simple RF front-end for its links.

For this to be feasible, the different links (TT&C, TV, HUD, etc.)

should be grouped in such a way as to facilitate RF filtering. For

example, the TV and HUD links should be adjacent in frequency so that

the front-end of the EVA receiver can process both TV and HUD links.
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APPENDIX K: FDMA OSCILLATOR STABILITY ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

It appears that commercially available Oven-Controlled Crystal

Oscillators (OCXO) will drift no more than 5 KHz in either direction at

the end of seven years. Hence the guard-band to be allocated between

FDMA channels to account for long term oscillator instability should be

about 10 KHz. The bandwidth premium to be paid for the guard-band is

only significant for low data rate channels.

Short term oscillator instability affects BER performance. This is

not treated here.

1.0 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODEL

The deterministic component of instantaneous frequency f(t) at any

time t can be modeled as

f(t) = fo + afr t

where fo is the nominal initial frequency, fr is the reference

frequency, and a is the aging rate (rate of frequency shift). In the

above equation, "a" describes the average rate of change of the

Aerill_nP'= n,,tp,Jtfr_nu_n_v assumino that environmental parameters

are constant. The oscillator also has a random frequency component which

is the main contributor of the noise-like behavior of an oscillator

measured over a short duration (from i to 100 secs). This is called the

short term stability. For the purpose, of channel allocation, we are

more interested in the aging rates.

Environmental effects such as temperature variations, vibration,

g-force loading, shock, load change and voltage changes can all

contribute to the fluctuations in the crystal oscillator°s output

oL n m
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frequency. Usually these perturbations are modeled as independent,

normally distributed randomvariables. Therefore the combined rms

perturbation is the square root of the sumof the variances of the

individual perturbation. The effects of the environmental factors tend

to degrade the frequency stability according to the root sum square law.

A typical set of oscillator environmental effects is summarizedin Table

I.

2.0 TYPICAL CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE

Figure 1 shows typical performance of three types of crystal

oscillators (circa 1984-1985). The main difference between the crystal

oscillators is the packaging, which controls the environmental

parameters. The aging rate determines the frequency drift at the end of

one year from its pre-set frequency. They range from +/- 0.45 to 30

KHz. Figure 2 shows a more detailed characterization of the

oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO, circa 1982) used by the Space

Telescope. The long term stability, when translated to K-band is 1.5

KHz for the planned mission life of 5 years.

3.0 SS FDMA CHANNEL ALLOCATION

Since the price for an OCXO is not prohibitive, its usage will be

expected from MA users. Using a three sigma rule, the frequency drift

will not exceed +/- 3.15 KHz at the end of a 7-year mission. The worst

case is when two adjacent channel drift as in Figure 3 since the aging

rate can go either way. Therefore a guard-band of 6.3 KHz will be

required to safeguard this drift.

There is another cause for frequency drifting due to the relative

motion between the SS and the user. At K-band, a relative velocity of
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Table I.

PARAMETER

Temperature
Fluctuations

Vibration

STABILITY

1 X 10-9

2 X 10"9/G

Shock

G-Force

Loading

Voltage

Change

Load Change

2 X 10-9/G

1 X 10"9/G

.Q
1XIO _

1 X 10-9

Environmental Effects Which Degrade
Oscillator Performance.
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Short Term Stability

1.0 msec integration

0.1 sec integration

Daily Stability

Long Term Stability

Temperature Stability

Input Power

Operating Power

Start Up Power

Weight

2 parts per (pp) 109 (1 sigma)

3 pp 1011 (1 sigma)

±1 pp 109/24 hrs, maximum

±1 pp 107/5 yrs, maximum

±9 pp 1010/25°C from -18 ° to +45 ° C

15.2 to 16.8 Vdc, nominally

3.0 watts, maximum

4.0 watts maximum for 3 hours

i.8 Ib

Figure 1. Characteristics of the Oven-Controlled Crystal Oscillator

Used by the Space Telescope.
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Figure 3. FDMA Guard Band for Oscillator Instability.
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i m/s will induce a Doppler offset of 50 Hz. If the Doppler can be

kept to be less than a few KHz, then it may be acceptable to

accommodate it with the guard-band. Otherwise, the SS MA signal

structure should allow the user to correct for this Doppler, for

example, by employing a pilot frequency.
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APPENDIXL: FDMAMULTIPLEXING,FORMATTINGANDSYNCHRONIZATION

SUMMARY

The issues involving multiplexing, formatting and synchronization

of the SS FDMA system are considered in this memo. Frequency

multiplexing of the SS FDMA channels can be performed either at the

modem end within the habitat modules or the antenna sites depending on

the final RF amplification stage. To select the block length of the

data (formatting), the important issues are overall data transfer

efficiency and bit slippage rate. It is recommended that a pilot be

used for aligning (synchronizing) the channels for high dynamics users.

1.0 MULTIPLEXING

Frequency division multiplexing is the process of dividing a

portion of the frequency spectrum into non-overlapping channels to

accommodate multiple users. For the Space Station, the pertinent

questions are:

- What structure should be used in allocating the channels?

- Where is the multiplexing and demultiplexing to be accomplished?

Another indirectly related question is: How to multiplex (route and

buffer) the data between the data source and the modem assigned to the

frequency channel? The answer to this question is rather complicated

and is dependent on the implementation of the data system. In what

follows, we shall consider only the first twoquestions.

1.1 Multiplexin_ Structure

Before considering the SS, it is instructive to look at the

frequency assignment for a typical FDMA system such as the INTELSAT
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where a mix of services are supported. The INTELSATIV segmentsthe

available 500 MHzinto 12 transponders each with a 36-MHzbandwidth.

Each transponder can be used to carry one or two TV channels (full

transponder or half transponder TV). If a SPADEsystem is used for

digitized voice, then the full bandwidth of a transponder is segmented

into 800 channels with a signa| bandwidth of 38 KHzand a channel

spacing of 45 KHz. Quaternary PSKat 64 Kbps is used for each SPADE

channel. Also a pilot is used at the band center of the transponder. A

commonIF frequency of 70 MHzis used by the Earth terminal.

Under the SS scenario, the earth terminal is similar to a group of

modemson board the SS. The transponder can be the SS RF equipment that

includes the frequency converters, HPAs, and antennas.

The basic strategy used by INTELSATis to allocate the available RF

bandwidth first into groups of frequencies so that it can be

conveniently handled by the system. In this case the groups are 36-MHz

in bandwidth, and the system constraint is the bandwidth that can be

supported by the output power of the transponder. Each group is broken

downinto channels. The bandwidth allocated to a channel of a type of

service is conveniently related to that of another service. For

example, two half transponder TVchannels can nicely fit into a full

transponder TV channel. This way the system can accommodatemany

different users with a wide variety of service combinations while using

a standardized set of earth stations, modemsand IF frequencies. Let us

see howthis strategy can be applied to the SS, if desired.

The obvious parallel approach is to divide the spectrum into groups

that can handle the 22 MbpsTV. For illustrative purposes, let us use a

30 MHzspacing. The group can be used to support the full rate TV or it

can be divided to support two half-rate TV channels or 4 quarter-rate TV

 Z}n m
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channels etc., or any valid combinations therein. The remaining TT&C

and OWlinks can then share a portion (e.g. half) of the group

bandwidth.

Another approach, perhaps better, is to realize that the SS

constraint is the nature and capability of the RF (converters, LNA, PA,

and antenna) terminals. A good modulation plan is one such that each RF

terminal (RFT) only has to handle two frequency bands, i.e., forward and

return. (It is actually more desirable to separate the forward and

return link in frequency. It is less taxing on the diplexer to handle

the big difference between transmit and receive power). The following

assignment is desirable:

TT&C group

TT&C and TV group

TV and OW group

High gain antenna

Medium gain antenna

Low gain antenna

1.2 Where To Multiplex

A signal has to be bandpass filtered and placed into the proper

frequency slot. The bandpass filtering will be performed by the modem.

What remains is the proper translation of the IF frequency to a proper

location in one of the RF groups. The implementation of the HPA will

determine where the individual signals are best assembled.

An RFT will be fed by multiple modems (each modem serves one user).

Since the modems and the RFT are not collocated on the SS, some means

must be provided to interconnect them. A frequency multiplexer can be

used to assemble the output from the modems by translating to another IF

frequency before feeding the RFT. The proper arrangement of the

channels can be done at this time so that only a single group frequency

translation to RF is required at the RFT, see Figure 1. For this to
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work, the "cable" connecting the modems and the RFT should be able to

support the second IF. Also, the multiplexing is only useful if the

whole group will be amplified by a single HPA.

If the "HPA" is a bank of medium power am.plifiers each of which can

only handle a single channel, then the multiplexing at the modem end

does not help. The channels must be demultiplexed again before feeding

the amplifiers. In that case, it is probably easier to just multiplex

the modem signals in a way that is easy to demultiplex at the RFT. The

frequency translation will be performed individually for each channel,

see Figure 2.

2.0 FORMATTING

There are a few issues to be considered to format data into data

blocks. (For this discussion, we will ignore the orderwire which has

its own data structure.) They are:

- Overhead

- Bit Error Rate

- Bit Slippage rate

- Encryption

These issues often have conflicting requirements.

Part of a data block is used for bookkeeping and error control. The

longer the block, the less is this overhead. However, the block cannot

be too long because of the bit slippage rate.

At some point in time, the modem will insert or delete a bit in a

block. If this happens, all the data after this insertion or deletion

will be lost. Hence, the block length must be much less than the

inverse of the bit slippage rate (BSR). As a rule of thumb, the product

of the BSR and the block length should be less than BER/IO. For
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instance, if the BSR is 10-9 and the desired BER is 10-5 then the block

length should be less than 1,000 bits.

The use of encryption to ensure data privacy adds another dimension

to the consideration. If the Data Encryption Standard (DES) is used,

the cipher operates on 64-bit blocks. When a bit error occurs, the

whole data block will be deciphered incorrectly if the electronic code

book (ECB) mode is used. If the cipher block chaining (CBC) mode is

used, part of the next block will also be lost. This, although

interesting, does not really put any real constraint on the block

length. However, it may be worthwhile to format the block so that the

data portion of the block is an integer multiple of 64 bits (or the

block length of the particular encryption scheme).

3.0 SYNCHRONIZATION

It is probably a good idea for the SS to transmit a pilot so that a

nigh dynamics user can use it to determine and correct for its Doppler

shift to ensure proper channel occupancy. This can be accomplished by

comparing the frequency difference between a local pilot generated by

the user osci|lator (whose drift is should be much smaller than the

Doppler by design) and the received pilot which is tracked by a

frequency-locked loop. The user can also use this pilot to calibrate

its own oscillator drift during periods of benign Doppler e.g. during

docki ng.

It is not anticipated that carrier and clock recovery will be a

major problem for the SS MA system if QPSK modulation is used. However,

the design for the low rate orderwire channel synchronization may not be

trivial because of the low input CNR.
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APPENDIX 2. COMMENTS ON HARRIS'S CONTROL ZONE ANTENNA PROPOSAL

AND RCA'S MULTIPLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM PROPOSAL

2-1



SUMMARY

HARRIS PROPOSAL

Harris proposes to implement the Control Zone antenna using a

phased-array antenna technique. The implementation uses Monolithic Microwave

Integrated Circuit (MMIC) and microstrip technology. The risk involved with

this approach is in the hardware implementation. Since Harris proposes to

develop the key components and demonstrate a reduced version which consists of

the actual hardware to be used for the full-scale antenna, potential problems

with the technique will be uncovered during this developmental stage.

One area that needs to be clarified is whether six transmit channels at

56 dbm EIRP each can be supported simultaneously with the proposed design.

Another area is the phase control calibration technique for path-delay

variation compensation.

RCA PROPOSAL

The RCA proposal is less solid compared to the Harris antenna proposal.

This is perhaps necessitated by the nature of the effort, which has to do with

a much more complicated problem. RCA basically proposes to perform a more

detailed study of their MA system baseline and to Oreadboard certain

subsystems so that a demonstration of the MA system can be made at the end of

the contract. This demonstration will be accomplished using the breadboar_s,

some IR&D hardware, and standard test equipment.

An importantarea that needs further clarifications concerns the

breadboards to be developed and some of their IR&D hardware to be incorporated
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-- 4n m
in the demonstration. Specifically, a more detailed description is required

so that we can judge which components can be considered as advanced

development which can be used eventually for Phase C hardware.

GENERAL

To take full advantage of the Harris and RCA efforts, it would be

worthwhile to perform a demonstration of an integrated MA communications

system including both the Harris antenna and the RCA modem. To this end, the

subsystems must be able to directly interface with each another. Currently as

proposed, the IF frequencies are different, i.e.,3.125 GHz for Harris and

62c)-820 MHz for RCA.

In order to come up with a successful integrated system-level

demonstration, NASA/JSC should take the responsibility early on to lay down

the system-level requirements, define the tests, and coordinate test efforts

of the two contractors.

In what follows, more specific comments of both proposals are provided.

1.1) HARRIS PROPOSAL: Specific Comments

I) p.24.

2) p.25.

3) p.38.

The phased-array antenna configured as such cannot support

polarization diversity. The polarization is determined by the

layout of the microstrip.

I*. is not clear from Section 3.5. J_ that all six channels can be

supported simultaneously at 56 dbm EIRP/channel.

The coherent noise argument sounds strange since the transmit noises

are derived from different transmit power amplifiers. But the

conclusion to use separate transmit and receive arrays appears to be

2-3



the right decision.

4) p.48. Even with a dedicated amplifier channel to eliminate intermooulation

products, it may not be wise to operate near signal compression

since excessive interchannel interference can be introduced.

5) pp.50-54. The comparison between monolithic and hybrid technology is based

on recurring cost only. What about development cost?

6) p.56. Assumption 2 on the dynamic range may be optimistic since the data

rates can differ. For example consider a low rate user at 20

nautical miles and a high rate user at I nautical mile.

7) p.58. The IN consideration is based on six channels only. What about user

signals from other coverage zones?

8> p.74. The estimate of 2 db for combiner loss may be optimlstic since

levels of combining are required. Do they have any similar device

that is operational or breadboarded? This comment also applies to

the transmit array later on p.78.

9) p.76. The baseline block diagram section describes the use of an output

power of Ii dbm per element to give an EIRP of 1! + 201og(177.8) =

56 dbm for 177.8 elements. To support 6 user channels, the output

power must be increased to 19 dbm per element. According to p. 79,

the output power (presumably maximum) of the amplifier is 21} Ohm.

Hence it must operate at a I db output backoff. It seems intermoo

would be a problem for the six channels. Is this an oversight of

the design?

lO) p. B3. The 3 GHz IF is different from the RCA MA breadboard.

11) p.88. How is phase calibrated for each radiating element. What is

involved if it is necessary to re-calibrate in space?
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24 i',

I p.

p.

•-', p •

4) p,

5) p.

6) p,

7) p.

8) p.

r^ ,,,OP_: Specific Comments, _R_w _.c n_ T_chnical Proposal

n_, T _ Can: ,..-n , and receive.... h_ cons. _, ,-around ratio between transmi _

frequencies is required for coherent Doppler measurement. Doppler

measurement is essential if the SS is to keep track of the

ephemeris of the users. It is misleading to say that this

simplifies hardware (stressed again on p. 2-3).

2-3. The UHF wideband IF of 600 MHz is selected. This is different

from the 3 6Hz IF selected by Harris.

2-8. The "hockey puck" is said to be 20 Km in diameter. Should this be

_.,,Km in radius?

2-8. It is said that the orderwire will be transmitted over zone 2

scanning fan beam antennas. This seems to be a deviation from the

_ lJO_original philosophy of the orderwire - using a link tha_ would - "

tie up directional antenna resource;

2-8. The accuracy of the proposed ranging system is only required for

computing user ephemeris data, not for power control.

2-10. The "decided advantage" of synchronizing the range message is

misleading. If the bit duration is a multiple of the PN code

period, then bit sync acquisition can be simplified but not the

frame acquisition of the range message. In any case, at 3 Mops

chip rate and roughly 500 bps bit rate, there are 6000 chips/bit,

or equivalently 600 Km/bit. Since the range ambiguity is 2000 Km,

a four bit message period or a code period of 2400 will suffice•

• _ Mbps link is of2-11. The 25.1 db clrcuit margin for the IKm, _

suspect.

2-15. One concern with a fiber optic link is the mean life time of the

laser diodes. But is a laser diode really necessary? What if one

2-5



9) p.

10) p.

II) p.

12) p,

,.a! p.

14) p.

does not use a wideband IF but multiple fibers?

2-16. The modulation tradeoff issue is rather tricky. In a practical

link_ the 99% or 99.9 percent bandwidth for the ioealized signal

is just not a good criterion for selecting a modulation scheme. A

constant envelope signal, like MSK, shows amplitude variations

after bandpass filtering, e.g. the 40 MHz filters proposed. When

this passes through a nonlinearity, the sidelobe level will be

much higher than if the input signal has not been bandlimited. In

addition, the first sidelobe (not the sidelobes way out at 99.9%,

at least 60 db down) is usually more important for FDMA

considerations since it has the most energy to interfere with the

neighboring channels. MSK is not much better than QPSK in this

respect.

2-16. Other disadvantages of TDM are high EIRP, high power (all anten_

sites will be on and transmitting synchronously) and fast antenna

switching.

2-25. Distributed processing/autonomy should be employeo. Functions

that can be handled conveniently by a microprocessor at the

equipment level should not be handled by the MASC.

2-39. The use of a digitally-controlled oscillator is recommended

instead of the D/A-VCXO combination to take full advantage of the

digital modem design.

2-40. At 4 times per symbol per channel at 2x _ msps,_ the sampling rate

is BB Mega samples per second. Is it practical to perform digital

filtering in this rate?

2-41. What is the driver for selecting a 25 Khz acquisition range? What

is the anticipated Doppler and user frequency uncertainty?
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15) p.

16) p.

17) p.

18) p.

2-41. Where are the Nyquist bandpass filters located? What are

they used for?

z-oJ. User terminal #2 is not a deliverable Can it Pe on loan for t_e

combined antenna (Harris) MA system tests?

2-63. It is not clear which of the critical items of the high rate

modem module can be used later in Phase C.

2-64. The partial modem shown has a 70 MHz VCXO which is free running.

Does "partial modem" stand for modulator only? Do they intend to

manually adjust the timing, phase and frequency to demodulate the

received signal?

2•i

I) p.9.

2) p,9.

3) p.

6) p,

RCA PROPOSAL: Specific Comments, Technical Clarifications

Is it possible to obtain performance specifications for their IR&D

program products (synthesizers, radio, etc.) to be applied to the MA

program?

It is not clear how the transmit signals are selected/multiplexed to

route to different antennas within a given antenna location out of

the possible four.

Io. If fiber optic is used for RF distribution, the technique shown in

Figure 3-I may not be desirable•

IB. See comment 2.

20. What are "those functions necessary for the proof-of-demonstrations

in terms of filters and circuitry"? Also see comment 18 in the last

section.

21. Is it possible to obtain performance specification for the "Positive

Location Techniques"?
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SUMMARY

This appendix documents the current and planned capabilities of the ESTL.

I_ ".............. =_t_ _th L_nda _romley on '_; u_ -Let

I • Linda described the plans associated with the VAX 11/785 computer

. Ov Sdedicated _o E_,L. The current plan (funding shaky) i to procure an

"APTEC" which can be used to house DIAs capable of handling data I/O

between the VAX and other ESTL equipmen't subsystems for speeds up to 24

Mbps.

m Currently, the main functions of the ESTL computer are:

- Generate command and telemetry data sequence for testing

- Act as a sophisticated BER (PDL, MRR) machine for Shuttle

Commands

_8 The following subsystem configurations are under "_omputer control":

- Ku-band system via a LSI computer

- Network Signal Processor (NSP) via the PICS

- TDRSS ground station via the TICS

- MFR (with upgrade)

The following suOsystems can be keyboard-configured:

- STDN 0ata generator

- SCE

- MSFTP

3-2



4. Linda provided system test block diagrams for:

- Real-time Telemetry Configuration

- Command Configuration

- Ranging Configuration

- Doppler Configuration

The ranging configuration applies to the GSTDN link only.

configuration applies to S-band only.

The Doppler

. Linda provided a list of tests that ESTL is capable of performing.

However, the normally performed tests are a small subset which include:

- Message Rejection Rate (MRR)

- Percent Data Loss (PDL)

- BER

- Command Rejection Rate

- Voice Quality

- RF Acquisition

These tests are performed as a function of the following parameters:

- Doppler Profile

- PN Spreading (on/off)

Encoding (on/off)

- Signal Levels

The calibration procedure includes calibrating AGC circuits and

establishing a reference Odb CNR point.

Two capabilities are "must" for automating ESTL:

- Provide real-time feedback to validate the test data. This can be in

the form of a "quick plot" on the CRT along with predicted performance.
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- Manual MorJe/ Operator Interrupt

71 Linda provided a sequence of events involved with a typical ESTL test

Using the ROSAT as a typical example, the time table is asprogram.

PLANNING

ACTUAL TEST

DATA PACKAGE

TEST REPORT

4-6 MONTHS

I WEEK

2-4 WEEKS

4-12 WEEKS

If the ESTL is automated, the planning stage can be shortened by one half.

The actual test time will be cut by 10 to 20 %. The data package and test

report generation can be shortened to 2 to 4 weeks (prooably the biggest

payoff with automation in terms of test schedule).

1 The following is a list of potential areas for automation:

- Data Handling

- Analytical Prediction Baseline for Data ValiOation

- Data Sheets

- Plots

- Archiving for Rapid Retrieval

- Electronic Update of Test Procedure (instead of "redlined copy)

- Report Generation (text and graphics)

- Expert System (to guide and recommend tests)
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ESTL AUTOMATION TASK REPORT OUTLINE

0 ESTL OVERVIEW

0 ESTL AS A SPACE STATION COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING TEST BED

o TESTING AT ESTL - PRESENT CAPABILITY

0 TESTING AT ESTL - AUTOMATED APPROACH

0 INTEGRATING AUTOMATION WITH ESTL FACILITY

0 A TiME TABLE FOR AUTOMATION

0 DEMONSTRATION CANDIDATES

0 RECOMMENDATIONS

4-2
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ESTL OVERVIEW

o PURPOSE

o SCOPE OF ESTL TESTS

Pn To ESTL TEST _NCEP,

o MAJOR TEST PROGRAMS FOR SHUTTLE

4-3



ESTL AS A SPACE STATION COMM AND TRACK TEST BED

o APPROACH

o TEST CONCEPT

o PHASED (B, C/D) EFFORTS

4-4
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TESTING AT ESTL - CURRENT CAPABILITY

o HARDWARE CAPABILITY

0 SOFTWARE CAPABILITY

0 CONFIGURATION CAPABILITY

Ii To MEAS,,REMEN, CAPABILITY

0 DOCUMENTATION CAPABILITY

0 TEST PROCESS/OPERATION - EXAMPLE (ROSAT)
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TESTING AT ESTL AUTOMATED APPROACH

o AUTOMATED TEST PLAN GENERATION

o AUTOMATED BLUEL_NE DRAWING AND TEST PROCEDURE GENERATION

o AUTOMATED TEST CONFIGURATION

o AUTOMATED SWITCHING

0 AUTOMATED MEASUREMENT

o AUTOMATED DATA REDUCTION

o AUTOMATED TEST DATA DISPLAY AND VERIFICATION

o AUTOMATED FAULT ISOLATION AND DIAGNOSTIC

o AUTOMATED TEST REPORT GENERATION

o AUTOMATED ARCHIVING OF TEST DATA BASE
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0

INTEGRATING AUTOMATION WITH CURRENT ESTL FACILITY

0 ACCOMMODATE EXISTING HARDWARE AND TEST EQUIPMENT

0 TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CAPABILITIES OF NEW GENERATION OF

HARDWARE AND TEST EQUIPMENT

0 DEVELOP A SOFTWARE-BASED MULTI-PURPOSE AUTOMATED TCCT,_,SYSTEM

O INCORPORATE EXPERT SYSTEMS

,E=T_DEGREE OF AUTOMATION: STANDARDIZED VS NON-STANDARDIZED T ?,

oL ,, om
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A TIME TABLE FOR ESTL AUTOMATION

o PAYOFF VS COST

o EFFICIENCY

o IMPACT ON DAILY OPERATION
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DEMONSTRATION CANDIDATES

o TEST PLANNING ADVISOR EXPERT SYSTEM

o TEST CONFIGURATION ADVISOR

0 DATA HANDLING AND VERIFICATION
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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APPENDIX 5. SUPPORT OF TWO SSA USERS BY A SINGLE TDRS
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SUMMARY

This appendix addresses the limitations placed on supporting two

• satellite. Problems andsim..IfanPous,,_._ SSA users _hrough_ a slngle TDR _ _

limitations due to satellite configuration and present design of key hardware

elements are discussed. The two cases of key hardware elements are OiscusseO.

"_
The two cases of support through one and two SA antennas are consl ......

The simultaneous support of two SSA links by a single TDRS is subject to

certain limitations. We consider two cases: I) the users are supported by the

same S_ antenna, and 2) they are supported by the two separate SA - _ennas

We choose this order because the first case will shed light on the se_n_.

i. Support usinq the same SA antenna:

We start with the return links. The signals from the two users will pass

through the same hardware chain on the satellite. The high level block

diagram o_ the SSA return service hardware is shown in Fig. 1.a anO 1.b. A

more detailed illustration of the return processor is given in Fig. 2.

The signals received from the two users will be added to each other. If

they are not overlapping in frequency (but of course both within the pass-band

of the service) and were the link to be linear, Ooth could be separated on the

ground. Unfortunately, the transponder is non-linear. This is particularly

_r"__ _or tne SSA hardware which has special provisions to combat RFI. This

can, but may not, lead to adverse effects and mutual interference. This is

discussed in what follows.

The extensive limiting provided for RFI is within the return processor.
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. _ v-band filter. Within fh_ re_urnThe return processor is preceded by the _ _ _

processor there is a blanker followed by BPFs then mixing. This_ i=" 4_=_ ....

by ,,,e RFI ALC which contains limiting, then more filtering, i-_'_ngz.,_:_anO

amplification. The blanket insures that pulses far exceeding the nominai

signal levels are suppressed. The limiters are commandabie and provide

saturation at 2 to 8 dB above signal level.

The limiting of concern here is that which is likely to Cause weak signal

suppression and intermodulation interference. This is the limiting which

takes place within and after the RFI ALC (see Fig. 2). The blanker most

likely would not operate under usual space station scenarios where the two

roughly co-located users are transmitting towards the TDRS. This is because

they would neither have vastly different cTRPs_ or have pulsed RFI +ype

transmissions.

The passage of two signals through the non-I '.... ele -_+- _o,.=,,._ c .... vlee_ed

as causing an effective loss in signal to noise ratio for both of them. If

this loss is small when the signals pass through the limiters (proba_y_' -=et._o

clip at 8 dBs above nominal signal level), and if also the loss caused by

passing through the transmitting TWT is small, then supporting two users not

overlapping in frequency using one antenna is possible. Determining the

extent of these losses depends on the modulation schemes and frequency

• _-" _ _ _ _ _s÷_l 1separations used, as well as the detailed h=,=_t=,i ..... -"

hardware components.

The use of different user EIRPs in this scenario should be avoidea if

Possible, (Except perhaps to offset the minor loss due to the slight

mispointing of the _ntenna to one user compared to the other.) The use of

opposite polarization is not permissible in this situation because of the way

the hardware is set-up on board the TDRS. It would simply cause the
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suppression of the signal from one o_ the users to be supported.

For the forward links the concern is that the signal transmitted to one

user will also be received by the other. It is fair to assume that the

directivity of the S-band antennas on the two roughly co-located users would

not offer much isolation. Hence isolation has to be provided by other means°

The most obvious and probably most effective is frequency separation (within

_he _RS SSA forward service bandwidth). Using different PN coOes may also

offer additional isolation. The use of different polarizations however is not

applicable in this case.

T_ _ _.e same hardware chain_.e signal_ to the two users have to share _

through the TDRS. The block diagrams of the hardware are shown in _ig. 3.a

anO 3.b. In addition_ a more detailed block diagram of the forward processor

is shown in Fig. 4. The signals to the two users will simultaneously pass

through the same ALC within the forwarO processor. They also have to share

the same transmitting TWT. Fortunately the limiting action in the forward

processor is much less than in the return because there is no RF! to contend

with. As a result the mutual interference should not be severe. Nevertheless

the powers of the two signals at the input to the transmitting TWT should b_

close to avoid suppression of the weaker signal.

2. Support usinq separate SA antennas:

For the return links the signals from the two users are processed in

separate hardware chains on the satellite. Nevertheless, interference occurs

if the two users are overlapping in frequency, have the same polarization and

are, as in the space station application, in the same vicinity. In this case

the relatively low directivity of the SA antenna at S-band (3 dB beamwidth of

2 degrees) Odes not offer much isolation between the users. What would happen
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in this case is that the signal from one user will also be received by the

other antenna pointed at the other user. This is depicted in Fig. 5.a. For

the _,her user this added signal from the _;rst user will appear as

interference.

This can be reduced by using differen _, polarization. This can offer _",o.

dB or more isolation. The SSA users normally use RHC polarization while MA

users use LHC polarization. Thus care must be taken to avoid interference

with the MA users if LHC polarization is used. The use of PN coding may also

offer some relief. For the SS application maintaining PhYSical separation

between the users and utilizing antenna directivity is not really an

applicable solution. If the two users have different EIRPs, interference with

the link having the smaller margin can be increased.

It should be kept in mind 'hat, "it in the first place *..n_=_,wo users are

not overlapping i'n frequency, then the front end filtering on eac_ chaln

(which is prior to any limiting as seen from Figs. I and 2) would likely be

sufficient to prevent interference. Different polarization can be useO _o

further increase isolation.

• "_= FiFor the forward SSA links the interference scenario Is depi,,_d in g.

5.b. Here the signals transmitted by the two SA antennas and intended to the

different users will be received by both users. This is again because of the

relatively low directivity of the S-band antennas deployed in space. As with

. _u+...lentthe return links the use of different frequencies would likely be =, -z,.

to avoid interference. This really depends on the sophistication of the front

end filtering at the users but is relatively easy to achieve. The use of

different polarization for the two signals is feasible here and would offer

more than 20 dB of additional isolation. The use of different transmitting

EIRPs from the satellite can increase the interference with the link having

_/gt'n _ i_I_
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the lower margin. It should be of no grave concern here because of the

ability to provide isolation between the desired and interfering signal at the

user. Again care has to be taken if LHC polarization is used with one of the

users so as not to overlap with and possibly interfere with MA users.

_ _e useIf the forward signals to the two users overlap in frequency _,,en

of different polarizations becomes necessary. Also the use of PN coding may

be advisable to provide additional isolation.
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APPENDIX 6. REVIEW OF CCSDS "GREEN BOOK"
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I. Review of CCSDS "Green Book".

Our preliminary impressions with the CCSDS standards are somewhat

favorable. The underlying philosophy appears to be:_let the data system

control the transmission quality including coding/ARO/and encryption. Since

these operations are done at the virtual channel level, the data rate can be

made low enough so that relatively simple, low speed processors can be used.

However, there are some areas that need to be examined:

- Complexity of the deconcentrator who does the routing. What happens

if a bit slip occurs?

- Why not have a different format for digital TV to save the overhead?

- How does one handle packetized audio exmctly? Even though the green

book says the contractors have studied the delay and found it OK, we

still think that it is a strange way to handle audio.

- Some coding may be required to make the 10-_ BER, so concatenated

coding may be required.

- (Others to be supplied later)

2. EE2 Multiplexinq scheme.

My biggest problem is: what happens when TV is absent such as the

forward links. The telemetry portion is right now only 4.4 % of the link

capacity. This represents an increase in channel bandwidth of 22.75 times as

well as a corresponding 13.6 increase in peak power. It appears that perhaps

one can set the line code bits to an abnormal value to denote the absence of

TV and use all the luminance and chrominance slots to transmit telemetry.

3. Shu Lin concatenated codinq technique.

It appears that the concatenated coding technique will give around 3 to 4
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db coding gain as opposed to 5 db of the rate 1/2 K=7 convolutional code. A

detailed review can be fond in Appendix 7.
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APPENDIX 7. REEVIEW OF SHU LIN°S CASCADED CODING SCHEME

FOR POSSIBLE SPACE STATION APPLICATIONS
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SUMMARY

The main thrust of Shu Lin's work is to find a coding scheme (inner

code) to mate with a CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame that are already

encoded by the standard RS (255,223) code. Recall that (a) this

particular RS codeword has 28-1 = 255 8-bit symbols, or 2040 bits, (b)

223 information symbols, or 1784 information bits, and (c) 255-223 = 32

check symbols, or 256 check bits. Five codewords are used in one frame.

In the two inner code examples given, Lin groups the 2040 bits into

51 chunks of 40-bits. He then encodes each 40-bit chunk using a (n,40)

block code where n is 59 (referred to as CC I in this memo)or 53

(CC2). He constructs the block code by modifying appropriate BCH codes,

namely, shortened BCH codes - zeroing some information bits. Then the

cascaded codeword becomes 51x59 = 3009 and 51x53 = 2703 bits long,

respectively. Since the number of information bits remains unchanged at

1784, the code rates are 0.593 and 0.66, respectivelyo

In this memo, the performance of the 2 cascaded codes are compared

with a standard K=7, rate 1/2 convolutional code using Viterbi

decoding. In order to make the comparisions, the decoded BER was

estimated from the report, in which performance is given in terms of
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block erasure probability and block error probability. Roughly

speaking, the decoded BER is upper bounded by the sum of the block

erasure probability and the block error probability. Figure 4 compares

the performance of the three codes. Notice that the cascaded code has a

very sharp knee. This sharp asymptotic behavior is typical of

concatenated or cascaded codes. The first code outperforms the

convolutional code for decoded BER less than 10-9. There is not enough

data given in the report for the second code; however, the cross-over

point appears to be approximately 10-7 if the second code has the same

slope as the first one. Because of this sharp knee, the cascaded codes

are excellent for very low decoded BER; however, they are less tolerant

-- o.. .4.... _A_ A..

to degraded channel conditions, e.g. when the channei Fb/N 0 ufup_ u_,uw

6.5 db for the first code.

The decoding of the inner shortened BCH code consists of two

steps. The first step is to compute the syndrome of the received noise-

corrupted codeword. This can be done simply by using an n-stage (n=53

and 59 in our example) feed-back shift-register circuit similar to a

convolutional encoder (basically doing module-2 polynomial division).

The syndrome is used next to determine the error pattern. For the

...... _ -"....... " ...... _^ the error "_++°"'_ Aa4-_r_nin_tinn _an b_5ec;urlu I|l||t_r _,,UU_ _AGIII_,/I_y _'vvv,,,,, ,, .......................

implemented with the table look-up method. This table consists of

2(53-40) = 8,192 entries. Each entry is a "coset leader" which is

basically an error pattern of 40 bits. These entries are indexed by the

corresponding 8,192 possible syhdromes. Hence, the decoding table can

fit into a ROM of 40x8192 - 327,680 bits, or 40 Kbytes. Each time the

table is invoked, 40 bits can be decoded. If one assumes a memory

access time of 1000 ns (pessimistic), then the table look-up method can

oL n m
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potentially decode data at the rate of 40 Mbps.

Introduction

In this memo we will compare the perfo_ance of _o different

c_scaded coding schemes with the perfomance of ra_ I/2 constraint

length 7 convolutional code used in the Tracking and Data Rel_

Satellite _st_ (TDRSS).

The cascaded coding scheme is a generalization of the concatenated

coding sche_ [1]. The encoding is perfo_ed in two steps as shown in

Figure I. The (nl,k 1) inner code C1 and the (n2,k2) outer code C2 are

both linear block codes. The incoming infomation bits are divided into

k2 bytes of _ infomation bits each. The outer code encoder forms an

n2-byte (n2_ bits) codeword in C2 corresponding to _e incoming k2

_tes. Then2-_te codeword at the output of the outer code encoder is

then divided into m2 segments of mI _tes each, i.e., n2=mlm 2 (see

Figure 2). The inner code encoder maps then eve_ mI _te

se_ent (or ml_ bits) into a nl-bit codeword in C1, i.e., ki_1_.

Hence, the casca_ of the outer and inner code encoder maps k21 bits at

the input of the outer code encoder into m2n I bits at the output of the

inner code encoder. The total code rate of the cascaded coding scheme R

is then

k2_ k2ml_ kI k2
R = - - (1)

m2nl mlm2nl nl " _2

the product of the individual code rates of the inner and outer codes.

The above described cascaded code is a binary (m2nl,k2_) linear block

code. If m1=I, i.e., every byte (2 bits) at the input of the inner code

encoder is mapped into an nl-bit codeword at the output of the inner
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code encoder, the cascaded code becomes a concatenated code.

The decoding of the cascaded code is also done in two stages. In

the first stage the inner code is decoded. The inner code decoder

performs the two operations of error correction and detection. If the

distance between the received nl-bit word and any codeword in CI is less

than or equal to tI, the error correction capability of the inner code,

the decoder performs error correction. If the number of transmission

errors in the received word is too high the decoded segment may contain

undetected errors as the result of the error correction operation. If

an uncorrectable error pattern is detected in a received word, the inner

code decoder either erases the whole segment or stores the erroneous

segment in a buffer with a mark. The two cascaded codes investigated in

this report perform erasure-only decoding, i.e., the inner code decoder

performs only the error-correction and erasure operations. The outer

code decoder is designed to correct the combinations of byte erasures

and byte errors. If the number of byte erasures and byte errors is too

high the decoded block of k2_ bits may contain undetected errors as the

result of the error correction operation. If the number of byte

erasures and byte errors is beyond the error correction capability of

the outer code C2, the outer code decoder outputs an erased block

of k2_ bits.

Both of the cascaded codes investigated here have as the outer code

the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code with symbols from GF(28), i.e., n2=255,

k2=223, _=8. This outer code is capable of correcting any combination

of e2 byte erasures and t2 byte errors where e2 + 2t2 < 33 has to be

satisfied. The inner code of the first cascaded code CC I is a triple-

error-correcting and quadruple-error-detecting shortened BCH code with
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n1=59 and ki=40. This inner code is majority-logic decodable in two

steps. Hence the inner code decoder can be easily emplemented. The

inner code of the second cascaded code CC2 is a double-error-correcting

and triple-error-detecting shortened BCH code with ni=53 and kl=40.

Since it has only 13 parity-check bits (there are 213 possible

syndromes), it can be decoded with a table-lookup decoding.

Performance Anal_si s

The analysis of cascaded codes was recently done [2]. Table i

gives for the two cascaded codes CC1, and CC2 upper bounds for block

error probability Per and block erasure probability Pes at different

channel bit error rates ¢ [2]. At this low probabilities the upper

bounds are usually very close to the true value. The quantity we are

interested in is the bit error probability Pb(E). There are two factors

which contribute to the bit error probability: block erasure and

incorrectly decoded block. Hence

Pb(E) = Pb,es(E) + Pb,er(E)
(2)

where Pb,es(E) is the bit error probability due to block erasure and

Pb,er(E) is the bit error probability due to incorrectly decoded

block. If we set all the k2_ bits in an erased block equal to 0 (or 1),

usually half of those k2L bits are correct since 0 and I occur with

equal probability. Hence

Pb,er (E) ; _ Pes (3)

the bit error probability due to block erasure is approximately half of
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the block erasure probability Pes" For the bit error probability due to

incorrectly decoded block we can write

Per < er(E )
k--_- Pb, _ Per

(4)

The worst case of Pb,er(E) = Per corresponds to the case where

every k2_ bit of an incorrectly decoded block is in error. The best

case of Pb,er(E) = Per/k2_ corresponds to the case where only one bit of

an incorrectly decoded block is in error. For both of the cascaded

codes investigated here the block size is k2L = 223X8 = 1784 bits.

Using the equations (2), (3) and (4) we obtain

0.56 X lO'3Per + 0.5Pes < Pb(E) _< Per + 0"5Pes (5)

Because of this we can choose the more conservative value of Per + Pes

as a good upper bound on the bit error probability Pb(E) for the

cascaded code CC1. From Table I it is clear that it is much more likely

that a block is incorrectly decoded than a block is erased for the first

code CCI. Assuming that _is holds for the cascaded code CC2 we can use

Per as an approximate value for Pb(E). Figure 3 shows the decoded bit

error rate Pb(E) versus the channel bit error rate ¢. For CCI the curve

is drawn using linear interpolation between the two values

at ¢=i0 "2 and ¢=10 "3. For CC2 we have only one value available. The

curve for TDRSS is obtained by conversion of the Pb(E) versus Eb/N 0

curve given in [3]. The conversion is done assuming that BPSK

modulation is used on an AWGN channel with optimum coherent detection

and binary output quantization. Under this assumption the one-to-one
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relationship between channel bit error rate ¢ and the channel symbol

energy-to-noise ratio Es/N0 is simply given by [4]

(6)

where

Q(x) - I__ / _ e-t2/2dt (7)

The relationship between the channel symbol energy Es and Eb is given by

[s]

Es = REb
(8)

The relationship between the bit error rate ¢ and Eb/N 0 can be obtained

by substituting (8) into (6)

(9)

A comparison of different codes based solely on decoded bit error rate

Pb(E) versus channel bit error rate ¢ is only fair, if all the codes

have the same rate. The code rates can be calculated using equation (1)

R = 0.5 for TDRSS

R = 0.593 for CCI

R = 0.660 for CC2

As we see all the three codes have different code rates.

it is better to plot the decoded bit error rate versus Eb/N 0 which is

(i0)

In this case
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shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 is obtained from Figure 2 using the

conversion (9). Similar to the case of convolutional code concatenated

with a Reed-Solomon outer code the bit error probabili_ Pb(E) versus

Eb/N 0 curve corresponding _ CC1 is ve_ steep [6]. At bit error

probabilities lower _an 10-7 the cascaded codes CC I and CC2 perform

better than the ra_ I/2 convolutional code of TDRSS. Since the
i

cascaded codes CCI and CC2 have a higher code rate, _ also provide

bandwidth saving. For bit error probabilities higher than 10-7 the rate

1/2 convolutional code seems _ outperform the cascaded codes CC 1 and

CC 2•

The coding gains of all three codes at a decoded bit error rate of

2 X 10-12 can be obtained fr_ Figure 4 whereby the reference is the PSK

curve without coding. These are illustrated in Figure 5. The %

bandwidth expansion is defined as

1
% bandwidth expansion = (_-i) x 100% (11)

At the decoded bit error rate 2 X 10"12 the rate 1/2 constraint length 7

convolutional code used in TDRSS provides 5.95 dB coding gain at the

expense of i00% bandwidth expansion, whereas CC I and CC2 provi _- 6 _ _

and 7.75 dB coding gain at the expense of only 68.6% and 51.5% bandwidth

expansion. From this the clear advantage of using the cascaded codes

CC1 and CCz, whenever a decoded bit error rate lower than 10.7 is

desired, is obvious.

The cascaded code CC2 outperforms CC1 since it achieves 0.9 dB

higher coding gain at 17.1% less bandwidth expansion. This shows the

importance of searching for good inner codes to improve the performance
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of a cascaded coding scheme. As we see from this example a lower rate

inner code with higher redundancy doesn't necessarily improve the

performance of a cascaded coding scheme.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this appendix is to provide additionel comments on the

CCSDS "Green Book" recommendations as they pertain to the Space Station (SS)

MA system and the SS-TDRSS link. In general, a full-up implementation of the

CCSDS recommendations requires a standardized buffer/formatter for all data-

sources. For telemetry transmissions, formatting data into frames is a

standard operational procedure. For continuous real-time TV and audio

transmission, the CCSDS recommendations represent an additional, artificial

layer of data packaging that can cause some inconveniences. However, there

are no obvious reasons to suspect that the CCSDS recommendations have any

inherent compatibility problem with the SS communications requirements.

The CCSDS frame format requires approximately one to two percent

overhead, which is not too'excessive. Also, since all "data processing"

functions such as coding and encryption are performed at the frame level, the

processing speed can be substantially lower than the composite channel oat_

rate. In addition, anomalies such as a sudden loss of data can De IsolateO to

one or two frames (users).

To make the CCSDS recommendations more palatable, the following

suggestions are made:

(at Pay more attention to audio and video requirements in the frame

design. For example, the frame length could be about the number of

bits in a TV frame.

(b) Do not force communication link design issues such as forbidding the

use of convolutional codes.

(c} When the communication link is not time-shared by multiple user
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processes such as the case with the MA system, the CCSDS

recommendations can be bypassed.

i•c) CCSDS Description

1.1 Data Structure

!. A "Telemetry Transfer Frame" is used between major nodes involving

space communication links.

2. A Telemetry/Telecommand Source Packet is used between the data

source/sink and the communication link.

• Standard Formatted Data Un2ts are used to group source packets for

delivery on the ground•

The first two structures have direct impacts on the Space Station

communications link design.

1.2 Virtual Channels

The space communication link is time-division multiplexed (TDM) into a

number of Virtual Channels. For example, up to 8 channels can be associated

with the communication link for the Version I Transfer Frame Format (Ref. May

1984 "Blue Book" p. 5-5). Figure I illustrates the TDM scheme. Each virtual

channel can either be dedicated or shared. Using the Space Station - TDRSS

KSA 300 Mbps channel as an example, each virtual channel can support 37.5 Mbps

minus the overhead if S channels are supported. If 12 channels are supporteo,

then each virtual channel can support 25 Mbps, a number more compatible with

high rate digital TV.

Each real-time continuous high rate digital TV source is logically a

dedicated virtual channel. A block of virtual channels can also be dedicateo

to ultra high rate imagery data transmission such as for synthetic aperture
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Video 1" Video 2** SAR* TP** TP** Video 1"

VC = Virtual Channel

TP = Telemetry Packets

* = Dedicated

** = Shared

Figure 1. Virtual Channel Concept.
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radar (SAR) data. Other data source packets can share the virtual channels.

Each packet can contain up to 64 Kbytes (I byte = 8 bits) of data. However,

if the packet contains more than one frame of data (8-10 kbits), it may be

segmented by the transfer network.

1.3 Codinq and Encryption

CCSDS recommends the use of RS code only for encoding at the frame level.

No other codes (such as convolutional code) are to be used for the

communications channel_ Encryption is also performed at the frame level only.

This appears to be unnecessary restrictions. Additional coding and encryption

should be permissible at the communications channel level as long as they are

transparent to the data frame level.

2.0 CCSDS Telemetry Transfer Frame Format

Each frame has 10,080 bits. If the version I Transfer frame header

format is used (Ref. Packet Telemetry Blue Book, May 1984 p.5-5), there are 32

sync bits and 48 primary header bits. If we assume that 48 bits are also used

for the secondary header, then the overhead due to the two headers is

(48+48)/10080, or approximately one percent. This overhead including the sync

bits is (32+48+48)/I0080 or approximately 1.3 percent. If the RS codeblock is

_Jsed, the overall overhead is (32+48+48+1280)/10080 or 14 percent. Therefore

it appear_ _ha_ overhead is not an issue here if the packet data _ield

consists of only one packet.

Advantaqes of the Telemetry Transfer Frame Format

.h_ advantages of Jslng the CCSDS Frame format for the Space Station are:

a) Simple implementation of the concentrator/deconcentrator for the ultra

8-S
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high rate 300 Mbps SS-TDRSS link. Since a fixed frame length is used,

the concentrator is a simple demultiplexer with frame sync monitoring

capability.

b) Complex data processing at the Virtual Channel level only. All other

processing (coding/decoding, reconstruction of data packets, etc.) can

be done at the Virtual Channel level at a lower data rate.

c) Packetized data format facilitates easy routing to end users.

2.2 Disadvantaqes of the Telemetry Transfer Frame Format

The frame format is primarily designed for serving multiple users snaring

a TDM channel communicating non-realtime bursty telemetry "data-dump". For

the Space Station there are two main disadvantages for using the CCSDS Frame

_ormat. In particular, these disadvantages are more pronounced for realtime

data and for non-TDM, dedicated links such as the ones for ±he MA system.

They include:

a) Packetized audio delay. Assuming that 16 Kbps digitized voice is

used, the time required to fill an uncoded frame is approximately 0.6

sec. This is the inherent delay. This delay is annoying for Space

Station to Ground conversations where a delay is to be expected (the

round-trip delay for a geosynchronous orbit is roughly 0.25 see). It

is probably unacceptable for EVA or crew conversations on-board the

Space Station. One way to solve this problem is to use very small

size packets, presumably 24 bits to reduce to a 1.5 ms delay (a

typical digital telephony round-trip delay budget based on echo

considerations). This is approximately 667 packets per second.

b Video complexity. The high rate digital TV at 22 Mbps can use any

help it can get to simplify the mux/demux operation, especially for
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the non-TDRSS links. T_ _ _..,ere are no real good reason_ for packet'_z_d

data when the channel is not TDM.

2.3 An Isochronous Channel Concept for Audio Transmission

There are two ways to handle audio: via data packets or via an

"isochronous channel" As discussed earlier, packetized audio suffers from

packet delay unless the packet consists of only a few bits. In the other

approach, an isochronous channel, consisting of a few bits, is built into each

vir _ i ._ua_ channel Thio concept has been under consideration for audio

distribution by the IEEE 802.6 Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) committee for

Standardization (see attached paper in Appendix I). For the CCSDS frames, the

isochronous channel can be part of the primary or the secondary heaoer.

If each virtual channel has a transmission rate of 25 Mbps, then a

16-Kbps audio channel can be supported by devoting (16,000/25,000,000).10,800

= 7 bits to the isochronous channel per frame. However, if the virtual channel

transmission rate is decreased, more bits must be allocated. Needless to say,

when the number of bits is increased, the packet delay will be increased

proportionately.

3.0 Inteqratinq the EE2 Multiplexinq Scheme with CCSDS

If the Space Station must operate under the CCSDS format, then each MA

user link can be treated as a communication link with a single virtual

channel. Since the two communicating parties are well defined, the frame

headers can assume a simplified form. The frame structure does not have a big

impact on the user unless the data rate is low and audio is to be supported.

if the EE2 multiplexing scheme is to be used, then the output of "he

multiplexer must be re-buffered and formatted into a CCSDS frame as shown in

8-7
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Figure 2a. Notice that the data must be re-clocked at a different rate. If

the CCSDS is not fully implemented between an MA user and the Space Station,

the buffer/formatter function can be performed on the Space Station as shown

in Figure 2b.

4.0 Bulk Encryption Impacts

There are two ways to derive timing for encryption. In the first

technique the encryptor clock and the decryptor clock are aligned (for example

to the time-of-the-day). Provided this alignment is maintained, the crypto

boxes are always synchronized. In the second technique, a preamble is sent

periodically so the decryptor can use it to check for synchronization. In

either case, whether the data is divided into frames or not does not appear to

directly interfere with the bulk encryption operation. (Except for the

obvious overhead loss in data transmission efficiency.) If the data is

framed, then one has the option of encrypting each frame independently. This

encryption can be done at a lower rate which should be more compatible with

the estimated speed of the crypto devices (20-50 Mbps). Bulk encryption at

300 Mbps may require multipiexing/demultiplexing. Encryption at She Oata

packet level also facilitates partitioning of sensitive data among different

!Isers.

5.0 Recommendations

The CCSDS makes Sense for the TDRBS link where multiple application

processes must time-share a single channel. The CCSDS source packet format

also makes sense for bursty telemetry/computer processing data. It is not the

best approach to real-time audio and video data nor where the communication

link is not time-snared.
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For the Space Station MA system channel, especially for the EVA involving

high rate TV, the multiplexed scheme proposed by EE2 offers reduced _omplexity

on the user. The advantage of the EE2 scheme is that it is "natural" for the

digital video format where a frame format is used. All data clocks are

derived from a 42,954,502.5 Mhz source. Accordingly, all data rates are

sub-multiples of this fundamental clock frequency. To adjust for the slower

frame rate TV, one simply slow down the corresponding clock rates of the

multiplexer. The data can be reformatted and re-buffered to satisfy the CCSDS

recommendations after it leaves the MA system on board the SS.

When the communication link involves only telemetry, even for the

MA users, the CCSDS recommendations can be followed. Or, the EE2

multiplication scheme can be modified. The modification options will Oe

considered in Appendi× 8.
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A Metropolitan Area Network
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DANIEL T. W. SZE, MEMBER. IEEE

Ab._truct- Most high-speedmultiple.accessnet_'or"kson the market,or
thosecurrentlyunderdesign,operateina limitedgeographicalemironment
and are devoted either to data.only or voice-only transmission. However.
challenges issued by the marketldacerequire the full integration of voice,
data. and video in a real-timeenvironment.

This paper proposes a metropolitanarea network that covers a campus
environment and truly integrates voice, data. and video under a single
transmissionmedium.Furthermore.thetransmissionisacldevedthrougha
singlemedia-accessschema.This paperalso presentsmarketingissues,
network requirements,and technologyconstraints.The propos_ media-
accessschemais also beingconsideredby the IEEE 802.6 ,MAN Commit-
tee for Standardization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A metropolitan area network (,MAN) serves users spreadover several buildings in proximity to one another.

Examples range from a true campus, in which thousands of
,,,,,_w,_F_;"-_laboratories, and dormitory rooms are to be tied

into one MAN; through a company occupying a few

buildings scattered across an industrial park; to a firm

dispersed throughout several floors in each of many high-

rise buildings in an urban environment.
In each case, several different networking needs exist,

encompassing voice, data, and perhaps video. Users will

certainly require a comprehensive telephone system tied in
to a central PABX. Data networking requirements, how-

ever, will vary. In some instances, connecting a large

number of low-speed terminals and a few remote printers
to a computer center will suffice. But as the technology of

distributed systems evolves, there will be substantial stor-

age and processing power spread across the network,

necessitating high-speed short-delay transfers over ,_,,,-
tively long distances. In addition, video (currently limited

to security surveillance operations in most cases) is needed.

A significant portion of networking cost is in the wiring,

including the cost of the cables and the cost of labor to
install them. In an urban environment such as downtown

Manhattan, where cable trays in skyscrapers and under-

ground vaults are likely to be saturated, labor costs alone

can approach $100 per foot. Such costs put a premium on

a MAN technology that can satisfy all networking
needs--voice, data, and video--using a single inexpensive

and easily installed physical medium.

The concept of combining voice, data, and video on a

single medium provides the potential for truly integrating

Manuscript received March 14, 1985; revised June 14. 1985.
The author is with the BurroughsCorporati(m. San Diego. CA 92127.

these diverse information types. For example, many tele-

phone systems convey digitize¢ voice. If this voice stream

were integrated with an intercomputer data stream, then

voice messages could be stored on the digital storage

devices already available. Conversely, a PABX. which is

simply a special-purpose stored-program computer control-
ling its terminal devices using very primitive signalirig

protocols, could be integrated into a larger distributed

computing environment and would potentially yield a much

greater telephony functionality without substantially greater
cost.

Integrating voice and data on the network opens oppor-

tunities for the system to store, manipulate, and transport

more sophisticated information objects, including docu-
ments consisting of computer text (i.e., ASCII characters).

voice amnotations, and video segments, created and rec-

reated as a multimedia presentation. A multimedia presen-

tation such as this requires a network that not only

transports all these information objects, but does so in a

coordinated fashion, preserving a real-time structure in

their presentation. These types of integration will be perva-
sive in offices of the future. From and through the termi-

nals in their offices, users from across academic and busi-
ness environments will be able to converse with each other

in full view, jointly compose documents, matching and

interfacing their pictorial work in real time. The benefits
derived will be immeasurable)

II. MARKETING CONCERNS

_l_.,,,,-,.-t- t,,,-.hn_I¢_oi_.¢ _rp o_nerallv compared on the

basis of speed, size (both area covered and capacity in
number of nodes), and cost of connection per node. In

these terms, the met_'opolitan area network market can be
characterized as follows.

A. Speed

A single establishment may have thousaads of telephone
lines. A 2000-line network can consume more than 50

Mbits/s during peak hours. Full-motion video, uncom-

pressed, requires 80 Mbits/s for a single one-way channel.
Add to this the data transfers among hundreds of terminals

nMost of the requirements stated above have been discus_.ed at length
in numerou_ IEEE 802.6 MAN Committee mceting._. In fact. this metro-
politan area network propos41 has been _ubmittcd to the IEEE _1)2.6
MAN Committee a.sa proposed standard.

0733-87 ! 6/85/1100-0815S01.00 _ 1985 IEEE
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or personal computers and dozens of high-throughput
servers, and the aggregate data rate in a MAN could easily

grow to hundreds of megabits per second.
As noted earlier, the geography of a MAN requires

much of this data rate to be concentrated into a few

interbuilding connections, and transmitting hundreds of

megabits per second on a single cable, if possible, justifies

the high cost of installing these connections. Therefore, the

market demand is for a very high-speed physical medium.

B. Size

A MAN must be able to interconnect several thousand

nodes distributed over an area equivalent to hundreds of

square city blocks (either flatly over a geographical area, or

stacked in high-rise buildings). This distribution implies
minimum transmission distances of tens of miles, depend-

ing on topology.

C. Cost

The cost of attaching a device to a network, relative to

the cost of the device itself, is an important issue. Connec-
tion cost includes both the cost of the electronic interface

and the cost of the cable and its installation. Because direct

connection to a very high-speed medium will be expensive,

it is appropriate only for the most powerful devices. These

are the only ones that can source or sink a significant

fraction of the bit rate and are themselves costly enough to

justify an expensive connection.
Low-speed low-cost devices neither need, nor can they

afford, a direct connection to a high-speed medium, hence,

the economic imperative of at least a two-level hierarchy of

networks. At the bottom level is a low-speed network (e.g.,

10 Mbits/s) offering a less expensive connection cost to a

relatively small number of low-speed devices (25-50). Each

low-cost network is then connected to a high-speed back-

bone network (e.g., 100 Mbits/s).

D. Bridges

Connecting a low-cost network and a backbone network

is accomplished via a bridge. The bridge divides the cost of

a single high-speed attachment over the many devices on

the low-cost network. The primary function of a bridge is

to provide buffering for speed matching. The bridge's

complexity, hence cost. can be kept to a minimum if it does

not have to perform protocol conversions also, i.e., if the
two networks have the same protocols at all levels down

through media-access control (MAC).

Consideration of either distance or load balancing may

also require bridges to interconnect multiple backbone

networks. Local area networks are, by their nature, limited

by distance. This fact is particularly true of broadcast

buses, which have upper limits on end-to-end propagation
time over the medium. Therefore, coverage of a greater

area requires an active device that receives messages from
one network and buffers them until it can retransmit them

on another network. That active device is a bridge.

A bridge is also useful in isolating high-traffic subnet-

works from one another. For example, consider two sets of

nodes, A and B, with the following traffic patterns. Mem-

bers of A generate a total of 30 Mbits/s of messages for

other members of A, and 10 Mbits/s of messages for

members of B. Similarly, members of B generate 30 Mbits/s

of messages for other members of B and 10 Mbits/s of

messages for members of A. These can be networked in

two ways. 1) Put all nodes onto a single network that must

carry 80 Mbits/s, or 2) put all members of A on one 50
Mbit/s network and all members of B on another 50

Mbit/s network with a bridge between them. The cost-

effectiveness of these alternatives depends on the actual
data rates involved.

III. THE COMPETING NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES

Networks presently employ one of three quite different

network technologies: PABX's, broad-band, and local area

networks (I.AN's). Each of these developed from one of

the three types of information being networked: PABX's

for voice, broad-band for video (television), and LAN's for
data. This section examines each of these networks in

terms of speed, size, cost, and the potential for integrating

all three information types.

A. PABX's

A PABX-based system can easily accommodate net-

works of the size and area required for a MAN. It is also

successful at combining voice and data, but not at in-

tegrating them. This wide coverage comes, however, at the

cost of speed for data transmissions. A typical data chan-
nel is only 56 or 64 kbits/s. Each such channel, at least in

a low-cost network, is a simple unshielded twisted-pair

copper cable. Such a medium has an error rate that, while

adequate for voice, is too high for effective data communi-

cations, necessitating multiple layers of error-control proto-
col that further reduce the effective data rate. In addition,

these channels are generally used inefficiently.

Finally, while a PABX can handle voice and data on

separate channels, a synchronized delivery of a multimedia

document is very difficult. Voice and data are not guaran-
teed to arrive at their destination with any given real-time

relationship because of the throughput limit for data.

B. Broad-band

Broad-band (CATV) technology is ideally suited to video

networking. Carrier frequencies in the hundreds of mega-

hertz provide the potential for a very high-speed backbone

network. Similarly, the distances currently covered by

CATV systems (through the use of repeaters) comfortably

meet the requirements for a MAN.

The cost per connection of a broad-band network, how-

ever, is very high. The modems to interface to the medium
cost hundreds of dollars and are, consequently, too expen-

sive for a simple terminal or personal computer. The
medium for broad-band is a half-inch to one inch diameter

semirigid coaxial cable. The cost of the labor involved in
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bending this cable and fitting it into cable trays is higher

by far than in any other medium. Furthermore, this is a

mature technology, offering little prospect for significant
cost reductions in the future.

Even though broad-band is often advertised as in-

tegrating voice, video, and data, in actuality it merely
combines them. Voice and video are sent, in analog form,

over separate standard television channels (unless it is

television audio). Computer data (as opposed to video text)

are sent over a separate set of frequency channels. Thus,

broad-band systems suffer the same problems of coordinat-

ing delivery of voice and text as PABX's do because of the

multiple channels with different protocols.

C Local Area Networks

The current state of the art local area networks (LAN's)

are in the range of the 10 Mbit/s CSMA/CD [1] bus (i.e.,

Ethernet). Where higher speeds are needed between large

processors, either the 50 Mbit/s Hypercharmel or Control
Data Corporation's 50 Mbit/s CSMA broad-band system

are used; these are expensive systems with very limited

connectivity.
But, unlike the mature PABX and broad-band technol-

ogies, LAN technology is diverse and rapidly evolving. No

single topology, medium, or medium-access protocol
dominates. There are buses, either CSMA/CD or token-

passing [2], [3], with either semirigid or flexible coaxial

cable. There are rings [3] with a wide variety of copper
media. Finally, there are rings with fiber optic links: the

fiber distributed data interface (FDD[) [4] is a proposed

standard for a 100 Mbit/s ring. Common to all the LAWs

developed, however, is the design centered around com-

puter transmission only. Furthermore, most designs are

also for connection within a building only. Consequently,

the LAN designs cam-tot easily be extended to provide

MAN coverage.

IV. MAN N_rwom_ REQUIREMENTS

The significant advantages of a MAN are high band-
width, low delay, and high transmission quality. In data

communication applications, these are only qualitative

goals; few precise rules exist. For example, no rules exist
about how much delay is too much. By contrast, telephony

imposes very explicit requirements on a network, specifi-

cally bandwidth, delay, and transmission quality.

A. Bandwidth

Digitized telephony is based on sampling an analog
waveform 8000 times a second (once every 125 #s) and

converting each sample into an eight-bit code word, hence,

the 8000 byte/s bandwidth requirement. The sampling rate

is determined by the Shannon sampling theorem. A wave-
form can be faithfully reproduced from samples taken at

twice the value of the highest frequency in the waveform;

voice fidelity requires less than 4 kHz. The choice of

code-word size is based on subjective requirements for

acceptable dynamic range (the ratio of loudest to softest

sound) and signal-to-noise ratio.

Because speech is continuous, the 8000 byte/s sample
streams must be carried from each end of a conversation to

the other for the duration of a telephone call (an average of

100s); no period of more or less bandwidth is demanded.

By contrast, data communications are bursty; peak band-
width demands are typically limited only by memory speeds

at the source and sink, and so can range as much as many

megabytes per second. This demand is not constant, how-
ever. At a continuous speed of 3 Mbytes/s, a large trans-

mission of 80 000 bytes takes about 25 ms, but receiving

the bandwidth in bursts so that the total elapsed time was

50 or 100 ms would be acceptable.

The bandwidth requirements for video are more like
those of voice than those of data in character: a moderate.

but constant, demand that exists for a long period of time.

The major difference is in the magnitude of the bandwidth
demand. Full-motion black and white video (U.S. broad-

cast standards) requires 80 Mbits/s. Various compression

techniques are available, however, to reduce this to as little

as 2 Mbits/s. These techniques can produce quality accep-

table for many applications, such as ,e,econf ..... crag and
.... J ^-'J"':'_" _,,,,_,, the rangesurvemance, anu can br:mg the b,_,_,_,_,h "';-

of LAN speeds. This 2 Mbits/s may have to be guaran-
,..a _.^,,,,.,,,,, r,_,. h,_,,r_ _, a time.

The bandwidth demand characteristics of these three

types of traffic axe summarized in Table I. The wide

disparity in demand suggests that to support all of these, a

single MAC protocol must have at least two different

bandwidth-supply mechanisms.

B. Delay

The transition from four wires to two wires within the

telephone system is made by a "hybrid" circuit. Practical

nonideal hybrids introduce impedance anomalies that re-
sult in a reflection. Thus, a speaker's voice reflects off the

hybrid at the listener's end and returns, after a round-trip

delay, to the speaL¢i.............._ ¢=t pt_=. If .t.^u_,_,,,y'J-'-'",o:....,w ,',,,_1..... ,,,
the reflection is not attenuated enough, this reflection is

perceived as an objectionable echo. To control this echo,
many national networks enforce upper limits on the contri-

bution to round-trip delay made by subscriber equipment
at either end. These restrictions vary from administration

to administration, but the most stringent requirements are

apparently a 1.5 #s round-trip delay (i.e., from telephone
instrument to trunk and back).

As a result of the telephony delay limit for a MAN,

voice samples cannot be substantially buffered before
transmission. Nevertheless, a certain amount of delay is

unavoidable. Once a sample is transmitted on the medium,

propagation delays occur through the medium and any

repeaters needed, delays that are proportional to the total

distance spanned by the network. If the MAN were to
buffer and send N samples of a particular conversatk>n at

once, then the oldest sample wottld be dcl,tycd (N - 1) 125
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its before it even reached the medium. Because this is a

significant fraction of the delay budget, the total area a

MAN can cover is very sensitive to N. Therefore, samples

should be sent as they are produced, one every 125 /Ls,

leaving as much time as possible for propagation through

the medium and repeaters.

C. Transmission Quality

Telephone companies have established certain quality

goals for their digital transmission systems in support of

the integrated services digital network (ISDN). Any MAN
being used for telephony should act as an extension of the

1SDN and so should meet these quality goals as weU. One
goal, that the bit-error rate should be less than 10 -6 , can

easily be met by a MAN because the distances are so ,.uch

shorter than the distances of telephone trunks. A second

goal, relating to "slip" caused by mismatched clock rates,
is much more difficult to meet in a MAN.

The goal established for rate of slip is one byte inserted

or deleted every 20 h. At 8000 bytes/s, this slip rate means

an accuracy of 1.7x10 -9. National telephone networks

deliver this accuracy on their digital trunks by synchroniz-

ing all trunks to a single ational frequency standard.
Therefore. every interface derives a clock from one incom-

ing signal and locks all of the frequencies of its outgoing

links to that clock. In this way, the national frequency
standard is propagated through a net of links and nodes

down to every trunk.

The most practical way to achieve a similar degree of
accuracy in frequency throughout a MAN interfaced to a

digital trunk is to synchronize the entire MAN to the

trunk's clock. This synchronization means that every node

in the MAN that is generating an 8000 byte/s stream
(which includes potentially every node with either a tele-

phone or an ISDN terminal) must have an incoming source
of reference signal that ultimately derives from the trunk

interface; otherwise, that node may generate bytes at too
slow or too fast a rate for the trunk.

V. THE PROPOSED METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORK

The unique combination of marketing concerns that

characterizes a metropolitan area network is not satisfied

by any existing technology. PABX's do not provide suffi-
cient concentrated data rates. The cost per connection to a

broad-band network is too high for simple terminals. And,

the baseband LAN's do not provide the connectivity and

the distance coverage required by a MAN.

Fiber optics offer the high data rates needed at a cost

that will drop considerably in the future. Sufficient area

coverage is obtained by using a ring topology (avoiding

end-to-end propagation constraints) and connecting multi-

pie rings via bridges. A low-speed copper ring bridged to a
high-speed backbone ring lowers the connection cost for

low-speed devices.

The physical and topological strategies are relatively

straightforward. The greater challenge is to develop a
mexlia-aecess protocol that effectively integrates voice, data,

and video. The following section presents a proposal for a

MAN that does provide this integration with the desired

combination of speed, distance, and cost.

A. An Introduction to the MAN

The proposed MAN is based upon a ne_ media-access

control (MAC) protocol. Sev: ral features distinguish this

MAC from existing local arm networks.

• The MAC provides a constant low-bandwidth low-

delay service for delivery of byte streams. The basic service

delivers one byte every 125 _ts, completely free of any of
the standard MAC overhead: format control, addresses,

CRC, receive status.

• It is a slotted ring. Therefore, data are tra'_smitted in

fixed-size packets.

• The complete protocol is designed to permit compati-
ble versions with less capability, but at a lower cost.

• The MAC layer protocol includes the concept of a
bridge as an integral component at that layer.

B. Relationship to the 0S1 Model

The data services provided by the proposed MAC are

intended to fit into the evolving layered standards for data

communications. Specifically, the MAC is the lower of two

sublayers of the data link layer (Layer 2) in the OSI model.

Devices connected to the MAN can use existing or

future standards for higher-layer protocols, for example,
the IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control for the upper sub-

layer of Layer 2 and the CCITT Recommendations for

Layers 3 and 4.

The proposed MAC integrates voice and video services
with its data services in a very natural manner. The proper
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approach to integration at higher layers, however, is not

readily apparent. Certain higher-layer functions, notably

connection establishment, are the keys to voice and video.
Others, however, such as error and flow control, are totally

unnecessary.
Because the proposed physical topology is not point-to-

poin t. _ng, the st__nda__rdtelephony protocols for control-

llng connections will not work: they do not provide for

explicit addressing as called for by standard telephony.
Therefore, the alternative is to use the packetized data

services to support voice connection control. Beyond this,
the issue of integrating telephony and data protocols above

the MAC layer is completely open.

C. Topology

The physical structure of the proposed MAN is an

acyclic hierarchy of rings interconnected by bridges (see

Fig. 1). The speed of the rings decreases with descending

levels of the hierarchy; i.e., the highest speed appears at the

highest level. The speed that is needed at this highest level

(approximately 50 Mbits/s) requires fiber optics.
In installations where the aggregate interbuilding data

rates are very great, the highest speed rings may now need

ORIGINAL PAC,E 13
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to use the more expensive optical technology of laser

diodes and avalanche photo-diodes. In this case, an inter-

mediate level in the hierarchy uses less costly, lower-speed

LED's and p-i-n diodes for mtrabuilding distribution. [f

the very high data rates are not needed, the hierarchy has

only two levels, with the LED's and p-i-n diodes at_ the top
level.

At the lowest level of every MAN hierarchy is the

copper-medinm-based ring interconnecting a small number

of low-speed low-cost devices. Data rates on this ring are

limited by the medium to less than 15 Mbits/s.

Bridges are used to interconnect different speed rings

from adjacent levels of the hierarchy. Bridges are also used
to interconnect rings at the same level, for the reasons

described earlier--expanded capacity and/or isolation.

The ring topology is susceptible to a single point of
failure. Because the only path between a given pair of

nodes potentially passes through every other node, failure
of any single node to at least repeat the bit stream causes

the failure of the entire ring.

The most effective protection against a single point of

failure is a redundant ring. The proposal'here is for two

counter-rotating rings, a primary and a backup. For each

two adjacent nodes A and B, A's primary output is con-

nected to B's primary input, and B's backup output is

connected to A's backup input.

Normally, MAC-layer mformation flows only around

the primary ring, and the backup ring is idling. In the event
of a failure between A and B, _ switches its MAC output

to the backup ring, and B switches to receive its MAC

input from the backup ring. The backup ring relays A's

MAC output through all the other nodes, substituting the
failed primary link from A to B.

The redundancy is expensive, requiring twice as many

drivers, receivers, cables, and connectors. Consequently, a

low-cost small network may choose to forego the backup

ring. An alternative, used either separately or in conjunc-

tion with redundant rings, is a bypass relay, which protects

against the most common ring "failure," an unpowered
n_c_Je°

1). Isochronous oersus Nonisochronous

The basic concept of the design is to integrate full

telephony signaling with computer data transfer. The prop-

erties of digitized voice place timing and synchronization

limitations on the design. Standard digitized voice is trans-
mitted at a fixed rate of one byte every 125 /_s. The

media-access method provided for voice and similar data is

isochronous ("isochronous" meaning something that is uni-

form in time and recurring at regular equal intervals). The

term synchronous is frequently used for this type of infor-
mation, but "isochronous" is used here for clarity. "Syn-

chronous" commonly has multiple meanings--guaranteed
bandwidth, simultaneous, or common clock--and so does

not clearly communicate the regular periodic property
included in the term "isochronous."
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The MAC also transports packetized data. These pack-
etized data are nonisochronous. Nonisochronous data are

used for communicating the kinds of information most

commonly exchanged on LAN's. The primary function of

the MAC is the integration of both isochronous (voice) and

nonisochronous (normal) data.

F,. Frame Structure

The MAC frame is similar in concept to frames used for

telephony. In digital telephony, framing includes the syn-

chronization of a receiver that permits the alignment of the

telephone channels. Therefore, the frames are of fixed

length to meet the 125/_s isochronous voice requirement.
Frames are divided into multiple f'Lxed-length slots (see

Fig. 2). Slots are dedicated to isochronous or nonisochro-
nous use. The nonisochronous slots are used to transport

data, whereas isochronous slots are used for real-time voice
and video information transmission and are further divided

into isochronous channels. During normal operations, a

frame is transmitted once every 125 /as, and the space

between frames is filled with Pad (a frame separator). The

contents of the frame (number of slots) and the length of

the Pad are dependent on the speed of the ring.

An isochronous channel is a single-byte position in every

frame, as shown in Fig. 3. The channel is identified by

counting from the start of the frame. The MAC transmits

and receives information on specific channels, but the

assignment of channels is external to the MAC.
One of the nodes on the ring operates as an active

monitor. This monitor is responsible for generating frames

at initialization and assuring the accuracy of the frame

format during normal operation. The monitor also has

specific physical layer responsibilities.

1) Frame Types: Each MAC transmits streams of data in
frames separated by Pad. The Pad field consists of an

integer number of idle symbols (each symbol is one byte).
An idle is encoded in the transmission medium in a manner

distinctive from a byte of O's and l's, and so serves as a

robust separator. The minimum separation is a single idle.

The last idle preceding a frame, together with the frame
header, constitutes a delimiter. The transition between idle

and data reliably establishes the beginning of the frame.

The frame header (FH) indicates the format and purpose

of the following data symbols and is encoded to provide

some protection against errors. The kinds of frames are
• Connection Frame,

• Initialization Frame,

• Index Frame, and

• Following Frame.
The Connection Frame is sent during initialization as an

indication that a MAC is ready to communicate. MAC's

use the Initialization Frame during backbone initialization

bidding to become the acting monitor. This frame is also

sent by a monitor to clear the ring whenever it detects

specific error conditions.
The Index Frame and Following Frame headers mark

the beginning of the slotted frames used during normal

operations. During normal operations, the monitor node
transmits a slotted frame every 125/_s. In rings where the

delay around the ring (latency) is greater than 125/_s, the
monitor node transmits an Index Frame, and then it

transmits Following Frames every 125/_s. When the Index
Frame header returns to the monitor node after having

traversed the ring, the monitor node repeats the Index

Frame at the next 125 _ts boundary.

The first byte of each slot is the slot identifier indicating

its use and content (see Fig. 4). The identifiers, like the
frame headers, are encoded to protect them from misinter-

pretation. They are
• Isochronous Slot,

• Empty Slot,
• Full Slot,
• Old Slot.

Slots that are not assigned to isochronous usage are free

for nonisochronous purposes. While they are unused, they

are marked by the Empty Slot identifier. The content bytes
of the slot contain no information. Any node may use an

empty slot to send a nonisochronous message of any kind.
Each nonempty nonisochronous slot contains a noniso-

chronous packet. When a node is about to fill an Empty

Slot with a packet, the node changes the slot identifier to

Full Slot. As the monitor node relays that slot, it changes
the slot identifier to Old Slot. It is the transmitting node's

responsibility, when that slot returns to it, to change the
identifier back to Empty Slot. If it fails to do so, the

monitor reclaims the slot by changing the Old Slot identi-

fier to Empty Slot.
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2) Ring Monitor Operation: A number of special func-

tions are performed by a node selected to be a ring

monitor. These include physical layer functions related to

clocking and latency control in addition to MAC func-

tions. Usually, all backbone nodes have a built-in monitor

capability. Part of the initialization and latency protocol is

the bidding that determines which node will become the
monitor. The acting monitor node maintains the integrity

and timing of the slots and frames circulating on a ring.
The monitor node controls the timing of frames by

adjusting the total ring delay withih the physical layer to

an exact multiple of the frame period of 125 ps so that an

integral number of frames continually circulate on the ring.

In addition to providing the latency adjustment, the

monitor is responsible for correcting errors in the frame

format. Any time the monitor discovers frames that axe too

long or too short, or ones in which the frame header has

been corrupted, it re-forms proper frames. It also monitors
slot identifiers and assures that the isochronous slots are

marked Isochronous Slot. Nonisochronous slots are moni-

tored to assure that the slot identifier is valid and that slots

that have been f'dled are properly changed back to Empty
Slot.

The monitor node is also responsible for controlling the

number of frames on the ring. If ring latency exceeds 125

_ts, multiple frames axe transmitted at ring initialization.
The monitor marks the first frame header as an Index

Frame. The monitor marks the other frames Following

F_ames when there are multiple frames on the ring. The

Index versus Following distinction permits nodes to iden-

tify slots by their position in the frame and the position of

the frame relative to the Index Frame. The explicit location

of slots is needed as part of the transmission protocol (the

node that transmits a nonisochronous packet is responsible

for marking the slot Empty Slot when it returns).
o

F. lsochronous Information Transfer

Each node has a list of its active channels called the

isochronous template. When a frame arrives at a node, the

MAC scans its isochronous template as the isochronous

channel bytes pass through it. The template indicates if the
channel is to be read, written, or both.

Isochronous management messages (IMM's) control the
allocation and deallocation of isochronous network chan-

nels. Nonisochronous slots transport the IMM's; that is,
IMM's are nonisochronous information that command the

MAC layer at a node to transmit and/or receive on

I • 11"II 1
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Fig,. 5. NonJsochronousslotformat.

specific isochronous channels. A full-duplex connection

can use one or two isochronous channels. When a single

channel is used, the path around the ring to the other end

is used for transmission and the return trip around the ring

is used for reception. IMM's are sent only to end points

and bridges ;.nvolved in the connection; intermediate nodes

automatically relay isochronous data. These messages are

used to create and maintain the isochronous template. By

using multiple channels, connections with rates of n × 64
kbits/s can be established.

The ring can be synchronized to the ISDN network (or
other digital common carriers) if one of the nodes con-
nected to an ISDN trunk is made the monitor node for the

ring. The monitor node can then use the extracted 8 kHz
clock from the trunk instead of an internally generated 8
kI-h clock to control when a frame is started.

G. Nonisochronous Data Transfer

An upper-layer protocol is responsible for supplying

packets, each of which can be sent in a single slot. The

MAC in the source node waits for an Empty Slot and

appends its own control information to the packet and

transmits it. The MAC in the destination node strips off

the control information added by the source MAC and

passes the packet on to its upper layer. Neither the source

nor the destination MAC's make any interpretation of the
content fields of the packets.

1) Nonisochronous Slot Format: The format of the non-

isochronous slot is shown in Fig. 5. The three valid, non-

isochronous slot identifiers are: Empty Slot, Full Slot, and
Old Slot.

The slot control field contains a collection of indicators

describing slot contents and the manner in which they are

to be handled. This field differentiates management mes-

sages ¢°" no.nrn._t data and isochronous from nonisochro-

nous management messages. In management messages, the

slot control field also contains the management levels of

both the source and the destination nodes. These manage-

ment levels are used both for routing and privilege

processing, privilege for security purposes. The slot control
field is also used to indicate the MAC-level services for

retries to bridges and to request notices of nondelivery.

The slot check sequence contatas an error-detection code

that protects the slot control field, destination address.

source address, and content of the packet. The MAC

generates and checks the slot-check sequence by a cyclic

redundancy code ?RC) computation.

The last byte in a slot indicates the reception status. The
values for receive status are

• Unreceived,

Received,

• Inhibited,

• Multiply Received,
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• Corrupted Received, and

• Corrupted Unreceived.
Unreceived is the initial value when the slot is trans-

mitted. When a node addressed in the destination address

field buffers an error-free packet, the node marks it

Received, unless it is already marked Received, in which

case, the node marks it Multiply Received. If an error-free

packet cannot be buffered, it is marked Inhibited by the
addressed node. Any node upon detecting a CRC error on

the packet marks it Corrupted Received, or Corrupted

Unreceived, based upon the current reception status.

2) Transmission: Whenever data are awaiting transmis-
sion, the MAC examines all incoming slots. When it de-

tects an Empty Slot, it changes the slot identifier to Full

Slot, starts the slot-check sequence, or SCS generator, and

replaces the previous contents of the slot with the new slot
control field, destination address, source address, and in-

formation field. The MAC then transmits the computed
CRC into the SCS field andsets the status field to Unre-

ceived.

The monitor node changes all Full Slot identifiers to Old

Slot. The transmitting node later removes its own message

by changing the Old Slot to Empty Slot again. If the

reception status is Unreceived, Inhibited, or Corrupted

Unreceived, if retries were requested, if the retry count is
not exhausted, or if the retry count is decremented, the

packet is requeued for transmission. If the slot type is not

Old Slot, the transmitting node does not change it (this can
occur because of transmission noise). The higher level is

informed of the transmission status after the packet is

either transmitted successfully or the retry count is zero. It

the monitor finds an Old Slot, then the source node failed

to remove it, and the monitor now marks it Empty Slot.

The destination node sees Full Slot or Old Slot, depending

on whether the slot passes through the monitor node before
or after it reaches the destination.

3) Reception: Each node contains one or more receive

buffers. The MAC examines all incoming slots. If the slot

is an Empty Slot, it is ignored. If the slot is Full Slot or Old

Slot, it begins computation of the CRC, and the slot is

copied into a receive buffer if one is available. The MAC
checks the destination address field. If the destination

address does not match the node's address or, in the case

of a bridge, one of the addresses for which the bridge is

responsible, then it stops the copying and clears the receive
buffer. After the SCS field has gone through the CRC
checker, the MAC examines the CRC checker results. The

receive status field in the slot is modified to indicate the

status of the reception. The new value depends on whether
the node was addressed, the slot was buffered, and the

CRC was good, and wba* the previous status was.

During reception, tht .lata can only be copied if there is
a buffer available. Wheu there is no buffer available in an

addressed node, an Unreceived slot is marked Inhibited so

that the transmitting node can retry later. An addressed
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node with a full buffer marks a slot that is already marked

Received or Inhibited as Multiply Received even though

the node cannot accept the data. To support network

management, all nodes should count the number of slots

that they inhibited.

4) Corruption of the Slot: All nodes check the SCS field
in Full Slots and Old Slots, even if they do not recognize

the destination address. The first node to detect a corrup-

tion in the SCS of a slot changes the receive status to

indicate that the slot is corrupted. The status is set to

Corrupted Received if the previous status was Received or

Multiply Received; the status is set to Corrupted Unre-

ceived if the previous status was Unreceived or Inhibited.

To maintain the ring, each node should count the number

of non-Empty slots (Full or Old) passing through the node
and the number of slots on which the node changed the

status to one of the two corrupted values.

H. Bridge Operation

A bridge connects two rings together and transfers data
between them. Bridges perform MAC functions similar to

other nodes on the linked rings. Bridges relay isochronous
and nonisochronous information in both directions be-

tween the rings.

1) Nonisochronous Bridging: Each bridge has two tem-

plates, one for each direction of the bridge. Templates

contain information on the physical addresses, both indi-..

vidual and group (contained in packets), that can use the

bridge. Management messages provide this template infor-

mation to the bridge. For simplicity, the following descrip-

tion assumes that a portion of the address constitutes a

ring address.

The bridge compares the destination address in each
packet, passing the packet on a ring against its template for

that ring. Whenever the bridge finds a.match, it copies the
slot contents and marks the reception status as Received. If

the bridge does not have an empty buffer, it marks the slot

as Inhibited. A bridge accepts a slot already Inhibited, if it

has an empty buffer, and marks the slot as Received to

allow for more than one bridge between the same two

rings.
Once a bridge has buffered a packet from one ring, it

attempts to transmit the packet on the other ring. If the

packet is accepted by a bridge or node on the other ring,

the bridge discards its copy of the packet. If the packet is

not accepted and retries are exhausted, the bridge action

depends on whether the slot control field indicates that a
notice of nondelivery is requested. If not (or if the packet is

itself a Notice), the packet is discarded. Otherwise, the

bridge changes the packet to a Notice packet, exchanges
the source and destination addresses, and sends it back on

the originating ring.
When a bridge transfers a management packet, it always

retries if the packet is not accepted. After a limited number
of unsuccessful retries, the bridge discards the management

packet.
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2) Isochronous Bridging: A bridge also connects isochro-
nous channels from one ring to another. It has a pair of
isochronous templates for each ring, specifying which
channels it is to read from and which channels it is to write

to on that ring. It also has a pair of mapping functions,
specifying which channel being read from one ring is to be
connected to which channel that is being written on the
other ring.

Fig. 6 illustrates the capture of bytes from a frame on
Ring 1, their rearrangement in the bridge, and their trans-
mission into Ring 2 isochronous slots.

Propagating the external synchronization in one direc-
tion across the bridge is also provided for, implying that
the bridge must be',the monito= node on the ring toward
which it is propagating synchronization.

Management of a bridge consists of managing the two
MAC's on either ring, in addition to maintaining its vari-
ous templates.

L lnitiafization

The ring initialization process includes physical connec-
tion and synchronization, monitor selection, and latency
adjustment. This process is controlled by the MAC, though
it is invoked because of physical events, higher-level com-
mands, or by the MAC itself.

Since only one node at a time can act as the monitor, a
bidding process is used to elect the acting monitor. Without
a monitor, no slot frames exist, and normal communication

cannot be carried on. The selection process, therefore, is
performed any time there is no acting monitor, or the
previous acting monitor has failed.

Each node adheres to the following rules during the
monitor selection procedure.

1) Start the initialization timer at bidding process entry.
2) Transmit repeated Connection Indicator delimiters

and test received data for the Initialization Frame delimiter.

3) If an Initialization Frame delimiter is received before
the initialization timer has expired, leave the monitor bid-

ding procedure and enter normal operation.
4) If the initialization timer times out before receiving

an Initialization Frame delimiter, transmit repeated Ini-
tialization Frames containing the node identification, while
testing received data for Initialization Frames containing
an identification greater than or equal to the node's own
(the identification could be the node address or a device
serial number).

5) If an Initialization Frame is received containing an
identification greater than the node's own, leave the moni-
tor bidding procedure and enter normal nonmonitor oper-
ation.

6) If an Initialization Frame is received containing the
node's own identification, leave the monitor bidding proce-
dure and enter the monitor initialization procedure as the
acting ring monitor.

Because the minimum rotation period of the frame
around the ring (the natural ring delay) is dictated by the

number of nodes in the ring and the lengths of the links
between the nodes, the monitor must adjust the ring's total
delay to an integer multiple of 125 _ts by adding extra
delay (latency)within its physical layer.

The initialization proceeds in two stages: the first is the
transmission of Initialization Frames to determine the

length of the ring in frame periods, and the second is
the adjustment of the latency buffer depth to complement

the fractional part of a frame of the ring length..

VI. CONCLUSION

Imagine two users in different buildings on the same
campus, sitting in front of their respective terminals, con-
versing in full view of each other via the screens of the

terminals., interfacing their work through their respective
terminals. One can expect such an activity to occur in the
office of the near future.

Such an activity will require the real-time video, data,
and voice integration of the metropolitan area network
described in this paper. This MAN proposal meets a
distinctive new challenge not met by the LAN's presently
available. This challenge is met via a slotted ring media-
access protocol that integrates voice, video, and data into a
single bit stream.
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Furthermore, the media-access structure is designed with

a hierarchy of network speed as a premise. Consequently,

network extentions with bridges can be made simple enough

to increase the effective network size.

14] FDDI Token Ring Media Access C,ntrol. ANSI
]00/X3T9:5/83-16 Rev. 7.2. Ocl. 26. ]984,

X3T_/X4-
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APPENDIX 9. MORE COMMENTS ON EE2 MULTIPLEXER
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SUMMARY

In Appendix 7, it was commented briefly that the EE2 multiplexing scheme

can only support telemetry transmission at 4.4 % of the link capacity. Hence,

the data rate of the overall link must be higher than 2.3 Mbps in order to

support a 100 Kbps telemetry rate. As such, the EE2 scheme is primarily

designed to support simultaneous TV and telemetry (which includes audio)

transmissions at medium to high data mates. In this appendix, a number of

options to provide low data rate telemetry/audio support are considered.

These options can be implemented independently, or in any reasonable

comoinations.

The EE2 Format

For the Space Station MA system channel, especially for the EVA involving

high rate TV, the multiplexed scheme proposed by EE2 offers reduced complexity

which is of primary importance to the user. The EE2 scheme is based on

multiples of a TV frame with a fundamental line rate of 15.734 KHz. All data

clocks are related to a common 42,954,502.5 Mhz source. Accordingly, all data

rates are sub-multiples of this fundamental clock frequency. To adjust for

reduced frame rate TV, one simply reduces the corresponding clock rates timing

the multiplexer. Telemetry data are transmitted by overwriting up to 20 pixels

of the Y component pixels per line.

In what follows possible enhancements to the EE2 scheme are considered.

The first two are variations on the reduced frame concept; the last one is

not.
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Separate Telemetry Slot

The original scheme shares the telemetry/audio with some of the Y

component pi_els. This can affect the TV picture at the left edge. A

separate telemetry slot could be used. For example, if 20 pixels are used for

the telemetry/audio slot, the overall data rate will be increased by 4.4 %.

See Figure I.

Skip a Frame

• _ected based onTelemetry can be transmitted once every N frames N is s__

the required telemetry rate. The telemetry frame will be identified by a

unique Sync/Line Count pattern• When such a frame is encountered, the

previous frame will be duplicateO for display. If N = 2, this is equivalent

to devoting alternate fields to telemetry data. If N = i, only telemetry data

is transmitted.

CCSDS Mode

For telemetry and audio only (only applies to low data rate links), the

multiplexer can have a mode where t_e CCSDS frame ÷ormat is foiloweO.

_'fl_ J_l__.i_
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APPENDIX 10. ON THE APPLICABILITY OF CCSDS STANDARDS

TO THE SPACE STATION
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SUMMARY

This appendix summarizes the issues affecting the C&T system raised or

addressed in two separate meetings with the Phase-B contractors, at Rockwell

in the morning and at MDAC in the afternoon. The main purpose of the two

meetings was for the JPL representatives (headed by Adrian Hooke) to poll the

contractors' assessment of the applicability of the CCSDS standards to the

Space Station. This exercise was part of the _PL team preparation for a CCSDS

meeting at Toulouse, France during the week of 27-31 January, 1986.

The people participated in the meetings are mostly involved with the DMS

and SSIS. It appeared most of them are interested in the networking protocol

aspects of the CCSDS standards. The 300 Mbps TDRSS link is their default

"baseline". It also appeared that they have not given too much attention to

audio and video data, important for the MA system.

JPL suggested another workshop for more technical exchange with the

contractors when they are back from the trip to France.

The charts presented are attached in the appendices. Rockwell requested

that pages 18-24 of their presentation be treated as "private data".

JPL

Adrian Hooke commented that it is regrettable that both contractors used

the Version 2 format as a basis for their work. He stated that their

preference was to use the Version I format. The version 2 format was a

compromise solution to the ESA people for very simple spacecrafts.

JPL is currently favoring a frame format that uses a 16-bit field to

address up to 256 virtual channels. The 16-bit field allows the use of a

10-2



distance-code to provide someerror correction capability.

Rockwell

The bit-by-bit B-channel demux is no longer the concept advocated. The

virtual channel concept is currently implemented into a channel identified by

a unique combination of service class, destination and routing, and data

types. Hence, effectively many more (compared to B used by the green book)

virtual channels can be supported.

MDAC

MDAC has a similar concept for expanding the number of the virtual

rhannel=. They also dlscuss a way of getting around _h= inherent buffer _ i

for audio by introducing a "Data Insert" zone for all transfer frame. This

concept is very similar to the isochronous channml concept addressed ip an

earlier LinCom memo. (JPL would like to see the data insert enabled only for

high data traffic virtual channels such as the ones carrying digital TV.)
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NASA CCSDS REVIEW

AGENDA

i •

2.

3.

4.

OVERVIEW OF SSIS DR-02

OVERVIEW OF C&T DR-02

DR-02 C&T UPDATE

"GREEN BOOK" ISSUES

TERRY LANDEN (MDAC)

B. MAURER (RCA)

B. MAURER (RCA)

E. CLELLAND (MDAC)
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_,PEN_IX ii COMMENTS ON PROPOSED TESTS OF RCA EVA RADIO BREADBOARD
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---- nCom

The following provides comments on the proposed EVA radio

breadboard tests. As an overall comment it appears that the plan is

very ambitious; it appears that little thought has been given to the

amount of time required to perform, analyie and draw conclusions from

the test data.

Comments on Section 2.1 Transmitter

1. The phase-frequency response should be measured such that the signal

group delay can be determined. An alternate approach is to measure

the group delay.

2. How does EE-3 (or EE-7) plan to measure BER without a modem? The

scope cannot be used to obtain carrier phase sync nor bit sync.

3. Forward/Return Interference measurement probably has no meaning

unless the adjacent channels modulations are present. (Place

minimum priority on this measurement.)

4. Power Amplifier Linearity. Need to measure AM/AM and AM/PM

conversion vs backoff.

5. How is C/N0 to be measured by _-_ ESTL can measure this, ...._,_,,

what does it mean when no modem is used for BER tests? Suggest EE-3

alIeviate this test.

6. The noise figure should be associated with the receiver and not the

transmitter.

11-2
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 -LnCom

7. A phase noise measurement would be more significant than the

frequency stability test; in fact, the equipment list does not

contain the equipment necessary to measure stability. The phase

noise measurement was discussed via the telephone.

Comments on Section 2.2 - Receiver

i. Phase-Frequency response should be measured; see comment 1 on

transmitter section.

2. System Gain is ill-defined. Needs clarifying.

3. The noise figure is probably difficult to measure for EE-3.

4. Same as comment 2 regarding the transmitter.

5. See comment 3 above regarding Forward/Return Interference.

6. As before the BER measurement will require a QPSK modem with a 70

MHz IF.

7. Desensitization is not a term which LinCom understands.

8. The phase noise spectrum on the 70 MHz IF should be measured.

9. Measure the bandpass characteristics of the IF so that it can be

incorporated into the SCSS simulation.

10. Acquisition tests will require a modem and will have to be made in

the ESTL; I recommend using SLA.

Comments on 2.3 Cemponent/Subs_stems

1. To test components will require getting "into the box with a

soldering iron." Chances are, the box will perform differently when

reconnected and sent to ESTL, etc.

Comments on Figure I

i. The HP 8672-3 frequency synthesizer provides for signal source

frequencies greater than 2 GHz!

11-3



2. When making PSD measurements connect the spectrum analyzer to the 70

MHz IF Input as well as the EVA radio output. .

3. The SD 6057 frequency counter will give a nonsense output unless no

modulation is present.

4. The test frequencies need defining.

5. To do loop back tests requires frequency converters. Where are

these in the equipment list?

Comments on 3.1.11

A different test equipment configuration is required to measure

frequency stability.
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SUMMARY

T_ , ",,.e purpose o_ thls appendix is to comment on Brett Parish s memo

entitled "Preliminary Status of Signal Processing Development for the TCD

Baseband Test Bed". The emphasis here is.on system level issues. Specific

technical _omments have already been discussed with Brett over the phone.

I. Enhanced Capability over the Last Version

In addition to the previously available selected frame rate video, the

present version has incorporated the following capabilities:

o Accommodate low data rate users

o Provide an hi _k_,,_°_,-_---, ....._-_-_o chann_'

o Accommodate asynchronous video/graphics

o Provide a low to very low rate "status" channel.

To provide for these capabilities, the current frame format has provisions for

_ . __both a synchronous video mode and a non-video mode. T._ synchronous vid_

mode accommodates both the selected frame rate video and asynchronous data,

whereas the non-video mode also uses the selected frame rate video portion of

the frame for asynchronous packetized data. Because of this vioeo-bypass

"_ _-"' .... S -e'- OTeature, the RSP multiplexer acts o= a re-clocking u_vic_ fur = t ..... f

l&asynchronous data. At the output of the mu..iplexer the data stream becomes

synchronous, with a clock rate related to the TV frame rate.

o

2. CCSDS issues

Since the RSP multiplexer can handle asynchronous data without modifying

its content, the non-video mode is compatible with the CCSDS when the CCSDS
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format are used as an outer shell. The burden of formatting _h_ async data

now falls onto the data source.

It appears that the driver for developing the RSP multiplexer frame

format for selected frame rate video is to ensure that the video data clock is

"synchronous" with the TV frame rate clock• By synchronous we mean that _he

two clock frequencies are related by an integer multiple and that they are

derived from the same source. Hence, the TV frame clock can Oe reconstructed

from the data clock; each picture frame will contain exactly N data bits. The

advantage is, of course, that there will not be a need for a mammoth data

buffer on the receiving side (TV viewing side) to smooth out the reaitime TV

picture frames to eliminate motion jerkiness. The buffering requirement hence

_ha_reduces to a simple buffer for only one or two TV frames. And proviOed _

the correct frame sync has been established, the job of the receiving

multiplexer is to simply display the content of the TV picture frame Ouffer at

the recovered frame rate (which can be derived from the receiver bit synci.

The transmission channel only adds a channel delay.

For the sake of argument, then, as long as the CCSDS f_ame rate is

reuu__lu_.also "synchronous" with the TV frame rate, the aforementioned _"_ _

in hardware complexity can also be achieved if a TV picture frame (or a

fraction thereof) can fit into a CCSDS frame. Of course, the

communication channel must be able to support the higher data rate due

to _he higher CCSDS overhead One would also need an additional rr_ c

buffer. The point is that the CCSDS is only a data standard it Odes

not specify how the frame rate is determined. One therefore cannot

effectively argue that there is any significant incompatibility between

CCSDS and the RSP "'_m=_iplexer format regarding to the frame structure.

It appears that this requirement for TV frame "synchronism" with the
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CCSDS frame rate is the key issue to be resolved with the CCSDS people,

rather than the exact format of how to provide a means of identifying

data source and data sink which they seem to be preoccupied with.

3. Audio Delay

Since the high fidelity audio channel is only intended to be used with

high rate TV, the buffer delay should not be significant as the audio channel

data is inserted at every TV picture line after the TV picture frame has been

buffered. On the other hand, since the asynchronous data is gated at the very

final stage of the multiplexer output, there should not be any delay due to

the RSP multiplexer for asynchronous packetized audio.
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SUMMARY

_in_e" we are ,,o_-_ too familiar with the RCA FOLAN breadboard,, we have _-",,=_

difficulty understanding and interpreting the objectives and the approach to

the ESTL Test Plan. In order to more fully understand the Test Plan and to

provide more valid comments, a more complete description of the FOLAN

breadboard as well as functional block diagrams depicting the tests are

required.

It appears that the EBTL test is basically an RCA demonstration of the

FOLAN breadboard with some help from ESTL personnel.

i. Test Plan

i.I General Comments

The test plan described in the ESTL document requires additional

clarifications: the definitions of some of the parameters to be measureo are

unclear; a lot of the test instruments to be used are either not shown, e.g.,

in transmitter startup time measurement, or not specified, e.g., the 200 BPS

(or 200 MBPS?) generator to be used in % modulation; the expected performance,

o

e.g., the accuracy of the testing results, are not given; and the test

procedures are not well explained. Before a more complete assessment tan _e

maOe on the test plan, we need to have a doc_me,._ which renders a clear

overview and provides enough information for each specific test:

o Test objective

o Parameter to be measured

o Test plan

o Test configuration and functional block diagrams
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o Ins..,u_,,e,,,_=use_ (mode_ #, manufacturer)

c. Accuracy (Error analysis)

Furthermore, there_ are a few parameters which are important in ....ping =:___

understand the system performance and they are not mentioned in the current

T_ ,test plan .... e_ are: signal to noise ratio (S/N) at the O/E converter output,

optical power stability (see cor_ 1 2. , ti .,,e ic. ........ 2) ex nction ratio of t_ opt al

signal (see Section 1.2 3), signal quality measurements (data ri=_ time

asymmetry, etc.), communication timing measurements (mean clock rate, rms

jitter, & differential propagation delay), temperature tests (S/N versus

temperature ... etc,), and the star coupler's variability test (see Section

I 2. °_

1.2 Review of the Current Test Plan

The test plan will be revieweO in the same order as in pp.2-3 to pp. 2-7

- _ lof _he E_T_ oocument.

i.2.1 System Setup

The functional data flow verification procedure is not shown.

1.2.2 Output Power

The power level measurement approach is clear. We would also like to

have a power stability measure (amplitude jitter) which will serve as

performance degradation estimator.

1.2.3 % modulation

The definition is not given. The equipments are described but not the
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....... .,Ouu _e_ _ _ _,.p_Itude _ _"lation tmeasur_.,e,., Frocedure Unlike She rnnventional _. i

modulated opti_ai slgnal power can not reach zero, hence an appropriate

• *_ _ the rat of halt _he dlfference _e,wee,. _ "__eflnl_ON i= i0 . _ _ " _he maximum =,,_ mlni_L[_

power levels to the average power level of an intensity modulated wave. The

extinction ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the minimum power level to

_he averagethe maximum one, can also be measured simultaneously. In fact, ,

•_ extinctionpower level has already been obtained in 1.2.2 and moreover, ........
m

ratio is a more •widely used parameter in optical links.

1 2 4 Tr.... _$"" Startup Time

The definition is not given neither are the test configuration (say, _=_,._

location of the receiver photo-diode has to be Oefined) anO equipments.

1.2.5 Receiver Startup Time

Since the output of the APD is an electrical slgnal the difference

between the APD output and the O/E output is not clear. The latter may refer

to the input of the thresholO detection circuitry or the output of the high

speed comparator (see Fig. A-2 in the ESTL oocument). Also, _he Oefinitlon of

. _e,_ °this parameter and the location of the valid data indicator are not provl _ _

1.2.6 APD Voltaqe

Since no definition is given we do not know whether it is different _rom

_he APD dvnamir ranqe.

1.2.7 RF Path Calibration

The receiver current and power measuring point should be shown.
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_._.8'_ Star Coupler Insertion Loss

The input and output measuring points are not defined. A star coupler

will normally have some variation in the power splitting ratio between a given

pair of input and output. This variability should also be considered as a loss

factor and be measured.

_._.I_ o, S_a_'__i_ Dynamic Ranqe

The definition of the upper dynamic range is ambiguous. It appears to

require a destructive test. Besides, the location of the token valid

indicator is not shown.

t _ T_._.Ir_. _,,_ermessaqe Dynamic Ranqe

Besides _he..problems mentioned in I._._ o, it i__ no_. clear where_ an_ now _h_....

-_ "ity o_ the receiver to properly interpret strong then weak pac_n= will h=_wll ..... -_- --

determined.

_.2.11 Network Bandwidth

_his parameter seems to refer _n _eAccording to the test description, _ - ....

difference between the highest and the lowest data rates that the token

validator can be useful. Obviously, the test result will depend on the signal

power, the system temperature, and bandwidths of the fiber, the APD, the

_ . ' _. , _ anwwlu_hs canpre-amplifier, and _he post-ampllfi_r The fiber and _he APD b n' _

be found _rom manufacturers" specifications, the amplif1=r= bandwldtns, on

the other hand, are designer's choices. It is necessary to have these values

in advance so that comparisons can be made.

1.2.12 BER
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A S/N measurementat the comparator's output (Fig. A-2) should be

conducted at the sametime. BER-versus-S/Nis a more commontest than

BER-versus-attenuation.

1.2.13 TV & Voice Quality

The relationship between the BER or bit error per frame and the quality

rating should be established.

1.2.14 Eye Patterns

This test is clearly explained. A test con÷iguration, combineo with that

of 1.2.12, would be helpful.

1.2.15 Node Latency

The given definition is not clear.

I._._ 16 Network Latency

We do not know, according to the descriptlon given in the ESTL docu-

how this test is to be carried out and how this parameter is to be related to

network throughput.

2. Network Architecture

The laser stabilization problem associated with burst communications _as

discussed and so was the temperature control technique. However, proba01y

because of space limitation some technical problems remain unad_ressed. Among

them, we would like to see the answers to the following problems.

(I) What is optical frequency being used?

(2) What Is the token-passing rule of this dlstribution ne=work:
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(3) Whatis t,he packet _ormat?
(4) __hatis the overhead percentage of a packet?

'_ Howdoes the receiver recovers the clock at such a high data ra_e?

6) Will it be more cost-effective, at 200 Mbit/s, to use other

alternative n__works?

7) A typical link budget, including all transmit and coupling losses, _

showhow the avail _ _ -a_e system gain i= distributed to obtain a errnr

rate of 10-_° is recommended.

(8) Whatis the expected throughput of the system?

(9) Whatis the meaninformation rate being carried over the networks:,

comparedto the maximumrate the links can support?

10)Whatare the expected node and network latencies?

11)Can the complexity of the interface electronics be traded against

other options?

12)Howare the system's expandability and rearrangeability? Howmany

terminals can the system handle? Howdifficult is it to ado or

removeinput or output terminals?

(13)Howare the system's vulnerability, reliability, and maintainability?

(14)What is the data format, NRZor bi-phase?

(15)Howto validate token and data?

(!6)How do the laser stabilization and temperature control circuitries

work?

Items (3 - (6) are related. The main concern is on (4) because the

clock must be recovered before data can be decoded. Due to the lack of a

central clock or a clock distribution scheme, the data are bursty &

.... s, the beginning of each packet must have a headerasynchronous in nature. T_.
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sequenceof bits that allows thm receiver clock to align itself with the

incoming one. For a noncoherent (optical) system the length in bits of the

header sequenceis a function of data rate and S/N. In order to operate at

200 Mbit/s _ package ,h_,,,e overhead may exceed 20%, which then lead to • D

question (5). Questions (8) - (11) were asked to assess the network

economical and technical efficiencies. Finally, Manchester or bi-phase data

are preferred due to the following reasons:

I) Clock recovery is easier.

2) Manchester code provides easy bit validation check. The states of the

first and the second half of a Manchester bit are always different,

unless an error is made. In effect, Manchester code provides an ooO

parity check on every bit.

3) The optimal threshold is always zero, independent of signal to noise

ratio, hence a large variation in the peak signal power can be

tolerated and the requirements on AGC design are less severe.

_) Because of the regularity of data format, the Manchester data can be

used to stabilize the laser average power output.
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ACl_"qOi,iLEIX_EME NT

Portions of the mateczal presented in this report are based u_3r

c_iscussions with and inputs provided by the Col[owin_ JSC/ESTI. p_rsorme! : .,a,_,:

Stoker, Bobby Vermillion, B. Go Smith, and Linda Bromler.
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E.XECI_T ;\ E _,( >I>i._.RY
ORIGINAL PAGE

PO0  JJ. al" t,

1>,_CRO])L(:T10N .--

The purpose of r.his final report is to doct_nent L]ntom's ._t,ld_-,-,-:.:_..

(El_,2tron]cs Systems Test. Laboratory) automation. This final repot* 1_

nr}eaniz_<i inl-n t_4o parts and three appendices, The flrs_ i_nrt _?' in,:.:',::-,(,rr

i._ an tnr.roduotorx" nverview of' the ESTL inctudin_ both .x._ hr--senT _*.:_t_i_ _:-,-.

its ful:ure u._e for the Space Station Commtmicati.ons and TracK,n_ _ :_-'_r_..n_ ',_-_r

B_H. The s_cond parr. of" the report addresses th_ slx._p, ii'i_ i.._su,=s c,..'._;_c,_ri,inc

the ._T_jfic - is._ues c-oneerning ESTL automation. ApTo_ndJ\ I _'ives .n m-r_

d,_rai _t ex_mp't_ of" ho_" exT,.re system techniques can D" apptiee V.n FSTI.

.,:,lt<,m:_i-i,m: app_:ndi,-_._ _I ":,nd Ill are input._ proxqd_4 hy .-'.Srl p_r<,nn_.e-_

r_o_:x rd i r:z at it: _mat i on,

Fh_ rea._ons for mlt.,_matin_ the ESTL are d_vors_, From q ,'_rc_p_mmg_--, _

:]_u_nt, a_ ].ea._t ÷'_-_ are -_rthy of me.ntj,3n: tnl Sr_,_ S!_l.l_ti,_//F_& _

inter.face, ib) Space S_ation design _fforts, (e_ th_ ._p_e_ \_two]R _...l "-_-T,r

pian, (d, t.h_ need to improve man rx)_;er effi.eienoy and prr_chjeriXlrX-, an_ _, _

."he adx'an(-ement of Imowlecl_e engineerin_ and automation,

In rho fur.urn, a_ m(_r_ users eoml-_t._ t'or EST[. fa,_iiit_." resc,_lr .... =. r';7:i-,ic;

r<-._r r:irn .',r, nirld xcil; b_.'_-ome a n_eozsity. Fut,*t_e_mo_-o. _in,-_- ,-,nr:,.v,r: .q:-.

re.q-; u-l l} N_..-.nme mor_ o.omplex (,_-.g., by lnvnlvie___ other reso,_re_s z,:--n :_¢ _}l_,

:It:iand the TDR,qS ), test _cheduJ ing ,_'iII prove tn be. ,_nrr_sl_ndin__iy ;no-e

dif'fioult. Hence ES3i, shuttle test performance must shutrtF t_s* :_e.rformm,-p

,mi._t aohie\_ the maximl,m nossible _ffiei_noy. gort_mat_ly, a._ r,_ q-_rri_

r',,'neram ma,ur_, rh_ t._n)e._ c,f" test_ to b_ rx_rfcmmed ;-_t the E%'FI. ::]!l b_._<-,_::_

----"
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Of POOR QU_-_
mot_ _t:-_qd;_rcii_pd land taeref(_r_ _:5 ii be :el l-qmenpble *c, au-,-_mat',c,n

A.¢. th_ soo!-.,-" of ESTL _-'ork expands to inclu('e Spac'e 8rarl.c;n ,_o_mm,"_r ,.<,rr:.

t,.sts, a myTiad. :,f new chalt_nges _:i]l arise. _atth the. EST[. x:;rR i_ad

in,-'reasiP, a s_lhstantialLy, it i._ unlikely that there will not i_ a pr%._r,rri,_,n:_

i .,-1 _'_L"i r:crea._e in ._mpower support. The next generation Space Star ion i_m-.. ""

delivered by the Phase B and C/D contractors for system emuJati,-_n a:_d :._'-

a'_S,';r'i:It_d test equLpment wLi t be imp] emented with ¢-omptlte,.'-,_r,,irT',,ii,---,i, :,--Ir ::

teehniqlles. Since the d_agnostics anfJ mainvenanee T-eq,lire_.' fo _ t";o" i_ _ixa, ,_

nl-erat ton wi II require the _4ide use of internal, built-Ln East r,roced, iFes,

only a minimal number og conventional test, points will be avaiial-]_. Fr,,"i

this it follows that mlch future cnmmunication:_ hal_ware nn!v _._ii r,_ t e_tm ._

l-,,vmeans of standard data I/(_ interi'aces. Hence any tests in\-oi °,zn_ _:r._

devi,-_s probably _il[ depend solely _,n their inputs and ,_tci}LltS. :q._

inereasin_ _omplexity of communication equipments wi![ preclud, _ tradi: i _:::i

i:c,rms ,_f _nual ,_perations. Adequately eonfrontin_ these ,._e_.,Ji_t'-,_,,it i.,-_

_-ii I require the ESTL to computerize and to automatic.

The United States Cor_ress has taken a keen Lntere_t in h_,_.:' i.....

m_una_e the Space Station Program. Driven by an awameness of tn_ c_p,-_,:t._,"_[:._:"

ad\'qnces being made in _lec_tronics, computers, atitomati(;n, r(>b,_r_,'.-., ..:_:.,.i_-_,,_-'_,

en_in_erine, and related Fields, Congress is convinced that th_ Spa, .... 5*a*..on

program not only .qhoutd incorporate these advances, but also ._h,,uici .*_ ,<_:_

_or _'ttalttT." t,_ :_timulate nat Lonal devel,_pment. The imr,ortanr'_ ,_: rhe_q_ ¢.-c:_ i
. °

i*,_ indicate_l by at. least 10 percent of rile total Space Sirli-t_:l e;tl(l_,_r _,,.-;n_

d6.]icate.4 t<_ the development of systems which wi[l advance atltom:lr i<_ii;ln_i

r,_h_)tics technoto_ies. O%Ir proposal that many ESTL operae_ons i_e a,,ii:',l,_ate,i }_v

mean_ of' eNl_rt systems completely a_-cords _.ith these (.an_'es_i_,r_a!

c,b.iec,t Lva_.
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/o
f"-- l..inl. om oemINACPAGErs

Oe.POOhQUAUTY

_in--t.l_v . . • . .• .. , .-qLI._C;!p.nt ion -:Iil impFov,-: .-,lallpC,_qereft'ic, __:r]c[,";_nc; il-_,-.?_-:-i<_-

_.n_] neelzin_ or<,J*l,ptivi_5-, thereby satisf3in_ t_.o ion_i s- andin_ K._._; c-,,nc.,_r'n-.

%[T(>>[%T!(.)N Cf)AL

Figure I shows ,% eoncept.t_i block _iagrean of a fully a,_tomated F.A'TI.. T-,_

te._.t _q_i[pmen r and system modeling hard_,_re of ESTL are .eonn_=eted t_ the 5>'T.'i.

:,:,.X II.,785 .-nmr.)uter through a ioeal area net_,'ork (IAN). "the purpose _f ,he

ner_cork is tn alien" high speed data trs_nsfer (e,g. equipment settino£

F_'_r-.qmet_r's, lest data, health and. status, ackno_Jed_ement, etc,_ _-.t_:e__,: -h_ _

VA:: and the hardwar_ pools, As an example, one can use DEC'\_.T {,,'hJeb

:-],.c.nmmodales the _t.andaFd Ethernet ;:is:.__ubnet). Sh]oe fhe ESTL :_',i_o

.,.,nmmLmlc-ates kith other systems networks such as thosp ,_T" the !.I_.(at,,, ,r,_

NASf()}!, means for interconnecting with these additional net..:or!..:sai_,.'.._;_:._ _e

:ns_nlled. DE(" supplies a variety of soCtware to progrsm the ne*k'cr!< i!}te.r'_';-_,'_--'

black-box (coiled a _ateway) to support these links,

Tn thi_ conc_eptual diagram, the ESTI. equipment and har_-'are are gr',_,L'e_

into _Jo[s, (_ach pool served by either a subnet or :_ local -_['e8 ne_-or!..:.

I-.i_r'e '2 shou's ho,_ n microprocessor can be used :o in:eFface _.'ithin each F_.c_]

:-f e--./[stirt_ Shut!-]e,-era hardware _ilich may not be directly .,,ompatih]._ _.ir.h th_

] AN.

Test: ._i.cgnals are muted t.o a central switch matrix pool -.,.het'ore,;e _,_;t;;:,

,.,,',nfi._oC,/Fat:;orl }rlt_t'_:orlneoti_n._ are made. The v.e._:tequiF_nenT p_.o[ ,,c_:1_'.,_ .,_

_tandat,d lab_ma1:ory equipments and _athers test data by rai.'.pirrz: \-_r';,>L _. i'.f, in_q

in the s_gitch matrix of the test setup. The signal acquisition sysr_-.m i¢

designed both to per_ot_n tests that oannot be adequately handle_] by _t_qnd.ard

t_t #q_i[xm:nts and to serve as an X/f) devic-e fnr rh_ %A'< tn moni'or re_t

_tatil_ h,',means ,,_f ob_r\i.q_ signal po]nl-s :_[,__ng the te_t c, etllp.
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ORIGINAL PA(_E

OF POOR QUAL,,'TY
R÷,si,!in_ _thi.': the \_K are sot't_.are pacl.ca_s r_qtK_rec., fo_" at_,__t'/:-_-in= .Th_-

ESTL. The _i_ce 5tati,m Commtmi,_ations Simulati,;n $y._tem < A'('%S : , re, e,;

r}ovelop_d hy the Sy._t.ems Anal;.-si._ Officp, i_ used for last ;'e._£lt pr,-+l,_t -, n

for SIx_ee Station tests, Various e:<pert systems will be _,sed to a_si._t _:_

te¢_ plannin._, te_t eonfi.__uration, fault diagnosis, test oonrrol, ;and

_c+quene[nK. [3raphi(_-s software will provide a friendly _iser iDt_rfa,?_ _"._T.

roll!tiple _<inde_," app| ications) , display test. eonfi.__urations acid re_ll! _+.

_' • .+final]..', the data }_%se software will be used to _enerate dn_-um_,_l-,_ti -_I .,._ _ ,,

az'chJving and retrieving test data,

Under the automated ESTL environmenT, the last _II.._il%_+erici.il }_6, -.}-_;+,_

eithel" t,n assume complete test oontrol via tile selee_ic, m of th+_ aFpr._ p 'it:',=

options _r to, !.we_rmit the expert _ystems t(",man;-l_e th_ _-,=.,_,tShn,;.!d _!_,:."n,_'_

option be_ ,2hos_n, then, as the test [)r_eeeds, status rep,_rt ttr_.::,t....-.+ I! :-_-.

di.splay_d on the _ock station and the test _n_ineer :.iI I. _ -_ermi _t_.,_ : .

ass_mle control at any point. Wiled tes_ _mn_[ineel-s themselves mane_ t_s_ ..

they _'ill l_e.able t_ ohan._e the test _ett_p ar tn ,_[t_r rha r_<t .+.-.q,,-.,_--. ;,:-

di re_.tl:,, contyal!in_, ea_-h piece or" equilmnent via th_ _,ark __a_'],+,n. I!_ "!',i-

o

_,;ly _he _bil.itv o_ ESTL personnel to operate eq_ipment i,_ar,_aIly t.-.!'_ !-_-.

pr_s_r\'ed., a +_apability that the}-regard as ,_rucial.

WHAT TO \C_Y)_tATE FIRST?

Any raalistic ans_er to this question m_st ,-le_pnd _F,nt_ "iv :,_:_. ' ;t'

ftmdin_ availab]e. In _eneral, one should start _.-ith effo+-t:-- rha_ _: .... ,_-"

effec_tive and that minimally impact the daily ope.r,qtion nf F.qTI+. _:_ ,,';_ml-.t .... _f

such a projeot w-_uld be. software development that inerea.qes t h_ _Twe_ed .,F any

rx_rtion of the last prc_es._ (ineludin_ ._,-h tasks ._ t,_c,r plann_,_ _n,t

c]o_,lllIlantat i(,!J _F, nar'ation) . _y c.ontraRt, _Yr_:_all._a i t lc,ltl!iJ raqll] rp ,',%_r iV
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R EF.c]_t_IENUAT] ()NS

For the near teT_, it is reoommellded Ill that _ more .-l_ta_ I_H

ni-oh]teeture of the aut.omated ESTL be developed and (2) that a ,5em_nnsti-:_-* i..Y..

_f I_eti ng th_ ,_,:[\'antages of thi_ automated apDroaoh be m_de. Th_

,-l,_moy,._,_rntion c_ndidat.e can be. one of the follo_¢ing: _ ,:lata h._ndiin_ an,_

"_eYifh_ation system (_Ipdated RDAPSI, a test pLanni.ng adviser exq_e..rr _)'_te:-,. ".

t,_t ,_onfi_urat i_n advisor e.k-p,=i_ts,vstem, or an automated S\;R oa] i b"a _ in

_:c._tem. Th_ eo_t associated ,;ith s_ich an effnrt is +_st:.mst_ tc ke bef_,: ._,'' ::,

hnl f" t<_ ,_ne mar_-.ve,_r nf effort.

ORIGINAl- PAG'_E
OF. POOR (]lJlu.n_
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ESTL AUTOMATION TASK REPORT OUTLINE

PART I : GENERAL

o ESTL OVERVIEW - CURRENT STATUS

o ESTL AS A SPACE STATION COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING TEST BED

o TESTING AT ESTL - PRESENT STATUS

O

O

O

O

O

PART II: AUTOMATION

TESTING AT ESTL - IDEAL AUTOMATED APPROACH

INTEGRATING AUTOMATION WITH ESTL FACILITY

A TIME TABLE FOR AUTOMATION

DEMONSTRATION CANDIDATES

RECOMMENDATIONS

PART III: APPENDICES

I. TEST CONFIGURATION ADVISOR EXPERT SYSTEM

2. ESTL TEST AUTOMATION UPGRADE

3. SELECTED TEST CONFIGURATIONS
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APPROACH TO DEVELOPING THE TEST CONFIGURATION EXPERT SYSTEM

O DECOMPOSE THE INITIAL PROBLEM INTO A SERIES OF SUBTASKS FOR THE

EXPERT SYSTEM TO PERFORM, E.G., IDENTIFICATION OF THE TESTS TO BE

PERFORMED, DETERMINATION OF THE NECESSARY SYSTEM, TEST, AND

MONITORING HARDWARE, AND THE DEFINITION OF ENTRIES FOR A BLUELINE

DRAWING

GATHER THE FACTS NEEDED TO PERFORM EACH SUBTASK AND ORGANIZETHIS

DATA INTO SCHEMATA, E.G., A BER TEST REQUIRES A STRIP CHART RECORDE_

TO MONITOR RECEIVER STATUS; A STRIP CHART RECORDER HAS MULTIPLE

CHANNELS; CHANNEL 1 IS ASSIGNED TO STATIC PHASE ERROR; CHANNEL 2 IS

ASSIGNED TO LOCK INDICATOR, ETC.

DEVELOP RULES FOR PERFORMING EACH SUBTASK, E.G. WHAT DEVICES ARE

REQUIRED IN ORDER TO PERFORM A GIVEN TEST, HOW ARE CERTAIN TEST

DEVICES TO BE CONNECTED, AND HOW OUGHT OUTPUTS BE INTERPRETED.

o DEVELOP A USER INTERFACE FOR PRESENTATION OF EXPERT SYSTEM RESULTS

o TEST EXPERT SYSTEM AND REITERATE UNTIL SATISFACTORY
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APPENDIX

TO: EE/Assistant Chief, Tracking and Co,=nunications Division

FROM: EET/Chief, Communications Performance and Integration Branch

SUBJECT: ESTL Test Automation Upgrade

This memorandum is being written with the express purpose of delineating the

functional requirements to upgrade the test automation capability of the ESTL.

The ESTL, classified as a multi-element major ground test facility, including

five spacecraft test areas, two ground stations, and sophisticated integrated

test and simulation equipment, must be capable of being used for the following:

0 Conduct early communications systems engineering development

testing on an end-to-end basis of new, complex, high risk

hardware configurations/concepts.

Conduct space/ground systems performance certification/

verification testing approximately one year prior to

first manned spaceflight utilization.

Conduct/support TDRS Network Integration and mission support

activities. Four categories of activities performed:

0 STS TDRS Network Simulations - Conducted on a

premission basis to verify operational readiness

to support the upcoming mission.

0 TN Integration - Hardware/Software engineering

evaluation of changes/upgrades.
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TDRS (B, C) Engineering Performance Verification -

After initial insertion into synchronous orbit,

followed by scheduled delta certifications on periodic

basis.

Pre/post Mission Operational Support - problem

investigations/resolutions.

0 Conduct operational readiness testing of the ESTL.

0 Demonstrating acceptance and operational readiness.

0 Conducting maintenance at the same time as on-going activities.

0 Conducting characterization testing.

0 Conducting end-to-end system test and evaluation activities for

both STS and Space Station configurations (perhaps simultaneously).

0 Conducting Payload Certifications/Verifications.

These functions must be factored into the detailed specifications for ESTL Test

Automation Upgrade Package as it is prepared. Key requirements to consider are:

a. The eight functions above must be capable of being exercised without

isolated dependence on ADPE. One of the major short comings of the WSGT

facility is the lack of the ability to configure/reconfigure the system via a

manual means during a scheduled activity. The ESTL test system must have the

capability to reconfigure manually (or in isolated cases under ADPE control).

These reconfigurations include items such as frequency, mode, bit rate, PCM code,

etc., such as that currently accomplished by the existing TICS (TDRS Interface

Control System) and PICS (Payload Interface Control System). As a minimum,

all the reconfigurable parameters currently designed into the existing

equipment should be included.
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b. The automated test functions must be controlled from either, i) the

TCC (Test Control Center) by ADPE and/or manually, 2) a separate, dedicated

configuration management/test automation ADPE complex, and 3) manually

controlled from several strategic locations.

c. Although final acceptance of the ESTL from an operational readiness

viewpoint should be accomplished from the TCC, equipment should be located

at various points to monitor/record message and data traffic flow for the

purpose of integration testing and initial acceptance. After the system has

been accepted, these equipments can be used for fault isolation tools and initial

acceptance of follow-on software deliveries or system modifications.

d. During the integration test phase of the automated upgrade, the existing

ESTL will be operationally on line and using the existing simulation/verification

capability for in-house testing, maintenance, fault isolation activites, as

well as for on-going TDRS Network and STS operational support activities. The

existing ESTL simulation/verification capability should be considered as

available for use in the ESTL upgrade (both integration, acceptance and test

operational phases).

e. The operational concept for upgrade of the ESTL and the systems design

and architecture of the simulation test system and operational system should

include sufficient equipment/services/and ADPE to simulteneously conduct software

development and acceptance of new software deliveries with the end-to-end test

and evaluation capability without impacting on-going activities.
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Additional Considerations:

a. The ESTLtest system should be developed in a phased manner. This

test system operated in the manual control modem_st be capable of exercising

all technical specifications/requirements for the ESTL. Acceptance of the

final test system software for ADPEcontrol should follow acceptance of the

manually controlled system. Considerations should be given of how the existing

TDRSNetwork can participate in the acceptance of the ESTLtest system.

b. Consideration should be given to the test system design/architecture

of operating or running simultaneous in-house testing and in-orbit spacecraft

testing. This may be necessary in the 1990 - 1995 time frame.

c. A separate software maintenance system should be considered for all

software development/maintenance activity relative to the ESTL test system.

There may be other considerations, additions, deletions, etc., as time goes on.

Enclosures 1, 2, and 3 to this memorandum provide additional information for

further discussion and development.

CC

EE/R. S. Sawyer
EE7/B. K. Vermillion

W. E. Teasdale

L. K. Bromley
O. L. Schmidt
B. G. Smith

L. T. Walker
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ELECTRONICSYSTEMSTESTLABORATORY

AUTOMATION OF LABORATORY OPERATIONS

* S-BAND ANTENNA CONFZGURATION

- ENGINEERING TESTS TO SPACE NETWORK SUPPORT

INTRA-LABORATORY CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

(19 FUNCTIONAL AREAS)

- PATCHING (TIE LINES)
- GROUND STATIONS (2)

- COMMAND, TELEMETRY AND RECORDING AREA

- SPACECRAFT RF COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (5)

- SPECIAL TEST SYSTEMS (PICS, TICS)

* TEST AUTOMATION

- SYSTEM CALIBRATION (RF PATH, S/N, NF, AGC'S, ETC.)

- TELEMETRY PERFORMANCE TESTS (SBER, Eb/No, PDL, PBER, ETC.)
- RANGING ACCURACY

- DOPPLER ACCURACY/SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

- RF SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, FREQUENCY RESPONSE, INTERFERENCE

- TELEVISION LINK PERFORMANCE (S/N, RESPONSE, LINEARITY,

PICTURE QUALITY, ETC.)

- PAYLOADS (MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS, TANDEM LINKS)

* DATA COLLECTION, PROCESSING

APPROACH: SPECIAL INTERFACE DEVICES

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COMPUTERS AND SPECIAL ALGORITHMS

INCORPORATING EXPERT SYSTEMS CONCEPTS

Enclosure 1
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SCOPE OF LAB AUTOMATION STUDY

o

II.

DEFINITIONS

A. ARTI._ICIAL INTELLIGENCE

B. EXPERT SYSTEMS

C. LAB AUTOMATION

CONFIGURATION MANAGMENT

A. INITIAL PHASE

I. CABLE ROUTING SUGGESTIONS

2. MANUAL PATCHING

3. MANUAL INPUT

4. CABLE LOGS

5. LIBRARY OF PAST CONFIGURATIONS

B. GRAPHICS

1. BLUELINE GENERATOR

2. GRAPHICAL INPUT

3. SIGNAL FLOH DESCRIPTION

a. CONNECTIONS B_ OBJECTS REPRESENT MULTIPLE SIGNALS

b. FRAME BASED EXPERT SYSTEM

C. f_DWARE

I. ANALOG/DIGITAL SHITCHING MATRICES

a. AVAILIBILITY

b. RELIABILITY, REPEATABILITY AND VERIFIABILITY

c. EFFECT ON TE3T ACCURACY

2. RADIO FREQUENCY SWITCHING MATRICES

a. AVAILIBILITY

b. P_I.I--RILITY, REPEAT_ABILITY AND VERIFIABILITY

c. EFFECT ON TEST ACCURACY

3. REVIEH OF TDRS GROUND STATION

a. RELIABILITY

b. COMPLEXITY

c. SPEED

Enclosure 2
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III. DATA COLLECTION

A. PREPARATION OF DATA PACKAGE

1. MANUAL ENTRY

2. CURVE FITTING AND PLOTTING

3. TEST REPORT GENERATION AND ARCHIVAL

4. REASON FOR FAILURE OF PAST AUTOMATION

B_ EQUIPMENT INTERFACE

I. REDESIGN OF EQUIPMENT

2. USE OF COMMERCIAL TEST EQUIPMENT

3. INTERFACE STANDARDS AND METHODOLOGY

_V. COST

A. IMPLEMENTATION

I. MANPOWER

a. EXISTING PERSONNEL WORKLOAD -

i. COMPUTER PESONNEL

ii. TEST EXPERTS

b. DEMAND/AVAILABILITY OF EXPERIENCED KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERS

. LEMSC0/NASA SALARIES CANNOT MATCH MARKET DEMAND

i i. SHORTAGE OF KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERS

2. COMPUTATIONAL POWER

a. EXTENT CURRENT SYSTEMS COULD BE UTILIZED

b. AI DEVELOPEMENT ENVIROMENTS

c. GRAPHICS HORK STATIONS

d. COMPUTERIZED TEST EQUIPMENT

B. MAINTAINENCE

l. MANPONER COST

2. _ COST
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_o KN0[.ILEGE AND SKILL LEVEL DISPLACEMENT

A. CURRENT ESTL SKILL LEVEL MIX

I. ADEQUATE RF EXPERIENCE

2. ABILITY TO INVESTIGATE UNIQUE SITUATIONS

B. SKILL LEVEL MIX AFTEP SOME AUTOMATION

I. FE_ER LOW SKILL POSITIONS

a o RETRAIN DATA TAKERS FOR DATA ENTRY

b. INCREASED SKILL LEVEL AND COST

2. MORE COMPUTER MAINTAINENCE PERSONNEL

3. _ TEST TEAM MEMBERS

a. AUTOMATIC PATCHING

b. AUTOMATIC DATA TAKING

c. ANALYZING TEST RESULTS

d. AUTOMATIC DATA PACKAGES

CONCLUSIONS

A. JUSTIFY NEED

I. CURRENT INEFFICIENCIES

2. PROJECTED PRODUCTIVITY

B. RECOMMEND EXTENT OF IMPLEMENTATION

I. CONFIGURATION CONTROL

2. DATA COLLECTION

C. COST REDUCTION

I. PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY

2. PERSONNEL
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEST LABORATORY

AUTOMATION POSSIBILITIES

I. EXPERT CONFIGURATION SYSTEM:

a. Patchinq Advisor: The various ESTL sources and sinks along with

all tie lines and their corresponding patch panel interface locations would

" become a part of computer memory. When a test configuration was being planned,

the general requirements could be given to the computer and it would then

provide detailed pathing information. This data base would have to evolve and

grow with time.

This approach would be non-invasive in that it would not require changing

actual ESTL operations at the moment, but would allow confidence in and

refinement of the system to develop with time.

(I) Verbal Approach: Each device must have a specific name and

that name would be typed into the computer (sink and source) and connections

would be defined.

(2) Applicon Approach: A "birdseye view" block diagram input to

the Applicaon would be converted to a detailed patching diagram.

b. Aut_.__omatic"Blue Line" Preparation: From the data available in the

computer from the previous effort, the computer could draw a "blue line" test

configuration

If. OPERATION AND MEASUREMENT:

a. Data Collection: Wnen BER, PDL or MRR measurements are made in the

ESTL, it should be possible to construct a computer interface such that the

computer can read and store the data realtime. Once test conditions were

typed into the computer it could produce a data sheet and a plot immediately.
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b. Path Variation: Computer controlled {digital control) attenuators

could be built into the system and the computer could be told to run a BER curve

from TRP, to TRP 2 or BER I to BER2, and the entire test would be done automati-

cally.

At this point, the danger of violating ESTL quality appears.

Presently, we do not think remotely controlled attenuators with .I or .2 dB

repeatability are available, but this is an open question.

c. Path Calibration: It would be necessary to establish permanent

paths with dedicated trim attenuators and power meters plus path attenuators and

terminal power meters, etc., and the computer would simply verify the calibra-

tion had not changed. Again repeatable attenuators would be required. This

is an ESTL brain surgery. Can not make mistakes here.

Ill. SET-UP:

a. RF Path _wi+ehlnn:

(1) S-Band

(2) Ku-Band

(3) UHF

b. Signal Patching:

(I) Digital

(2) Analog

The above would require switches that could connect anything-to-

anything with repeatable loss. This could be very expensive but once confi-

dence in the expert system had been established, it would become a hardware

problem. ESTL would always require manual override capability.
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Our biggest problem with automated ESTLground station has been

poor computer construction. We could not tollerate these kinds of problems on

a large scale. It would be necessary to have shipboard quality construction

of all con_outers and interface cables.
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"HE FOLLCiWING S','STEMS ARE A'JAILABLE ('TO VARY'II'.IG DEGP.EES) FOP.. LAB AUTOMATIO!.4

.ISE/INCLUSI ON :

• VAX 11/785

Hardware/software currently available:

au

b.

C,

d.

e,

f.

g.
h.

6 MB RAM memory

1.4 GB herd disk memory (fixed)

VMS 4.2 operating system

FORTRAN, Macro

LXY line printer

LAI20 system console

VT241 Terminal

Interface cards for the following test equipment:

I) Spacecraft Command Encoder (SCE)

2) Payload Interface Control System (PICS)

3) TDRS ground station Interface Control System (TICS)

4) Command Special Test Equipment (CSTE)

5) ESTL Range and Doppler Simulator (ERDS)

6) GMT time

7) MSFTP-2 decom

8) MSFTP-3 decom

Hardware/software to be added this year (dependant on fur, din 9)

a. More terminals -- VT220, VT240, VT241 and perhaps

TEK 4107 class terminals

b. Forms management and Datatrieve (databasing)

software

c. Perhaps an Aptec I/0 processor (funding shakey)

d. Interface cards for the following new equipment:

i) Command Processor

2) Ethernet interfacing for Applicon CAD,

new Data Systems Data Management Control

System, and
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